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AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
WRITTEN THE DAY BEFORE PRINCE
ALBERT‟S FATAL VISIT TO
REMONSTRATE WITH HIS SON
EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain)
Fine early autograph letter as Prince of Wales, signed
„Albert Edward‟, to „My dear Keppel‟, his equerry Lt. Col.
Henry Keppel, who was with him at the Curragh Camp,
saying “I don‟t think that I answered your letter, enclosing
Mansfield‟s, but I mislaid them ... The photographs of
myself arrived quite safely & are very well done, but the
others of the Battalion have not yet arrived, & I trust that he
will keep his promise & send by the end of the month - I
wish you could remind all those who promised me their
photographs in cartes de visite, that they have not yet kept
their promise & that I hope they will do so; I think I sent
you the list of those which I had not got - On Tuesday I am
going over to Kimbolton [the Duke of Manchester‟s, in
Huntingdonshire], & if the frost does not continue, shall
hunt on Wednesday with Lord Fitzwilliam‟s hounds [at
Milton Park, near Peterborough], and on Thursday with the
Oakl[e]y [in Bedfordshire]. On Friday we had a very good
day with the Cambridgeshire; we had a run of nearly two
hours, some parts of which were very fast; Burnaby [F.G.,
1842-1885, later commanded the Household Cavalry] was
out and rode very well [altered from „quickly‟]. Now I
must conclude & remain Yours very sincerely”, 3 sides 8vo
black-edged, Madingley Hall, Cambridge, [Sunday] 24th
November 1861, very small defect at bottom right corner
and one small closed edge tear in engraving [53457]£675
The Prince had been at Trinity College Cambridge, since the
beginning of 1861, living a mile or two away at Madingley Hall.
In August he joined the 2nd Battalion, The Grenadier Guards,
stationed in Ireland and he was determined to get some army
experience, so he attended manoeuvres in Ireland, during which
an actress, Nellie Clifton, was hidden in his tent by his fellow
officers. Prince Albert, though ill, was appalled and visited
Edward at Cambridge to remonstrate with him on his style of
living. Albert died two weeks after the visit, in December 1861.
Queen Victoria blamed Edward for his father‟s death and regarded
him with distaste as frivolous, indiscreet and irresponsible. She
wrote to her daughter Vicky, “I never can, or shall, look at him
without a shudder.” In September he visited Germany, where he
met Princess Alexandra for the first time. He returned to
Cambridge in October. This letter was written the day before
Prince Albert‟s fatal visit.
With a fine contemporary engraved print of the Prince , full
length, full face, in dress uniform including the Garter star
(awarded 1858), plumed bicorne in his right hand, the edge of
Windsor Castle in the background, margins trimmed, 9¾” x 4¾”,
and with an interesting facsimile letter from „Bertie‟ to „My dear
Mama‟, in similar handwriting, describing leaving Plymouth for
Ireland, and thanking the Queen “for the pretty ring you gave me
& with my love to Papa”, 4 sides 8vo, „At Sea‟, 10th July 1860.

EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain)
Large studio photograph signed „Albert Edward‟ and dated,
showing him seated on a rock, full length, three quarter
face, in jacket and kilt, a relaxed but dignified image, 9¾” x
6½” in mount 15” x 11½”, no place, 9th November 1883,
evenly faded with occasional spots without detracting from
this attractive image
[54057]£575
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CHRISTMAS CARD FROM THE TWO
YOUNG PRINCES
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor), & GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King
of Great Britain)
Christmas Card, confidently signed „Edward‟ „Albert‟,
and dated, each with a flourish below, to an unnamed
recipient, on the front on vellum paper is a fine spray of
thistles in colour headed in gold „For Auld Acquaintance‟,
inside, opposite the signed printed greetings, is a wish
quoted from Burns, together 3 sides (+5 blank) 5¼” x 3½”
folded, no place, 1905, right and left margins of upper
cover lightly browned, also part of inmost fold, lacking
ribbon holding inside to cover
[54448]£425

CHARMING PHOTO SIGNED BY HIS
MOTHER
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Enchanting early original photo signed and dated by his
mother Queen MARY with his family name “David”
showing him full length in Tyrolean costume with feathered
hat and liederhosen, a jacket over his shoulders and a stick
in his hands, 6”x 4½”, no place, 1913
[SD33387]£375
From a Royal Collection

PRESENTATION PHOTO FROM
EDWARD VIII
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Exceptional photo by Spencer Sher with the photographer‟s
blind stamp, signed “David” with the place and date
showing him full length in uniform standing on the steps of
Government House, 9” x 7” in fine contemporary silver
frame, 10” x 8”, Melbourne, 30th May 1920
[SD33963]£3,250
A rare example of Edward VIII using his family name “David”,
this photo must have been a gift to a close friend or family
member. Taken during his visit to Australia in 1920

EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor) & the Duchess of WINDSOR
(Wallis Simpson, 1896-1986, his wife)
Fine large photo boldly signed in lower margin, “Wallis
Windsor” and “Edward” showing the Duke saluting the
pressmen who are gathered to photograph him as he leaves
his hotel to go to the waiting car, the Duchess is not visible,
10” x 8” in mount 11½” x 9½”, no place, no date, there is
a slight crease across the photo almost invisibly repaired.
[SD33393]£1,250
Edward renounced the throne in 1936 to marry the twice-divorced
Wallis, saying in a radio speech, “I have found it impossible to
carry the heavy burden of responsibility and to discharge my
duties as king, as I wish to do, without the help and support of the
woman I love”
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EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Fine photo by Hugh Cecil signed “Edward P” & dated,
also signed by the photographer showing the Prince in
uniform, with his hands resting on top of his sword, 8” x
5½” in mount 8½” x 6”, London, 1925, slight creasing
[SD28378]£500

EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Fine photo by Vandyk, signed („Edward P‟), and dated on
the mount, showing the Prince full face, head and shoulders
wearing army uniform, 5” x 3½” in mount 8” x 6½”, no
place, 1919
[SD28380]£675

Hugh Cecil did the official accession photograph in 1936, which
was used as the basis for the short lived issues of postage stamps.

[ELISABETH (Alexandra Louise Alice, 1864-1918, Grand
Duchess of Russia, daughter of Ludwig IV, Grand Duke of
Hesse, grand-daughter of Queen Victoria, wife of Sergei of
Russia, became a nun and was murdered by the
Bolsheviks)]
Delightful royal presentation stick pin, in 18 carat gold with
red and white enamel letters surmounted by a crown, in it‟s
original fitted case by Collingwood and Co in London, 3
inches long, circa 1880
[SD31824]£750

EDWARD VIII PRESENTATION PHOTO
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Fine photo by Vandyk signed “Edward P” & dated,
showing him half length, in uniform, wearing a cap, 5½” x
3½”, in excellent original black leather morocco domed
presentation frame with gilt crest at head with initial „E‟
surmounted by Prince of Wales Feathers, 9” max. x 5½”, no
place, 1921
[SD32827]£1,250
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Typed Letter Signed to John S. Royal, Vice Pres. of NBC
in New York. saying that he was “very pleased to get your
cable and your offer to help at any time I was on this side
of the Atlantic. I am therefore writing to let you know that
Captain Vyvyan Drury, one of my A.D.Cs., is now in New
York and I would greatly appreciate your giving him the
opportunity of discussing certain projects with you.”, he
then talks about Fred Bate, who he has not heard from but
hopes “he and Gebe and the children are safe in Great
Britain and not having too grim a time ...”, 1 side 8vo.,
Government House headed paper, Bahamas, 28th
September 1940
[SD28608]£475
EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)
Unusual photograph of a drawing of the Prince of Wales by
Olive Snell, signed with initials and dated by the Prince and
also signed by the artist in pencil, showing him head and
shoulders wearing a suit and looking slightly to one side,
8½” x 6”, in mount 12” x 9”, no place, August 1926
dampstaining to the mount
[SD28660]£575
ELISABETH (Alexandra Louise Alice, 1864-1918, Grand
Duchess of Russia, daughter of Ludwig IV, Grand Duke of
Hesse, wife of Sergei of Russia, became a nun and was
murdered by the Bolsheviks)
Autograph picture postcard signed, in German with
translation, to Helene, (1857-1936, née Princess of
Russia and of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, second wife of
Princess Albert of Saxe-Altenburg, 1843-1902) at Schloß
Serrahn, Mecklenburg Schwerin, sending best wishes and
“1000 loving thoughts” for the New Year, with a picture of
frogs on a lily pad in the moonlight, Kiel, 28th December
1901
[53167]£1,250
Both Princess Helene‟s father and husband served in the Russian
army, and her mother was a granddaughter of Paul I. After Prince
Albert died in 1902, she brought up his daughters Olga and Maria
at Oranienbaum, near St Petersburg, and at Serrahn.

ELIZABETH (The Queen Mother, b. 1900, Queen of
George VI)
Christmas card signed under the printed message of
greeting, opposite the coloured photo of the Queen Mother
surrounded by her four adult grandchildren, Charles, Anne,
Andrew & Edward, 8½” x 7½” on folded ivory card with
gilt crown on the front, no place, 1985
[SD33153]£250

SEAL OF THE COURT OF QUEEN‟S
BENCH
[ELIZABETH I] (1533-1603, from 1558 Queen of
England)
Letters Patent in Latin, with transcription and translation,
allowing the freehold transfer of property in Sandon,
Essex, by John Lathum & Helen his wife, Robert Goddaye
& Joan his wife to Anthony Everard, consisting of 3
dwellings, 3 cottages, 3 barns, 3 gardens, 50 acres of land,
20 acres of meadow, 40 acres of pasture, 4 acres of
woodland and 2 shillings‟ worth of rent, for a fee to the
Queen‟s Farmer of 33s 4d, “Not willing that [the parties] ...
by reason of the foregoing should by Us Our heirs or
successors, or by Our Justices Escheators Sheriffs Bailiffs
or other Our Officials or Ministers ... be thereby hindered
molested accused vexed in any way or burdened”, 1 side
vellum, 7” x 14”, endorsed in English “Licence of
Alienation ...”, the
seal shows Queen Elizabeth
enthroned under a canopy flanked by the Royal Arms,
on the reverse she rides side-saddle, the reins in her right,
the sceptre in her left hand, c. 5 ins. in diameter,
Westminster, 1st September 22 Eliz. I, 1580, seal rubbed
and defective with loss of legends, on the obverse most of
the design is present, on the reverse small portions are
missing including the horse‟s rear leg but still an attractive
seal, mended along a former break, light gnawing on
folded portion of document at foot (blank except for a
clerk‟s signature, which from a similar document is [Jo:
Oy]bon), surface of about 6 words and a few letters rubbed
off but all supplied in transcription
[50922]£875

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain)
Excellent Typed Commission Document Signed at the head,
appointing Sir Alexander Francis Morley, (1980-1971,
K.C.M.G.) as Ambassador at Budapest, the Queen‟s name
in large gothic letters followed by her titles at the head, also
signed by Michael Stewart, 1906-1990, as Foreign
Secretary, with a typed letter signed from D.F. Muirhead
on behalf of the Secretary of State sending the Commission,
20th October 1965, the document 16½” x 21”, St. James‟s,
22nd August 1965, neat filing hole in cover letter
[54081]£375
Sir Alexander was in the Burma Office, 1938-1940 and 19451947 and in the Ministry of Aircraft Production, !940-1942.
Before this appointment he was Deputy High Commissioner or
High Commissioner in New Zealand, Calcutta, Sri Lanka and
Jamaica.

ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain) &
PHILIP (Duke of Edinburgh, b. 1921, her Husband) with
their children CHARLES (Philip Arthur George, b. 1948,
Prince of Wales) & ANNE (b. 1950, Princess Royal,
Daughter of Elizabeth II)
Exceptional Photo signed on the mount by all four, but in
AUTOPEN by the Queen and Prince Philip under a
picture of the Royal Family standing together in a garden,
they are all wearing informal clothes, Princess Anne has a
very typical floral mini dress and her mother is wearing a
plain dress, the men are in suits and Charles is turning his
head to his mother, 8” x 7” in mount 10½” x 9½”, dated by
the Queen, 1970
[SD33389]£975
From a Royal Collection

THE QUEEN SIGNED LILIBET
ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain) & her
sister MARGARET (Rose, 1930-2002, Princess, Sister of
Queen Elizabeth II, Countess of Snowdon)
Fine christmas card signed by both “Lilibet” and
“Margaret” and dated underneath a printed message, „With
best wishes for Christmas and New Year‟, opposite a black
and white photo of the two Princesses wearing long white
dresses, sitting together, with Margaret at her sister‟s knee,
7¼” x 5¼”, on folded ivory card with both their Royal
Crests embossed in gilt on the front, 7½” x 6½”, no place,
Xmas 1946
[SD34223]£1,500
Princess Margaret very seldom signs Christmas cards and so to
find a card signed by her and her sister is most unusual
particularly where the Queen has signed with her family name.
From a Royal Collection

ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain) &
PHILIP (Duke of Edinburgh, b. 1921, her Husband)
Fine Christmas Card signed by both under the printed
greeting, opposite a coloured reproduction of „The Holy
Family‟ by Sebastiano Ricci, 9” x 8” in folded grey card
with gilt crown on the front, no place, no date but 1958
[53750]£325
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COMMITTEE OF THE NAVY ENSURING A CAPTAIN LOYAL TO THE
PARLIAMENT
ERLE ( Sir Walter, 1586-1665, M.P. for Weymouth and
Melcombe Regis), Samuel VASSALL, (1586-1667,
Merchant, M.P. for London), Sir William WHELER,
(circa 1601-1666, 1st Baronet, M.P for Westbury),
Benjamin VALENTINE, (died in or before 1653, M.P.
for St. Germans), and Giles GREEN, (d. 1656, M.P. for
Corfe Castle)
Document Signed by all the above members of the
Committee for the Navy,
addressed to the
Commissioners of the Navy, with transcription, saying
that the House of Commons, learning that “ the Crescent
frigatt one of the revolted ships is lately taken & brought
into Plymouth”, has “referred it unto this Committee by
their order of the 28th: present to fitt out the said frigatt to
sea to be a guard by the Westerne Coasts”, accordingly the
Committee order the Commissioners to “take Care write
away [sic] for the fitting of the said Frigatt with a
proporcion of Victualls & all of the provisions for five
months and ... to certifie ... the names of two or three Active
faithfull Commanders to be presented unto the house that
one of them may be Chosen to take Command”, 1 side
12¼” x 7½”, short title on conjugate leaf, no place, 28th
November 1648
[54094]£1,275
The Commissioners of the Navy were set up by Parliament in
1642 to keep the Navy operational, after King Charles I had “put
restraints” on it. Crescent (150 tons, 14 guns) was bought for the
Navy that year. In June 1648 she was one of 11 ships carried off
by Sir William Batten to join the royalists in Holland, but was
almost immediately retaken.
Sir Walter Erle, a strong puritan, was closely associated with
the Rev. John White of Dorchester. From 1624-1627 he served as
governor of White‟s Dorchester Company, an early venture at
colonizing New England. In 1627 Earle led the resistance in the
county to „ship money‟, was imprisoned for a year, and won a
landmark victory against the Crown for imprisoning without
showing cause. He was active in the first civil war as Governor of
Dorchester, though he failed in his 1643 attempt to wrest Corfe
Castle from „Brave Dame Mary‟ Bankes, and had to flee by sea.
Samuel Vassall (1586-1667), a great shipowner and exporter of
cloth, had been one of the original members of the Massachusetts
Bay Company, which took over the Dorchester Cpmpany and
became synonymous with the colony of Massachusetts. For
refusing to pay „ship money‟ and other impositions, he claimed to
have been imprisoned 16 times.
Sir William Wheler was knighted by both Charles I and
Cromwell, and was later Parliamentary Paymaster. He welcomed
the return of Charles II, who made him Baronet of the City of
Westminster. He owned and developed the northern half of
Spitalfields, which was later known as the „New Town‟.
Benjamin Valentine, on the 2nd March 1629, with Denzil
Holles, held down the Speaker in his chair, so that Sir John Eliot
could read his resolutions against Charles I. As a result, Valentine
was imprisoned for ten years from 1630.
Giles Green of Allington in Dorset was a prominent citizen of
Weymouth, and another founder of the Dorchester Company.
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FARJEON (Joseph Jefferson, 1883-1955, Detective
Novelist and Playwright)
Typed Letter Signed to Eileen Cond, saying “I am very glad
that you enjoyed „No. 17‟. I myself only heard the last half
of it, as I was at a gruesome First Aid lecture until half-past
nine ... I was rather appalled ... the whole thing was so
gabbled and rushed ... and the voices so similar ... When it
was first suggested that I should make a new radio version,
to play one hour ... I did not think this type of play could
„get over‟ coherently in the time ... Perhaps I was in an
over-sensitive mood ... after returning from all the First Aid
„exhibits,‟ which for gruesomeness put „No. 17‟ completely
in the shade! „The Third Victim‟ ... is doing rather well.
But I am not satisfied with either that book or the one that
preceded it. I think my next two are better”, he mentions
„The Judge Sums Up‟, and adds “Good luck to your rabbit.
My last „Smith Minor‟ article in deals with rabbits, and
how they increase!”, with a MS note after two lines on
one, crossed out, “Forgive this mess - but I must not retype
this owing to the paper shortage!”, 2 sides 8vo, St. Davids,
Ditchling, Sussex, 19th March 1942
[SD17131]£45
Farjeon was an editor for Amalgamated Press, 1910-1920, and,
besides his books, contributed to many journals, including
„Punch‟ as „Smith Minor‟.
Miss Cond regularly wrote appreciative letters to writers of new
books, sending her bookplate for them to inscribe.

FAROUK SIGNS A PHOTO FOR HIS
MISTRESS
FAROUK I (King of Egypt, 1920-1965, reigned 19361952)
Fine large portrait photograph, by Basile of Rome, signed,
inscribed and dated, showing him half length in a suit,
nearly full face with clear glasses, signed and inscribed on
the image in Italian to his mistress „Cara Irma Farouk R‟
and dated, 9¼” x 7” on cream mount 13¾” x 9¾”, no place,
19th March 1957
[53575]£775
Accompanying the photo is a photocopy from L‟Unità, 20th April
1994, of a long interview with Irma, daughter of Neapolitan
Prince Augusto Minutolo Capece, Prince of Canosa, illustrated
with separate photos of Farouk and Irma. According to the
interview, she first met Farouk when she was chosen, aged ten, to
present him with a bouquet at the Italian Canoe Club. “I did not
see him again till I was 16, in the summer of ‟58 ... He saw me
bathing at Capri, and from then on never left me”. However, the
present photograph shows that Farouk was already close to her in
March 1957. She had won various beauty competitions, and had
had a part in De Filippo‟s „Neapolitans in Milan‟. “In my family
there have been cardinals and a pope, and Pope John refused to let
me marry into another rite. So in 1960 we were married in Paris
under the muslim rite, with four people present”. She describes
her life then as a „fiaba‟ or fairytale. After Farouk died in 1965
she withdrew for two years, then resumed her singing. She won
the Verdi Competition in 1967, completed her training at La Scala
where she appeared in „Trovatore‟ in 1968, was later in films
directed by Zeffirelli and D‟Agostini, and continued her singing
career.
However, it seems that Irma was born on 6th August, probably in
1935. In 1954 „Time‟ described her as “his current travelling
companion”, giving her age as 18, and the marriage has never
been substantiated.

EMMA (1858-1934, Regent of the Netherlands, 18901898, for her daughter Wilhelmina, 1880-1962)
Finely penned document signed as Regent, in French with
translation, to the President of Peru, (Remigio Morales
Bermúdez, d. 1894, President from 1890), acknowledging
his letter recalling Envoy D. José Francisco Canevaro, and
assuring him of her approval for his past mission, signed
also by Gijsbert van Tienhoven (Mayor of Amsterdam
1880-1891, Prime Minister & Foreign Secretary 18911894), 2 sides folio and conjugate blank, The Hague, 3rd
January 1893, a little light offset from vertical fold on side
1 and of a few letters on blank side 3
[52539]£275
FITZGERALD (Edward, 1809-1883, Poet, Author of
Omar Khayam)
Important series of 14 Autograph Letters Signed (variously
signed „E Fitzgerald‟, „Littlegrange‟, „E Fitz-Littlegrange‟
and initials) to Henry Schûtz Wilson (1824-1902, literary
scholar) in all 47 sides 8vo, 1876-1883, where dated.
The letters consist of:
Autograph Letter Signed („Edward FitzGerald‟‟, thanking
Wilson for his piece in the Contemporary (in the March
edition, Wilson had first named Fitzgerald as the translator
of the Rubiyat) and discussing the difficulties involved in
reading Persian, recalling that Tennyson had had to give up
his study of the language “because of the characters
worrying the Eyes”, 4 sides 8vo, 12 Marine Terrace,
Lowestoft, 26 April [1876].
See The Letters of Edward Fitzgerald, edited by Alfred
McKinley Terhune and Annabelle Burdick Terhune,
Princeton University Press, 1980, Volume III, page 674.
Autograph Letter Signed („E FitzGerald‟), sending a copy
of his version of Aeschylus, affecting shame at its fine
„dress‟ (“not my doing but Mr Quaritch‟s, and simply
implies - a very small sale”), 3 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, 30
July 1876.
Terhune, Volume III, page 690.
Autograph Letter Signed („E FitzGerald‟), demurring at
Wilson‟s suggestion of reviewing Aeschylus in the
Athenaeum, again apologising for the grandness of the
publication (“I tell Mr Quaritch he will draw the „Evil Eye‟
on Agamemnon by bringing him out in such fine type, as
bad as Clytemnestra‟s Purples”) 4 sides 8vo, Woodbridge,
1 August 1875.
See Terhune, Volume III, page 692.
Autograph Letter Signed (signature excised, with a note
stating „signature cut off & given to Thomas Hutchinson /
14/11/19‟), apologising for requiring Wilson to write twice,
casting doubt on the worth of an article that “might turn out
to be „Figs!‟ in public estimation” and thanking him for his
book on the Alps, 2½ sides 8vo, Woodbridge, 2 August
1876. See Terhune, Volume III, page 693, which notes a
short postscript excised from the original along with the
signature.
Autograph Letter Signed („Edward FitzGerald‟), thanking
Wilson for his book sent as he was „just going among your
Mountains‟. A note in another hand erroneously identifies it
as Wilson‟s Alpine Ascents and Adventures, which was not
published until the following year, 4 sides 8vo, 12 Marine
Terrace, Lowestoft, February 1877.
See Terhune, Volume IV, page 14.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
Autograph Letter Signed („E. FitzGerald‟), thanking Wilson
for sending the Country Gentleman‟s Magazine number
with a piece on the Matterhorn, as well as an Athenaeum
extract announcing Mrs Cadell‟s proposed translation of
Omar, and reminiscing about the origins of his own (“he has
had a much longer Life than ever he looked for when he
was exposed as a penny Foundling in Quaritch‟sCastle
Street Shop near 20 years ago”), 4 sides 8vo, 12 Marine
Terrace, Lowestoft, „Sunday‟ [1877].
See Terhune, Volume IV, page 23.
Autograph Letter Signed („E. FitzGerald‟), acknowledging
that he has seen the Atlantic (which contained a review of
his Agamemnon), and opining that American reviewers had
a clearer view of literature than those who were in closer
proximity to them, 4 sides 8vo, Little Grange, Woodbridge,
“Longest Day of 1877”, [21 June].
See Terhune, Volume IV, pages 46-47.
Autograph Letter Signed („E. FitzGerald‟), recalling
Wilson‟s favourable reviews of his work and reporting that
he has forwarded Wilson‟s letter asking for an introduction
to Mrs Kemble (“She lives not in Cheltenham, but always ...
in London”), 4 sides 8vo, Littlegrange, Woodbridge, 28
January 1882. See Terhune, Volume IV, page 477.
Autograph Letter Signed („E. FitzGerald‟), sending a copy
of “old Omar and his rather heavy Companion „Solomon
and Absalom‟ ...”, and thanking Wilson for his article
which instigated the publication of the fourth edition, 2
sides 8vo, Littlegrange, „Thursday‟ [26 February 1882].
See Terhune, Volume IV, page 485.
Autograph Letter Signed („Littlegrange‟), urging Wilson to
“entirely please yourself about Salaman”, and offering his
opinion of the generation of Salaman (“one cannot account
for the childish short-comings of even the best Oriental
Imagination”), 4 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, [February 1882].
See Terhune, Volume IV, pages 488-489.
Autograph Letter Signed („Littlegrange‟), an effusive letter
of thanks for Wilson‟s review of Sàlaman and Absàl in
Tinsley‟s Magazine, 4 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, 20 January
1883.
See Terhune, Volume IV, pages 548-549.
Autograph Letter Signed („E. Fitz-Littlegrange‟), a letter to
accompany his work on Crabbe (Readings in Crabbe),
suggesting that two dozen copies are all that may be sold,
and alluding to Wagner (“not one of whose works I have
ever heard”), 4 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, 19 February
[1883].
See Terhune, Volume IV, page 552.
Autograph Letter Signed („Littlegrange‟), insisting that he,
and not his publisher, Quaritch, is reponsible for the
shortcomings in his book, and thanking Wilson for sending
only a simple “thank you” in acknowlegement of its receipt,
3 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, [23 February 1883].
See Terhune, Volume IV, page 558.
Unpublished Autograph Letter Signed
(„E. F‟),
thanking Wilson for “St James which put me on the
Matterhorn once more”, suggesting that there should be a
portrait of Melchoir, and remarking on the touching
description of a descent, 2 sides 8vo, Woodbridge, „Friday‟
no date
[SD33056]£8,750
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Wilson was an ardent admirer of Fitzgerald‟s work and the first to
name him in print as the translator of Omar. The two became
friendly correspondents for some years. Fitzgerald affected an
introduction, at Wilson‟s request, with Fanny Kemble, though he
somewhat grudgingly wrote to her that Wilson had “solicited an
Introduction to you ... and then proposed to you to avail himself of
it. That I thought he had better have waited for, rather than himself
proposed; and I warned you that I had been told of his being
somewhat of a „prosateur‟ at his Club”. Nonetheless, this
correspondence shows a mutual admiration and interest in each
other‟s work.
Wilson‟s other consuming interest was mountain-climbing. He
ascended the Matterhorn in 1875, a feat that formed the basis of
his book Alpine Ascents and Adventures, and other articles
mentioned favourably by Fitzgerald in this correspondence.
Though all but one of the letters are published, the source for
them is in every case the Athenaeum, and not the originals. In all,
17 letters were given by Wilson to the Athenaeum for publication;
14 if them are present in this collection. It may be supposed that
this archive has been unavailable from the time of their original
publication.

FLOTSAM (B. C. Hilliam, b. 1890) and JETSAM
(Malcolm McEachern, d. 1945, Music Hall & Radio double
act)
Postcard photo by Julius Darewski Variety Agency signed
„Flotsam‟ and „Jetsam‟ and subscribed by the latter,
showing them half length in near profile, Flotsam, pipe in
hand, looking at Jetsam and perched on Jetsam‟s desk,
apparently smiling at some script they are preparing, 1 side
5¼” x 3¼”, no place, no date, circa 1935
[54157]£75
„Jetsam‟, born in Australia of British parents, had a fine bass voice
and sang with Dame Nellie Melba.

FORBES-ROBERTSON (Sir Johnston, 1853-1937,
English Actor-Manager)
Postcard photo by Lizzie Caswell signed showing him half
length in profile, in costume as “Caesar”, 5½” x 3½”, no
place, no date, postmarked 1907
[SD33066]£45
Towards the end of 1900 Forbes-Robertson married the American
actress Gertrude Elliott.

FORSTER (E. M., 1879-1970, Author of „A Passage to
India‟)
Autograph letter signed to international historian Geoffrey
F.A. Best, b. 1928, Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, later
Professor at Edinburgh and Sussex, saying he will “be most
happy to see you, and I hope that my family papers may be
helpful to you in your work”, suggesting “Thursday the
29th at about 6.0”, 1 side 7” x 4½”, King‟s College,
Cambridge, 7th October 1956
[53552]£250
FOSTER (Sir Balthasar Walter, 1840-1913, Physician and
Liberal M.P., from 1910 1st Baron Ilkeston)
Autograph Letter Signed to „My dear Sir‟, saying he is
“very glad you are going to have a meeting ... against the
unjustifiable unconstitutional & unstatesmanlike Bill of
[Salisbury‟s] Govt. called the Crim. Law Amendment
(Ireland) Bill”, and calling on “all lovers of Civil Liberty to
condemn it”, 2 sides 8vo., „in train nr Rugby‟, 27th April
1886, blank fourth side formerly laid down [SD19757]£45
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FRAZER (Sir James George, 1854-1941, Social
anthropologist. Author of „The Golden Bough‟)
Autograph Letter Signed to Mrs [Lucy] Clifford (18461929, writer), thanking her for congratulations, presumably
on his being awarded the Order of Merit, and sending new
year‟s greetings, 1 side 8vo, Trinity College, Cambridge, 7
January 1925
[SD33057]£225
FREDERICK (Pauline, 1883-1938, American Silent
Cinema Star)
Fine large signed portrait photo by Orval Hixon (18841982, Kansas City), inscribed „Lest you forget Polly‟,
showing her half length, her head in profile to the left ,
looking down wistfully, in a simple dark sleeveless dress
and long necklace with a pendant, 13” x 9” in margins 17”
x 12”, no place, no date, circa 1920, a few small defects in
edges of blank margins
[54059]£150
Pauline Frederick was the first “strong woman” of the silent
screen.

GARCKE (Emile, 1856-1930, German-born Electrical
Industry Pioneer, also Author, Philosopher and Beekeeper)
Typed letter signed to George CORNWALLIS-WEST ,
(1874-1951, Soldier and step-father of Winston Churchill),
saying his novel „Two Wives‟ is “delightfully written, and
the characterisations are so real as to bring to mind ...
persons ... in actual life.
Toinette, however is an
idealisation”, comparing her with Rachael in „Hard Times‟,
but commenting “The Pecksniffian respectability” of
Dickens‟ day “disallowed ... your superb and natural
characterising of unselfishness ... You bring out the higher
justice that is enhanced in nature”, not limited by “narrow
conventions”, he talks further of his test of “persons one
meets every day” and apologises for dictating the letter,
while his impressions “are fresh in my mind”, 2 sides 9” x
7¾”, Ditton Meads, Pinckney‟s Green, East Berkshire,
22bnd March 1930
[54250]£275
Capt. Cornwallis-West and Lady Randolph Churchill were
married on 28 July 1900, much to the dismay of her sons Winston
and Jack, who were nearly the same age as their stepfather. Jennie
Churchill and Cornwallis-West separated in 1912 and divorced in
April 1914, but continued to meet socially upon occasion. After
their divorce she returned to her former name: Lady Randolph
Churchill.

GARRICK (David, 1717-1779, Actor Manager &
Dramatist)
Autograph Letter Signed to Woodfall, thanking him for his
“most agreeable present and for the most friendly, elegant
letter I have received for some time. I could not resist my
inclination to say thus much ...” and thanking him again, 1
side 8vo., annotated on the verso “David Garrick ackg Sir
T. Ovenbury”, no place, (London), Thursday Night, no
date, together with an engraving of Garrick from the
painting by Robert Edge Pine and another entitled „Garrick
between Tragedy & Comedy‟ from the painting by Joshua
Reynolds, remains of former mounting on the verso
[SD18161]£950

GEMPE (Fräulein Josepha, „Memmi‟, Nurse to Princesses
Olga Elisabeth, 1886-1955, and Maria, 1888-1947,
daughters of Prince Albert of Saxe-Altenburg, 1843-1902,
cousin of Duke Ernst I, and Princess Marie, 1855-1888,
daughter of Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia)
Charming archive of letters and telegrams in German from
Fräulein Gempe at Schloß Albrechtsberg in the Neustadt in
Dresden to Princess Marie, about Olga Elisabeth, born 17th
April 1886, „Prinzeßchen‟, rich in the details of her
sleeping, bathing, feeding and play, indoors and outdoors
according to the weather and the season of the year, her
teething, her occasional ailments, and her growing use of
words, and reflecting her development as the months pass.
“When she was being dried she went „brrr brrr‟, but did not
say much all day, except „mem mem‟ ”. “If one puts
anything in her hand she throws it with all her might, at any
rate this is good exercise for her arms ... I find Prinzeßchen
is now looking very well and only hope your Royal
Highness will find her too on your return”. Although Frl.
Gempe is scrupulous in recording the times spent, she is
driven not by fixed hours but by how long Olga sleeps
naturally or plays in the garden, and other times are
adjusted accordingly. Frl. Gempe has Frau Stephan to help
her, and visitors remark how strong Olga is getting.
Although Frl. Gempe would never comment directly, she
conveys how much Olga misses her parents, the more as she
grows older. “We talk to Prinzeßchen a lot about her
Mama, she listens closely and smiles”. “When I asked this
evening „Where are Mama Papa‟ she turned towards the
door”. Of the letters, 28 are dated or have dates suggested
by the content or by the telegrams. With 12 further,
undated, letters and 2 undated, unsigned notes, together 42
letters or notes on 156 sides 8vo or correspondence card,
and 7 sides telegram, 1886 - 1887
[53182]£975
From about August 1886 it seems that Princess Marie was not
infrequently away, staying with relations in Germany and the
Netherlands (her first husband was Prince Hendrik, 1820-1879,
brother of Willem III), with or without Prince Albert, who himself
spent much time hunting in the season. Fräulein Gempe is clearly
responsible for more than her charge - she chooses hats, dresses
and jewellery to send on, tries to get jewellery mended, makes
rooms ready, gets the heating put on in autumn, and brings in the
vet when a puppy has been in a fight. She orders the carriage to
meet visitors, which include Princess Marie‟s sister Elisabeth,
(1857-1895, the „Hereditary Grand Duchess‟, wife of Friedrich
August II, 1852-1931, Grand Duke of Oldenburg, 1900-1918),
and her daughter Sophie Charlotte, „Cousinchen Lotta‟, 18791964, wife, 1906-1926, of Prince Eitel Friedrich, 1883-1942, son
of Wilhelm II). Princess Lotta goes fishing in the pond, and Olga
is quite upset when the hook breaks and Lotta loses „a big fish‟.
The picture builds up of intense devotion as Olga develops,
devotion which Olga returned later when Frl. Gempe was retired
and lived in Jena.
With a checklist of translated extracts from each item.
Full details on application

GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain)
Fine photo signed as King and dated, showing him riding
through the park with his accompanying officers in the
background, 6” x 4½”, in original brass presentation
frame with the Royal crest at the head, 7” x 5”, no place
(London), July 1932
[SD33136]£575

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
GEORGE (Duke of Cambridge, 1819-1904, Grandson of
George III, Commander in Chief of the Army)
Autograph letter signed to Sir Joseph PAXTON (18011865, Designer of the Crystal Palace), saying he will
“endeavour to come to the Crystal Palace tomorrow
Saturday ... but you know that my avocations are so
numerous, that I can never be sure of my time in the
morning”, so if unable “I am certain you will kindly excuse
it”, 2 sides 7” x 4½”, Gloucester House, Park Lane, 22nd
May 1863
[53792]£65
GEORGE IV (1762-1830, King of Great Britain)
Fine Document signed as Prince Regent, appointing Philip
Van Cortlandt “Deputy Barrack Master General ... for our
Forces in Canada”, countersigned by
Viscount
SIDMOUTH
(Henry Addington, 1757-1844, Prime
Minister), 1 side 12” x 16” vellum with papered seal and
revenue stamp, Carlton House, 20th February 1813, small
portion cut from (?blank) corner
[53783]£225
At the foot is a note “fees £12.12.6 paid by Col. Van Cortlandt”.

GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain), and his
Queen MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953)
Album of 76 excellent unsigned Press Photographs, laid
down, with one signed by Queen Mary nearly all with
their original typewritten descriptions, several include other
members of the Royal family, they include the King and
Queen driving through London to celebrate their Silver
Jubilee at St Paul‟s, the scenes at Buckingham Palace, with
subsequent drives to the East End, North and West London,
and the Jubilee Army Review at Aldershot (37 photos on 11
sides), others were taken for the weddings of the Duchess of
Kent and the Duchess of Gloucester, openings of
Parliament, Ascot and Epsom, the Prince of Wales at
Mildenhall inspecting the „Comet‟ aeroplane, there are
attractive pictures of the Royal Box during Concerts at the
Albert Hall taken from a neighbouring box, and other
occasions such as the Chelsea Flower Show, Wimbledon,
the launching of the „Queen Mary‟, the Duke and Duchess
of York at the St Andrew‟s Eve Ball at Grosvenor House,
and Armistice Day, cloth boards, 22 sides 9½” x 12¾”, a
few undated, the others 10th November 1931 - 11th
November 1935, binding worn but holding well, some 21
photographs have fairly small areas of damage from
adhesion or slight browning at edges, one on side 18 has
major damage, 4 descriptions lack the corresponding
photo, in spite of this the album is most lively and engaging
[53565]£275
On side 20 a charming picture of the Queen seen through a
carriage window is signed by her „Mary 1933‟. Inside the back
cover is a snapshot of Princess Elizabeth, 2¾” x 1¾”,
apparently by the owner of the album, identified as “at Bognor
1929”, she is looking directly at the camera, and wears a woollen
cardigan and leggings, behind her is a large sandcastle with trees
in the background (small portion of image defective in bottom left
corner). The „look‟ in her face already recalls the present Queen.
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HMS “OPHIR” 1901
GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain) &
MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, his Queen)
Exceptional Large Group Photograph Signed, by Vandyck
of Melbourne, showing them as Duke and Duchess of
Cornwall & York, and their entire Suite, who have also
all signed on the mount, on the garden steps of a large
building, the future King standing in the centre with Queen
Mary seated in front of him, her brother ALEXANDER
GEORGE, (Prince of Teck, Earl of Athlone, 1874-1957,
Governor General of Canada, husband of Princess Alice),
standing behind her, the Duke and those in the services in
full dress uniform, having travelled to Australia on H.M.S.
Ophir, the 10,000 ton P & O Liner temporarily
commissioned in the Royal Navy, to open the first Federal
Parliament in Melbourne on 9th May 1901, signed also by
Ophir‟s Captain, lettered on the frame „H.M.S. Ophir,
1901‟, 8” x 6” in mount 12” x 8”, Melbourne, May 1899
[SD33192]£1,500
The photograph shows:
The Duke and Duchess „George‟ and „Victoria Mary‟; Captain
Prince Alexander of Teck, (7th Hussars);
Lord in Waiting and Head of Household: 3rd Baron Wenlock;
Private Secretaries: Lieutenant Colonel Sir Arthur John Bigge,
(Royal Artillery), and (assistant) Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace;
Aides-de-Camp: Commander Bryan Godfrey-Faussett, Captain
Viscount Crichton (son of the Earl of Erne) and Lieutenant the
Duke of Roxburghe, (both Royal Horse Guards), Lieutenant
Colonel John Joseph Byron, (Royal Australian Artillery, A.D.C. to
Lord Roberts in South Africa);
Equerries: Commander Sir Charles Leopold Cust (3rd Baronet),
Major James Henry Bor, (Royal Marine Artillery), the Hon Derek
Keppel (son of the 7th Earl of Albemarle);
Ladies in Waiting: Lady Mary Lygon (daughter of 6th Earl
Beauchamp), Lady Katharine Coke (daughter in law of 1st Earl of
Leicester), and Bridget, the Hon. Mrs Derek Keppel;
Colonial Office: (Sir) John Anderson, 1858-1918, Secretary to
the Conference of Colonial Premiers, 1902;
Chaplain: Canon John Neale Dalton (tutor to Prince Albert Victor
& Prince George, 1871-1879, Governor 1879-1884);
Artists: Chevalier Eduardo de Martino, (Marine Painter to Queen
Victoria and the Royal Yacht Club), and Sydney Prior Hall, (of
„The Graphic‟);
Physician: Sir Alan Reeve Manby;
Commanding H.M.S. Ophir: (Sir) Alfred Leigh Winsloe, R.N.
The tour from March to November, 1901, was a resounding
success, going out by Gibraltar, Malta, Port Said, Colombo and
Singapore, and returning via New Zealand, Mauritius, South
Africa and Canada.

[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain)]
Menu (for dinner) in French, 7 courses including sole, beef,
partridge and grouse, machine-copied from handwriting on
card 5½” x 3½” gilt-edged, gilt crowned monogram,
Balmoral Castle, 1st September 1928, with original
deletion of „grouse‟, one tiny mark
[53441]£125
Presumably the shooting was not as successful as the King had
anticipated.
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[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain) &
Queen MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, his Queen)]
Menu (for dinner) in French, 7 courses including
„consommé Mikado‟, sole, venison „à la crême‟, pullets,
strawberries and Scotch woodcock, machine-copied from
handwriting on card 5½” x 3½” gilt-edged, gilt crowned
monogram with “M” in the centre of the “GR”,
Sandringham, 15th October 1928
[53446]£125

MENU FROM THE ROYAL YACHT
VICTORIA AND ALBERT
[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain)]
Printed Menu for a dinner on the Royal Yacht, listing 7
dishes, starting including soup, then sole, quails, Lamb and
puddings, with colour illustration of H.M.Y. Victoria and
Albert at the head & raised gilt monogram top left, 7” x
5”, Spithead, 16th July 1935
[SD33088]£275

GEORGE V & HIS FAMILY AT
OSBORNE WITH QUEEN VICTORIA
GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain), his
Queen MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953)
Superb group photo signed by the Duke and Duchess of
York and dated by the Duke showing an informal gathering
of the Royal Family in the garden at Osbourne in 1898,
signed “George 1899”, and “Victoria Mary”, Queen
Victoria is seated in the centre at a table and the others are
gathered seated and standing around her including the
Battenbergs and the Connaughts, image10” x 6” in fine gilt
frame 16” x 11”, Osborne, 3rd September 1898
[SD32630]£2,250
with his mother Queen VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great
Britain) and their children EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of
Great Britain, Later the Duke of Windsor), GEORGE VI (18951952, King of Great Britain) and MARY (Princess Royal, 18971965, Countess of Harewood) and his sister VICTORIA
ALEXANDRA (1868-1935, Princess, Daughter of Edward VII &
Alexandra) and the Duke and Duchess of CONNAUGHT and
their children and the BATTENBERGS .
Queen Victoria liked to celebrate her grandchildren‟s birthday
during the family visit to Osborne and this picture was probably
taken at an early celebration of Maurice of BATTENBERG‟s
birthday which was the 3rd October. He was born in 1891 and
died at Sonneneck during the retreat from Mons in 1914. The
Duke probably signed it the following year at the request of one of
the people who were present.

GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of Great Britain)
Exceptionally fine photo by Ernest Brooks, signed “Bertie”
and dated, also signed in pencil by the photographer on the
mount, showing him three Quarters length in naval uniform
holding white gloves in one hand and with his other resting
on the hilt of his sword, 8” x 5½” in mount 14” x 10”, no
place, 1913
[SD33385]£575
From a Royal collection.

GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of Great Britain)
Fine photo by Bertram Park signed („Albert‟) and dated on
the mount, also signed in pencil by the photographer,
showing him head and shoulders in uniform, 4” x 3” in
mount 7” x 6”, no place, 1934, framed and glazed
[SD33029]£225

GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of Great Britain) &
ELIZABETH (1900-2002, his Queen)
Fine large printed pictorial Proclamation by King Neptune,
saying that having permitted Mr W. Hay, after “the
necessary initiation ... to enter Our Royal Domain on board
His Britannic Majesty‟s Battle Cruiser „Renown‟ ”, Mr Hay
has become “one of our Loyal Subjects”, and further
requiring “all Sharks, Dolphins, Sea Snakes ... to treat the
aforesaid with the respect to which all Our ... Subjects are
entitled”, fine drawing, by W.L. Wyllie, of „Renown‟ with
Neptune and his Queen riding dolphins below, round the
edge are the ports of call during the royal Australasian
Cruise, 1927, when the Duke and Duchess of York went
round the world, taking in the West Indies, the Pacific
Islands, New Zealand, Australia, Mauritius and back by
Suez, signed by them both at the foot „Elizabeth‟ and
„Albert‟, 11¾” x 16” card, „Our Court on the Equator‟, 31st
January 1927, signatures very faded but legible
[54060]£225
GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of England) &
ELIZABETH (1900-2002, Queen of Great Britain)
Lovely Christmas card signed by both - „Elizabeth‟ &
„Bertie‟ also signed and dated in pencil by the
photographer, Marcus ADAMS , with a dated inscription
by George opposite the original photo shows the couple
with the two Princesses - Margaret standing on Elizabeth‟s
knee and the Princess Elizabeth standing next to her father,
the message reads “With all good wishes for Christmas and
the New Year”, 9½” x 7½” in folded card with crest on the
front, no place, 1934
[SD34220]£775
From a Royal Collection

GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of Great Britain)
Printed Menu for dinner at Buckingham Palace, starting
with consomme George VI, continuing with Sole Prince
Michael, continuing with Poularde Reine Elizabeth and
continuing with salads and artichokes to the Pomponettes
Lorraine, 1 side 8vo., with embossed gilt crest at the
head, 15th November 1938
[SD33087]£150
Judging from the names of the dishes this was probably quite a
formal dinner

PORTRAIT TAKEN AT THE TIME OF
THEIR ENGAGEMENT
GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of England) &
ELIZABETH (1900-2002, Queen of Great Britain)
Super original photo by C. Vandyk, signed on the mount by
both - „Bertie‟ & „Elizabeth‟, and dated by the Duke of
York, showing the young couple in informal clothes, he is
perching on the edge of a table with his arms crossed and
she is standing beside him in a simple dress and pearls, 8½”
x 6½”, no place, 14th January 1923
[SD34212]£1,275
The Duke and Duchess of York officially announced their
engagement on 16th January and were married on 26th April in
Westminster Abbey.
From a Royal Collection.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
GIESEBRECHT (Wilhelm von, 1814-1889, German
professor of History at Königsberg (1857) and Munich,
1862)
Autograph Letter Signed, in German with translation, to
Reginald Lane Poole, (1857-1939, Editor of the English
Historical Review, Lecturer in Diplomatic at Oxford 18961927), saying he “was very pleased to see the
announcement of the ... Review ... Unfortunately ... at my
age I must concentrate all my energy on completing my
History of the German Imperial Period. But you will not
lack help among the younger German historians, or among
my own circle”, 1 side 8vo., Munich, 4th September 1885
[SD50524]£75
Giesebrecht‟s history of the Germanic Empire to 1181 (18551888) was the first such based on a critical examination of the
original sources.

GLADSTONE (William Ewart, 1809-1898, Prime
Minister)
Fine Autograph letter signed as Prime Minister to the
Bishop of Lichfield thanking him for his letter and saying
that as he understands “the matter you will now
communicate with Mr Rosenthal to prosecute the
arrangement I suggested and if you are satisfied I need not
trouble you or Mr R. to send Mr Wood‟s testimonials.
Contrary to the reputation of Dr Gull, the Bishop of
Salisbury has made by very slow degrees a considerable
improvement and although his state is still very critical
there seems to be room for hope that his light will not yet be
extinguished ...” he ends by hoping that he has settled down
now, 3 sides 8vo., 11 C.(arlton) H.(ouse) Terrace, 10th
February 1869 scant traces of former guard on blank left
edge
[SD33396]£175

GOLDING ON LORD OF THE FLIES
GOLDING (William, 1911-1994, Author of „Lord of the
Flies‟)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed to David SELF (19412008, Teacher, Writer and Broadcaster), saying he is “all
against the project for making a Guideline of Lord of the
Flies ... my objections are pedagogical. Shakespeare is so
remote from them that he is fair game. (I saw your Julius
Caesar and was interested and entertained by it). His
language to begin with is ... impenetrable to a ten-year old.
Lord of the Flies owes its extraordinary success to its power
of drawing young people in: and the more delinquent they
are the more, apparently, they are struck by it. There is a
shelf of books on my work, broadcasts, a tape ... I beg you,
leave it alone!”, ending “With best wishes”, 1 side 11¾” x
8¼”, Ebble Thatch, Bowerchalke, Salisbury, Wiltshire,
23rd October no year but 1978
[54280]£275
David Self‟s first post was teaching English and Religious
Education at Rossall Junior School, encouraging boys to write for
the school magazine „New Voices‟, to which notable authors
(including Golding) contributed forewords with their comments.
Later he wrote many books supporting teachers and parents, and
chaired The Big Question religious television broadcasts, besides
writing the questions for „Sale of the Century‟.
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SUPERB PHOTO SIGNED “LILIBET”
GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King of England) &
ELIZABETH (1900-2002, Queen of Great Britain) and
ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain)
Superb portrait photo signed by both - “Bertie” &
“Elizabeth” and dated by the Duchess of York, signed in
pencil in capital letters by the young princess “LILIBET”
also signed in pencil by the photographer, Marcus
ADAMS , the photo shows the couple with the two
Princesses - Princess Elizabeth is kneeling between her
parents with her arms around their necks, the Queen Mother
has the infant Margaret in her lap wearing a lacy dress, 9½”
x 7½” 1931
[SD34221]£3,750
An extraordinarily rare item. From a Royal Collection

GRACE AT THE HEIGHT OF HIS
CAREER
GRACE (W. G., 1848-1915, Cricketer)
Excellent postcard photo boldly signed under the image,
showing him full face, seated, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no
date, circa 1880, mounted on card
[SD33140]£750
GRATTAN (Henry, 1746-1820, Irish Orator and Patriot)
Autograph Letter Signed to David La Touche (1729-1819,
of Marlay, Irish Banker and M.P.) with transcription, asking
him to pay Thomas Buckley £23 10sd 9d, with La Touche‟s
stamp „Paid‟, on the verso is Buckley‟s signed receipt, 15th
May 1794, and a note of 8s 4d overpaid and returned „to Mr
Grattan‟, 2 sides 7¼” x 5¾”, no place, 9th November
1793, worn and rather soiled, some wording indistinct but
can be made out, edges frayed with loss of last five letters
of signature but all carefully repaired
[53886]£350
The La Touche Bank, founded in 1715 in Dublin by a Huguenot
refugee, became the premier private bank in Ireland and by good
management survived when the provincial banks failed. The
present David was appointed also the first governor of the public
Bank of Ireland when it was founded in 1783, after many years of
restrictions on banking there. He married Elizabeth Grattan in
1762, Henry‟s first cousin. Although Henry spent his life working
for Catholic Emancipation, which the La Touches opposed, there
was great mutual respect, and Grattan called the five La Touches
sitting in the Irish Parliament “the five just men”.
For Grattan‟s handwriting, see e.g. BL Add 33100 f. 300 (1783)
and BL Add 40255 f. 297 (1816). Under the bank‟s stamp is
written A/C P[aid] WDL, probably William Digges La Touche,
1747-1803, David‟s cousin and partner. He was previously the
East India Company‟s agent in Basra.

GROSSMITH (George, senior, 1847-1912, from 1877
leading Savoy Opera Star, the Original „Ko-Ko‟ and „Lord
Chancellor‟)
Autograph musical quotation signed “Geo: Grossmith”
headed “With too much sentiment”, one line of music in A
flat, “We left the Baby on the Shore”, below he has written
“Please Excuse bad spelling and orful pen” with a blot in
the middle of the „P‟, a P.S. “Daisy is a very nice girl.
Rather!”, and his musical signature “GG”, 1 side 7” x 4½”,
3 Elliot Terrace, Plymouth, no date, circa 1900 [53499]£65
With his brother Weedon (1853-1919) he wrote „Diary of a
Nobody‟ in Punch in 1892.
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LANG (Cosmo Gordon, 1864-1945, Archbishop of
Canterbury at the time of Edward VIII‟s abdication)
Typed Letter Signed to the Revd. Sir James Marchant,
1867-1956, the Free Church minister and social activist,
thanking him but saying that the successor to William
Temple (Archbishop of Canterbury, 1942-1944) is likely to
be already a bishop and so “will not be consecrated, so that
there will be no opportunity for such a demonstration of
unity as you desire”, though other Churches will be
represented at his enthronement, 2 sides 8vo, The King‟s
Cottage, Kew Green, 28th December 1944 [SD20194]£75
LANKESTER (Sir Edwin Ray, 1847-1929, Zoologist)
Autograph Letter Signed to Ethel [Clifford], apologising for
not coming to Ethel‟s birthday tea as he “was up very late
last night & very early this morning and so had a headache”, 2 sides 8vo, 11 Wellington Mansions, North Bank,
26 January no year biography blank leaf
[SD33062]£65
LEFEBVRE (François-Joseph, 755-1820, Marshal of
France, Duke of Danzig)
Important clerk written Document signed, relaying a
detailed set of instructions from General Kléber as to the
logistics involved in transporting the Army of Sambre and
Meuse across the Rhine,
2 sides folio, Headquarters at Rumelen, 17 fructidor III (3
September 1795)
[SD33063]£575
The document relates in meticulous detail the order in which the
army must cross in order to get the maximum number of men over
in the minimum amount of time. The order of crossing is
indicated, with the grenadiers, a company of sappers and their
equipment and as many calvary as possible going first to protect
the disembarkation point. Kleber states that between three and
four thousand men can be transported at one time. He urges
caution, however, and suggests that experienced boatmen will be
required to avoid possible loss of troops.
The army of Sambre and Meuse fought a brilliant rear-guard
action at the bridge of Neuwied the following month.

LÉOPOLD I ANNOUNCES THE BIRTH
OF HIS FIRST GRANDSON
LÉOPOLD I (1790-1865, uncle of Queen Victoria, from
1831 King of the Belgians)
Finely penned Document signed, in French with translation,
to the President of Peru, (Ramón Castilla, 1797-1867,
President 1845-1851 & 1855-1862), announcing the birth
of his first grandson Léopold, Count of Hainaut, son of the
Duke and Duchess of Brabant (Léopold II and Marie
Henriette, Princess of Austria), “with extreme joy, in which
the whole Belgian people join ... This event so ardently
desired and which is the object of such lively and general
fellow feeling, is of the most serious interest for my Royal
house and for the future of the nation whose destiny has
been committed to me”, in which he is sure the President
will join, 1 side folio and conjugate blank, Brussels, 18th
June 1859
[52549]£650
The young prince died in 1869 and Léopold II was succeeded in
1909 by his nephew Albert I.
Léopold Ferdinand Elie Victor Albert Marie, Count of Hainaut (as
eldest son of the heir apparent), Duke of Brabant (as heir
apparent), was born at Laeken on June 12, 1859 and died there on
January 22, 1869 from pneumonia, after falling into a pond.

LÉOPOLD II (1835-1909, from 1865 King of the
Belgians, his backing of Sir H. M. STANLEY led to the
founding of the Belgian Congo)
Finely penned document signed, in French with translation,
to Col. José Balta, (1816-1872, from 1868 President of
Peru), congratulating him on becoming President, and
hoping that the ties already existing between the two States
may be strengthened and consolidated, 1 side 4to and
conjugate blank, Laeken, 18th October 1868, two light
ribbon slits in blank margin
[51988]£225
LÉOPOLD II (1835-1909, from 1865 King of the
Belgians, his backing of Sir H. M. STANLEY led to the
founding of the Belgian Congo)
Finely penned Document signed, in French with translation,
to the President of Peru, (Remigio Morales Bermúdez, d.
1894, President from 1890), acknowledging his letter
recalling Don José Francisco Canevaro as the Peruvian
Envoy, expressing his satisfaction at the way he had
discharged his duties, and desiring a continuation of the
good relations between their countries, signed also by
Auguste Beernaert, 1829-1912, Prime Minister of Belgium
1884-1894, 1 side 4to., Laeken, 6th June 1892 [52552]£425
LEWIS (C. S., 1898-1963, Writer & Scholar, Author of
„The Screwtape Letters‟)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed (“Jack Lewis”) to June
saying that they “all saw the paragraph in the Oxford Mail
(and the unrecognisable photo) and laughed over both. As
for next week I see no reason why we should not lend each
other publicity - and that be the result of bringing me into
it. I should warn you that on two previous occasions
American magazines have sent people to photograph me
and talk to me all over college but no article ever appeared
as the result ... I conclude that I‟m a non-conductor, (the
only good that came of it was that one of them gave Warnie
a slap up dinner at the Randolf) ..”, 2 sides 8vo., no place,
25th May no year c. 1950
[SD28450]£1,750
LIMA E SILVA (Francisco de, 1785-1853, Soldier and
Politician), Joao BRÁULIO MONIZ (circa 1796-1835),
Regents of Brazil, 1831-1835, for Pedro II, and Antero
José FERREIRO DE BRITO (1787-1856, Soldier,
Secretary of State for War)
Document signed, in Portuguese with translation,
appointing Judge of Appeal and Secretary of State for
Imperial Affairs, Antonio PINTO CHICHÔRRO DA
GAMA, (1800-1887, Appeal Judge, Minister of the
Supreme Court of Justice, 1860-1875), as interim head of
the Department of Financial Affairs, signed notes of
registration at the Treasury Tribunal and General Audit
Office, 2 sides 14¾” x 9¼” and conjugate leaf, Palace of
Rio de Janeiro, 2nd June 1834, a few small faults in the
margin touching one letter without loss, two small light
stains in centre fold
[53054]£225
In 1831 Brigadier Francisco de Lima e Silva received Pedro I‟s
abdication and proclaimed the 5-year old Pedro II Emperor. The
Senate named him a member of the Interim Regency of Three
which lasted a month, and he then headed the Permanent Regency
of Three, June 1831 - October 1835.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
ELIOT PROBABLY EXAGGERATED AS
POETS DO
LINKLATER (Eric, 1899-1974, Scottish Writer)
Typed Letter Signed to David SELF (1941-2008,
Teacher, Writer and Broadcaster), thanking him and saying
“I am glad you liked my introduction”, he knows
“something of the perils of teaching ... your school motto
might well carry a sub-motto for the masters‟ common
room: „Boys agitant mentem‟ ”,
with Linklater‟s
typescript signed and dated saying “A choir of young
voices is always delightful ... it‟s an excellent idea to let the
owners ... write their own carols, and then put them on
exhibition. In the 1964 anthology there was a great deal of
wonderfully fresh writing” with “the unsullied feeling of
natural soloists”, he is sure “the new volume will again be
filled with pages as bright as April and ... very occasionally
- as tearful as April; which as T.S. Eliot reminded us, can
sometimes be cruel, though he probably exaggerated, as
poets do”, and sending his “warm congratulations ... to
every young genius behind his desk and to the terrifying
masters who so tenderly nurture that genius ...”, 1 side 10”
x 8”, no place, January 1965, the letter 1 side 9” x 7”,
Pitcalzean House, Tain, Ross-shire, 3rd February 1965
[54284]£250
David Self‟s first post was teaching English and Religious
Education at Rossall Junior School, encouraging boys to write for
the school magazine „New Voices‟, to which notable authors
contributed forewords with their comments. Later he wrote many
books supporting teachers and parents and chaired The Big
Question religious television broadcasts, besides writing the
questions for „Sale of the Century‟.
Rossall‟s motto is „Mens agitat molem‟ which has been translated
as „Mind over matter‟.

LINTON (Eliza Lynn, 1822-1898, Novelist and Journalist)
Autograph letter signed to „My dear Sir‟, thanking him for
“the cuttings - for apartments” but “in some they will not
take ladies, & the other was too small. It is a very weary
business ... I do not think the house is built that can hold my
august person! ... If I have not disgusted Mr Drysdale he
will let me go down with him again some day”, and giving
her regards, especially to “Miss Kinglake ... charming,
intellectual & most amiable she always is”, 2 sides 7” x
4½”, 30 Fitzroy Street, W., 23rd October 1868 [53555]£75
Eliza Lynn was on the staff of the Morning Chronicle, 1848-1851,
and a correspondent in Paris, 1851-1854. Her „Autobiography of
Christopher Kirkland‟, 1885, is largely from her own life. With
an old note “Author of „Grasp your Nettle‟, etc. etc.”.

LOUISE VICTORIA (Alexandra Dagmar, 1867-1931,
Princess Royal, Duchess of Fife)
Fine cabinet photo by Downey, signed and dated, showing
the young mother holding her infant daughter up (Lady
ALEXANDRA DUFF, 1891-1959, created a Princess in
1905 by her grandfather Edward VII, later Princess Arthur
Duke of Connaught) over a wicker chair with a large vase
of flowers behind them, 6” x 4½”, no place, 1891
[SD33171]£275
A photo of this quality would undoubtedly come from a Royal
Collection.
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LOUIS PHILIPPE II (Louis-Philippe Albert of Orléans,
Comte de Paris, 1838-1894, grandson of Louis Philippe I,
King of the French) and his wife, his paternal first cousin
Princess Marie ISABELLE of Orléans (1848–1919,
Infanta of Spain)
Delightful pair of photographs by Mayall, each signed on
the photographer‟s mount, showing them each head and
shoulders in slight profile looking towards each other, 7½”
x 5½”, in mounts 12” x 10”, with fine gilt frames, no place,
no date, London, circa 1875
[SD33048]£1,500
He became the Prince Royal, heir-apparent to the throne, when his
father, Prince Ferdinand-Philippe, died in a carriage accident in
1842. He became King in 1848. His wife was the daughter of
Infanta Luisa Fernanda of Spain and Prince Antoine, Duke of
Montpensier (1824–1890), the youngest son of Louis-Philippe of
France and Marie Amalie of the Two Sicilies. They had eight
children.
In 1873, anticipating a restoration of the monarchy by the largely
monarchist National Assembly that had been elected following the
fall of Napoleon III, the Count of Paris withdrew his claims to the
French throne in favour of the legitimist claimant, Henri V, best
known as the Comte de Chambord. In fact he died childless so the
Count of Paris was recognized by most monarchists as Philippe
VII of France. Louis Philippe died at Sheen House in Surrey in
1894. From the collection of Grand Duke Kyril & Victoria Melita.

LUISE MARGARETE (Princess, 1860-1917, daughter of
Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia, 1828-1885, and wife,
1879, of Arthur, Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942)
Manuscript map, inscribed and dated on the flyleaf in
German “To My dear Papa, Luise Margarethe”, showing
the acquisitions of Prussia and Germany from 1415 to
1871, under each elector and monarch, 60 areas outlined in
blue for the electorate to 1701, and in a separate colour for
each king thereafter to 1871, with a key on the conjugate
leaf, stout card 16” x 18½”, mauve boards, no place,
Christmas 1873 slightly worn, small bump in one corner of
boards
[53179]£750
The Princess‟ father, known as „the Red Prince‟, from his
favourite Hussar uniform, was a nephew of Wilhelm I and one of
the chief architects of victory in the war of 1870-1871.

MARCONI (Guglielmo, 1874-1937, Wireless Pioneer) and
his 2nd wife MARIA CRISTINA (née Bezzi-Scali)
Fine and charming portrait photograph, by Eva Barrett of
Rome, showing them seated, half-length in profile to the
left, with their daughter Elettra (b. 20th July 1930) on the
Marchesa‟s knee, turning round to look at her parents,
signed on the mount in the Marchesa‟s hand „CristinaElettra‟ and by him „Guglielmo Marconi‟ and dated, 6” x 9”
on mount 10” x 13”, Rome, 18th February 1932
[53814]£1,250
Marconi was born in Bologna of an Italian father and English
mother. He invented the radio antenna for electromagnetic waves
in 1896 and won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1909. In the
1930s he established a worldwide network for the British
Government. Signatures of Marconi are rare.
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MACDONALD (Sir John, c.1775-1850, Major-General,
Adjutant-General at the Horse guards, 1830-1850)
Autograph Letter Signed to Lady Galway, saying that her
son‟s promotion “is secure and is to take date from ... April
last” when “the vacancy occurred”, endorsed “Edmunds
Lieut.y 50th Regt.”, 2 sides 8vo., Horse Guards, 10th
September 1836, light traces of laying down [SD50164]£45
MARIA CRISTINA (1858-1929, née Archduchess of
Austria, second wife of Alfonso XII and mother of Alfonso
XIII, Queen Regent 1885-1902)
Finely penned Document signed, in Spanish with
translation, to the President of Peru, (Remigio Morales
Bermúdez, d. 1894, President from 1890), saying she is
recalling Don Juan Duran y Cuerbo, her envoy to Peru, and
that she is convinced he will have secured the President‟s
approval during his mission, signed also by Carlos O
Donnell, 1834-1903, four times Foreign Minister between
1879 and 1897, blind embossed armorial paper seal, 1 side
folio and conjugate blank, Madrid, 25th October 1890
[52558]£375
The long regency of Queen Cristina, who was by nature a strong
Conservative, owed much to her ability to work with Liberals and
to encourage consensus politics between the two main parties.

[MARIE (Princess of Prussia, 14th September 1855 - 20th
June 1888, daughter of Prince Friedrich Karl, 18281885, nephew of Kaiser Wilhelm I, and of Princess Maria
Anna, 1837-1906, daughter of Duke Leopold IV of
Anhalt-Dessau)]
Archive of letters and telegrams sent to Princess Marie,
nearly all in German, the rest in French, from her parents
and from a great range of family and friends, including
Marie‟s school fellows and members of her parents‟ or
relations‟ households, together 41 letters and 7 telegrams on
112 sides, with 7 envelopes, 4 ephemera, and 1 carte-devisite photograph, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Great
Britain, 1861 - 1888, condition generally good, though
Marie has removed stamps from envelopes for her
collection
[53181]£1,250
The letters are mostly from before Marie‟s first marriage in 1878,
to Prince Hendrik of the Netherlands, 1820-1879, brother of
Willem III, and the last two are from just before and just after her
second marriage, in 1885, to Prince Albert of Saxe-Altenburg,
1843-1902, cousin of Duke Ernst I. Particularly interesting are
long letters from Friedrich Karl (3, including Rome and Sicily,
reflecting the new Kingdom and the Pope‟s loss of temporal
power, and with vivid descriptions of landscape) and Maria Anna
(1, an astonishing tour of London and Edinburgh); very early
letters (2) from Marie‟s sister Luise Margarete, (1860-1917, from
1879 Duchess of Connaught), dated 1863, another from „Willy‟
(Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1859-1941, aged 4); and several from about
the time of her and her sister Princess Elisabeth‟s confirmation in
July 1872. Others reflect the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871,
in which Friedrich Karl, known as the Red Prince from his
favourite hussar uniform, took a leading part. There are
particularly affectionate letters or telegrams from Luise, Grand
Duchess of Baden, only daughter of Wilhelm I, and from Queen
Elisabeth, „Aunt Elise‟, widow of Friedrich Wilhelm IV. Most of
the letters are addressed to Berlin or to the family home at Klein
Glienike near Potsdam, with one to Marie and her sister Elisabeth
staying at Panker in Holstein, when clearly the Baltic and the
North Sea made a tremendous impression. With a checklist of
translated extracts from each item.
Full details on application.

MARGARETE (Beatrice Feodora, 1872-1954, Princess of
Prussia, daughter of Frederick III Emperor of Prussia, wife,
1893, of Frederick Charles, Landgrave of Hesse)
Greetings card in colours, “I wish you a happy birthday”,
inscribed on the verso “For dear Nana from Mossy”, (her
family name) and dated, showing two doves amid sprays of
roses, no place, 2nd April 1882
[53664]£75
Mrs Wakelin was Nanny to the children of the Crown Prince, later
Emperor Friedrich III, and Vicky, till 1879. She remarried in
1886 to William Morter of Hampstead, but kept up with the
children for many years.

MARIE (Alexandra Victoria, 1875-1938, Daughter of
Alfred Duke of Edinburgh, wife of Ferdinand I of
Roumania)
Excellent photograph boldly signed and dated showing her
head and shoulders wearing a white dress and full
headdress, with a long string of pearls hanging down, she is
leaning over a wooden balcony, 8½” x 7”, no place, 1924
[SD33956]£350
MARIE (Alexandra Victoria, 1875-1938, Daughter of
Alfred Duke of Edinburgh, wife of Ferdinand I of
Roumania)
Fine original postcard photograph boldly signed showing
her three quarters length resting her elbow on a torchere,
wearing a white Grecian style dress, 5½” x 3½”, no place,
no date, circa 1914
[SD33014]£195
This photograph was used by Marie at the time she became Queen
of Roumania. It is unusual to find the early signed ones from her
reign.

ALEX” & “MINNY
MARIE FEODOROVNA (Russian Empress, 1847-1928,
wife of Tsar Alexander III, mother of Nicholas II ) and her
sister ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, Queen of
Edward VII)
Exceptional Cabinet photo by Lewis Michelsen, Eneret,
signed “Alix” and “Minny” showing the sisters full length,
standing together arm in arm in a garden, 6½” x 4¼” , no
place, dated, probably by Alix, 1885
[SD34204]£2,750
From a Royal Collection.

MARIE LOUISE (1872-1957, Princess, Lady President of
the Order of Mercy, Daughter of Princess Helena and
Prince Christian of Schleswig Holstein, Grand-daughter of
Queen Victoria)
Fine cabinet photograph by Fritz Bornhägen, Wiesbaden,
signed, inscribed and dated, showing her head in profile to
the right, hair in a chignon, signed in German „Louise
Princess of Schleswig-Holstein‟ and dated, 6½” x 4¼”, no
place, 1890
[53668]£175
MARINA (Duchess of Kent, 1906-1968, Princess of
Greece) & her children EDWARD (b. 1935, 2nd Duke of
Kent) & ALEXANDRA (b. 1936, wife of Angus Ogilvy)
Fine photograph showing them three quarter length, full
face, the Duke in the centre with the ladies‟ hands in the
crooks of his arms, signed and inscribed on the mount by
the Duchess “All good wishes & kind remembrances from
us all”, 1 side 7” x 4¾”, no place, Christmas 1960
[53676]£75

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
MARKOVA (Dame Alicia, b. 1910, Ballerina) & Juliet
PANNETT (1911-2005, Portrait Painter, FRSA)
Charcoal Portrait of Markova by Pannett signed by the
sitter and the artist and dated by the sitter, showing her head
and shoulders in profile, 14½” x 11”, in frame 21” x 16”,
no place, 1958
[SD33026]£225
Juliet Pannett FRSA exhibited at the Royal Academy, Royal
Society of Portrait Painters, Royal Institute of Painters in
Watercolours, and various local galleries in England,America and
Hong Kong. She has 21 portraits in the National Portrait Gallery
collection and a number in the House of Commons.
Among her portraits, many for official bodies, are ones of the
Queen and other members of the Royal Family, Sir Winston
Churchill, Douglas Bader,
David Cecil and C.S. Lewis. She has broadcast on art on
television in Britain andAmerica and worked as Special Artist for
the London Illustrated News
between 1957 and 1964. Her portraits are done from life and have
that spontaneity often lost in more finished works by any artist.
An exhibition of her work, under the title Juliet Pannett:
Chronicler of her Times was on display from 8 December 2004 to
12 June 2005 at the National Portrait Gallery in celebration of her
ninety-fourth year.

A WEEKEND AT HAREWOOD
MARY (Countess of Harewood, 1897-1965, Princess
Royal, daughter of George V, wife of the 6th Earl)
Autograph letter signed to “My dear Godfrey”, (Sir Bryan
Godfrey Godfrey-Faussett, 1863-1945, Equerry to George
V, Edward VIII & George VI), asking him “who my
Parents are bringing to Harewood on August 20th”,
discussing the arrangements, asking if Sister Black “would
go by herself to and from the station, I presume she would
not go with the maids”, wondering if she would “go in a car
with a maid on the box (inside drive)”, she has arranged for
Sister Black to have her meals with her husband, Harry‟s,
secretary, and talking further of the vistors‟ maids, valets,
detectives and footmen, “I thought it best to write to you
privately”, and asking about “the hour of arrival on
Saturday and departure Monday - We are here till 16th or
17th”, 4 sides 7” x 4½”, Lowther Castle, Penrith, 12th
August 1932
[53691]£75
During the King‟s illness in 1928-1929, Sister Black, of the
London Hospital, had proved so adept at managing the King that
she was persuaded to stay on, and was with him the rest of his life.

MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, Queen of George V)
Autograph letter signed „Victoria Mary‟ to „Sir Frederick‟,
(Sir Frederic Leighton, 1830-1896, Lord Leighton, PRA),
saying “I cannot tell you how much touched I was at
receiving your very kind letter, and hasten to offer you my
warmest thanks”, on her engagement on 3rd December to
Prince Eddy, the Duke of Clarence, 2 sides 6” x 4”, White
Lodge, Richmond Park, gold crowned embossed „May‟ in
heading, 16th December 1891, a little dust soiled
[53680]£175
With an early identification of the addressee and the occasion in
pencil. Prince Eddy died after a few day‟s influenza the following
14th January.
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THE WEDDING OF THE EARL AND
COUNTESS OF HAREWOOD
MARY (Countess of Harewood, 1897-1965, Princess
Royal, Daughter of George V) & Sir Henry Lascelles, 6th
Earl of HAREWOOD (1882-1947, her husband)
Fine group portrait photograph by W. & D. Downey signed
by both after their wedding at Westminster Abbey, showing
them with best man Major Sir Victor Mackenzie of Glen
Muick, standing, full length, full face, with four
bridesmaids seated on either side, signed by the couple
below on the mount and dated by the Princess Royal, 6” x
8¼” on mount 9¾” x 12”, [Buckingham Palace], 28th
February 1922
[54066]£275
Among the 8 bridesmaids are Lady Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon, the
future Queen of George VI, who sat next to her at the wedding
breakfast, and the bride‟s cousins Princess Maud and Lady May
Cambridge.

MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, Queen of George V)
Fine photo by Merrett of Stroud signed “Mary R” with the
place and date on the mount, also signed by the
photographer in pencil, showing her full length standing
outside a large wooden door wearing a fairly plain overcoat
with a fur collar and matching hat, 10” x 6½” in gilt frame
15” x 11”, Badminton, 1941
[SD33030]£275
MARY (1776-1857, last surviving daughter of George III,
and wife of her cousin William Frederick, 2nd Duke of
Gloucester, 1776-1834)
Long Autograph Letter Signed, with transcription, to her
friend Anne, Lady Douglas, (d. 1854), wife (1799) of Sir
Howard Douglas, (1776-1861, 3rd Bt. of Carr, former
Groom of the Bedchamber to the Duke, the Duchess was
godmother to their daughters), congratulating her on “the
intended Marriage of your eldest & youngest Daughter - &
to find they are
that meet with Sr Howards & your
approbation & much comfort & happiness to you all me
so much ... There is no situation in life without its trials”,
she feels sure the daughters realise “that depends more on
than any body else ... & that God alone knows what is for
Percy would bestow a few lines to give me an account of ...
how the Weddings go off ... & if you have the comfort of
keeping your Daughters on at Corfu ... I can hardly believe
... that my are so grown up & going to be married - I find
a messenger is going off in a few days ... & venture to send
a Wedding ... As the little God has got into your I
suppose I shall hear next of your 2d Daughter following the
Example of her Sisters & Percy also”, 8 sides 4to.,
Gloucester House, Piccadilly, 18th April no year but 1836
[SD50490]£225
Sir Howard and Lady Douglas, their son Percy (later 4th Bt.), and
their four daughters went out to Corfu in 1835 where Sir Howard
was Lord-Commissioner of the Ionian Isles. Their 3rd daughter,
Harcourt, died that same year but in 1836 Ann, the eldest, married
Col. F.H. Dawkins and Mary, the youngest, John MurrayGartshore, son of the 6th Bt. of Ochtertyre. Helena, the 2nd
daughter, did not marry.
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MARY (Countess of Harewood, 1897-1965, Princess
Royal, daughter of George V, wife of the 6th Earl)
Typed letter with autograph greeting and subscription to
Lady Godfrey (wife of Sir Bryan Godfrey GodfreyFaussett, 1863-1945, Equerry to George V, Edward VIII &
George VI), saying “I cannot thank you enough for your
charming letter of good wishes and for all the nice things
you say in it ... I hope you will forgive this type-written
letter”, 2 sides 7½” x 4¾”, Buckingham Palace, 7th
December 1921, light trace of guard in left margin without
loss
[53688]£55
Princess Mary married Sir Henry Lascelles, 6th Earl of Harewood,
on 28th February 1922.

MARY ADELAIDE (Duchess of Teck, 1833-1897, Queen
Mary‟s Mother)
Autograph letter signed to Canon Edgar Sheppard, 18451921, sub-dean of the Chapels Royal, about the service on
Maundy Thursday, (7th April 1887), saying she is “in great
hopes” of being “present ... with some of the Children” but
“when all the boys are at home, I am not always a free agent
... Please send me (to St. James‟) by tomorrow evening
Monday, 20 orders for the Chapel Royal for Thursday”
24th March, the confirmation of her second son Prince
Francis (1870-1910, Major in the 1st Dragoons, served in
the Sudan and South Africa), “to be given to friends and
servants”, mentioning “The Princess of Wales & her 3
daughters, Pss. Frederica of Hanover” and her husband
“Baron [von] Pawel[-Rammingen], and Bss. BurdettCoutts”, she herself “is on the mend but have to take care
of myself in this bitterly cold weather”, 4 sides 6” x 4”,
White Lodge, Richmond Park, 20th March 1887
[53699]£95

THE ENGAGEMENT OF PRINCESS MAY
TO PRINCE EDDY
MARY ADELAIDE (Duchess of Teck, 1833-1897, Queen
Mary‟s Mother)
Autograph letter signed to „Dearest Mrs Bevan‟, (Maria,
née Trotter, d. 1903, third wife (1875) of Francis Augustus
Bevan, 1840-1919, the first chairman of Barclays Bank),
saying she is sending “May‟s contribution of Guild work”
but asking if she could return “the 5 boxes by the van that
takes them up”, Mrs Halford will take over the articles on
Monday when the London Needlework Guild “take
possession of the room at the Imperial Institute ... May and
Dolly” (Princess May‟s brother Adolphus who succeeded as
Duke in 1900), “started last night for Balmoral where there
are to be theatricals”, embossed coronet, 4 sides 8vo blackedged, White Lodge, Richmond Park, 5th November 1891,
[53068]£225
The same day that the young Tecks caught the sleeper for
Aberdeen, Princess May had already arranged 1800 garments for
the London Needlework Guild. The Queen wanted to get to know
her as a possible granddaughter-in-law (and future Queen) and
was delighted by her ten-day stay at Balmoral. Prince Eddy, the
Duke of Clarence, was expected to propose in the New Year, but
jumped the gun on 3rd December, when he and May were both at
Luton Hoo. Sadly, six weeks later, he was dead from pneumonia.
Mrs Bevan was a London President of the Needlework Guild,
whose clothes and parcels half filled White Lodge each autumn.

MARSHALL (Herbert, 1890-1966, British Stage & Screen
Actor)
Fine vintage portrait photo by Berman of New York, signed
and inscribed “To Guy Charles - one London Scottisher to
another”, showing him head and shoulders, three quarter
face to the right, with a thoughtful but pleased look, 9¼” x
7¼” in mount 14¾” x 12”, no place, no date, circa 1925
[54065]£175
MARY (Countess of Harewood, 1897-1965, Princess
Royal, daughter of George V, wife of the 6th Earl)
New Year‟s Card signed “With Love Mary” and dated, the
embossed cover of vellum paper printed in colours with
violets and a pair of gold bells, inside, printed in gold on
cream card, are wishes in prose and verse, all tied with gold
ribbon, designed and published by Raphael Tuck and Sons,
with original envelope in the Princess‟s hand to Mrs
Mackay, (Housekeeper at York Cottage, Sandringham), the
card 8 sides including blanks 6” x 3”, no place, 1909
[53682]£50
MARY ADELAIDE (Princess, 1833-1897, daughter of the
1st Duke of Cambridge, wife of the 1st Duke of Teck and
mother of Queen Mary)
Autograph Letter Signed to the Hon. (later Sir) Spencer
Ponsonby-Fane, 1824-1915, Comptroller in the Lord
Chamberlain‟s Department 1857-1901, Bath King of Arms,
1904-1915, asking, as the Queen has “most graciously
given the rooms, formerly occupied by my late dresser and
housekeeper, Miss Frazer, to our old Nurse, Mrs.
Girdlestone”, if he can “have them painted & decorated”,
she would have written sooner “had I known that the Board
of Works had made difficulties”, 3 sides 8vo., White
Lodge, Richmond Park, 4th March 1883, envelope a little
torn
[SD19841]£125
MARY ADELAIDE (Duchess of Teck, 1833-1897, Queen
Mary‟s Mother)
Two early autograph poems in German, with transcription
and translation, in the first Mary Adelaide contrasts the
departure of the lark in winter with that of her own love,
“The lark ... gently sings Adieu! Do you wish a word from
me, Before I leave you? Here, the tear that welled up for
you ... says The lark has her song, Tears she has none”, 2
verses of 4 lines, in the second she talks of the dew drop,
“... you love your little flower so loyally, As I indeed wish
one day to love”, parting every day and returning at
evening, until the flower “dies in the burning sun, So you
too die ... I look on you and ponder still What such a
blessed death must be”, 1 side album leaf 10¼” x 8¼”,
Malton (Yorkshire), 6th February 1853
[53697]£175
Princess Mary Adelaide was the younger sister of Prince George
of Cambridge, 1819-1904. In 1866 she married Francis, 1st Duke
of Teck.

METAXAS (Sir Dimitry George, d. 1928, Greek
Ambassador 1895-1908)
Autograph quotation signed saying “Greece is always
grateful to England”, part of 1 side 8vo., Greek Embassy,
London, 12th October 1903
[SD19275]£45

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
MAUD (Charlotte Mary Victoria, 1869-1938, Princess,
Daughter of Edward VII, Queen of Norway)
Superb portrait photo Signed („Harry‟) and dated, also
signed and dated in white ink by the photographer Stowall
(?) and dated showing her head and shoulders, full face, she
is wearing furs and a cloche hat and holding her little dog,
9” x 6½”in mount 7½” x 10”, no place, 1929
[SD34214]£425
Maud was a high-spirited child, a quality that earned her the
nickname Harry which she continued to use all her life among the
family.
From a Royal Collection.

McCARTHY (Justin, 1839-1912, Irish M.P., Novelist and
Historian)
Autograph recommendation signed of Mrs Bishop “famous
as a traveller under her maiden name Miss Bird”, (Isabella
Lucy, 1831-1904), “to the courtesy and attention of any
friend of mine in Ireland or any one to whom my name is
known”, 1 side card 3½” x 4½”, 20 Cheyne Gardens, S.W.,
7th December 1887
[54135]£125
Miss Bird‟s books include „The Englishwoman in America‟, 1856,
„The Hawaiian Archipelago‟, 1875, „A Lady‟s Life in the Rocky
Mountains‟, 1879, and „Unbeaten Tracks in Japan‟, 1880. When
her husband died in 1886, Mrs Bishop studied medicine, went on
to found hospitals in Kashmir, the Punjab and elsewhere, and was
elected the first lady F.R.G.S.
McCarthy‟s include “A History of our Own Times” and “The Four
Georges and William the Fourth”.

McCAUL (Revd. Dr. Alexander, 1799-1863, from 1841
Professor at King‟s College London)
Autograph Letter Signed to Dr George Phillips, 1804-1892,
Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, regretting he is to be
“deprived of the pleasure of your hospitality”, as he must be
in London to receive “a brother-in-law from Ireland”, 1 side
8vo. black-edged, London, 29th September 1862
[SD50080]£40
McCaul, a Hebrew and Rabbinical Scholar, was in his 20s a
missionary to the Jews in Poland. In 1841 he declined the
proposed new Bishopric of Jerusalem, and later those of Adelaide,
Newcastle and Capetown, preferring his work at King‟s and as
Rector of St. Magnus in the City. In 1863-1864 appeared his
“Examination of Bishop Colenso‟s difficulties with respect to the
Pentateuch”.
Dr Phillips, President of Queens‟ and also an assistant Secretary
of the British Association, was entertaining many of the visitors to
Cambridge for the BA meeting of October 1862.

MOSTYN (John, 1710-1779, C-in-C Minorca, 1758,
Governor of Chelsea Hospital 1768, General)
Document signed to Peter Taylor, Esq., to pay “Major [H.]
Brace Sixty Ducats which sum I have allotted to the
Widows & Orphans of the British Cavalry ... and place the
same to Account of the Five Hundred Pounds ... in your
hands for the Relief of the Widows & orphans of British
Soldiers”, receipt on verso, 1 side 4¼” x 7¾”, Osnabrück,
23rd March 1760, laid down
[SD20038]£45
Peter Taylor was Granby‟s Paymaster in the Field.
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MILITZA (MILICA) (1880-1946, née Duchess Jutta of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz, wife (1899) of Danilo II, 1871-1939,
Crown Prince and, for six days in 1921, King-in-Exile of
Montenegro)
Autograph Letter Signed, in French with translation, to
Madame Gnecchi, explaining that she and the Prince are
still getting over a tenacious bout of ‟flu, and have come to
Lugano, “the air is invigorating, the new snow has not long
fallen right up to the top of Monte Generoso !”, while “on
the other side of the St. Gotthard there is no snow ! ! the
climate and the world are topsy-turvy”, and hoping they
will meet her and M. Gnecchi again in the summer “either
in Switzerland or in Germany”, 4 sides 8vo., Lugano, 10th
April 1925
[SD50256]£125
The Princess‟ father-in-law, Nikola I, was deposed on 26th
November 1918 and the following year the elected government
chose to unite Montenegro with the new Yugoslavia. With his
German wife, Danilo had felt uncomfortable about opposing
Austria during the War, and shortly after Nikola I‟s death in 1921
abdicated his rights to his nephew Michael.

MONTI (Raffaelle, 1818-1881, Italian Sculptor)
Autograph letter signed to Mrs Gye, wife of Frederick Gye
the younger, 1810-1878, manager of Covent Garden, saying
“the bust being (at last!) finished”, he asks the favour of
showing it “to some of my friends for the next three days ...
Your most devoted”, 1 side 5½” x 3½”, no place, 15th June
1857, laid down by corners
[54175]£75
In 1846 Monti was in England, having completed „The Veiled
Statue‟ for the Duke of Devonshire. The next year he joined the
National Party in Italy. In 1848 had to flee to England, where he
settled. Among his fine sculptures were 6 colossal statues for the
Crystal Palace.

MORRIS (William, 1834-1896, Poet, Philosopher, Artist
& Craftsman)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed to “My dear Kitz” giving a
reference telling him that he has “written to Mr Moore by
this post telling him that you worked with us for about 2
years (is that right) and that you worked satisfactorily and
knew your business, also that we parted with you because
we were reducing our staff ...”, 1 side 8vo., Kelmscott
House headed paper, 7th September 1892, slight soiling on
the verso, slight fading to the signature
[SD33557]£625
Frank KITZ (1849-1923, worked as a dyer at Morris‟s workshop
in Merton, he is best known as an Anarcharist and member of the
Socialist Movement). It is ironic that here Morris is giving Kitz a
reference when later, in 1889, when the anarchist wing of the
Socialist League had completely captured the organisation. Morris
was stripped of the editorship of Commonweal in favor of Frank
Kitz though he was still left to foot the bill. Morris had had
enough by 1890 when he left the League.

MOUNTBATTEN (Earl Louis, of Burma, 1900-1979,
Admiral of the Fleet, Victoria‟s Great Grandson) & his wife
EDWINA (Countess, 1901-1960, Chairman of the Red
Cross)
Fine photo by Baron signed by both (“Mountbatten of
Burma” & “Edwina Mountbatten of Burma”) and dated by
him, while Viceroy of India, showing them standing
together wearing their State Robes,10” x 8” in frame 14½”
x 12½”, no place, 1947
[SD32627]£475
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A POST OFFICE INVESTIGATION

MUNDY (Godfrey Basil, d. 1848, General)
Autograph Letter in the third person to Colonel W.L.
Maberly (1798-1885, Secretary of the General Post
Office), complaining that a letter posted to him in Newport
Monmouthshire on 20th December has just reached him, “a
simple reference to the London guide book would have
acquainted the letter Carrier with his proper address, viz.
Eaton instead of Grosvenor Square, as originally
addressed”, cross-written on the letter is the result of the
Post Office investigation signed by Frederic Kelly, saying
that the original address read „Grosvenor Square Eaton‟,
and that the letter went first to Eton, then Eaton in
Bedfordshire, so that it was treated first “as a Country
letter”, the London letter carriers assure the investigator that
“all the three country addresses which appear on the letter
were on it when it passed through their hands ... it is
impossible to state with certainty where the error first
occurred”, 4 sides 8vo., 1 Hobart Place, Eaton Square, 20th
January 1842, a little worn, fold strengthened with old
transparent paper
[SD50383]£85
MUNSTER (George Augustus Frederick Fitzclarence,
1794-1842, from 1831 1st Earl of Munster, Major General,
President of the Royal Asiatic Society of London, the eldest
of the numerous children of the Duke of Clarence,
afterwards William IV, by Mrs. Jordan)
Autograph letter signed „Munster‟ to „Dear Sir‟, saying
“Nothing can be more kind ... than your feeling Letter of
condolence, on this very sad occasion and I thank you
sincerely for your sympathy - Trusting Mrs Larcombe is
well ... Most faithfully yours Munster”, 1 side 7¼” x 4½”
black-edged, Brighton, 1st July 1837, laid down
[53702]£175
William IV had died on 20th June.
Fitzclarence had a
distinguished army career, including the Peninsula, where he was
captured but escaped, and in India as ADC to the Marquess of
Hastings. He was ADC to his father 1830-1837. He committed
suicide by shooting himself, probably as a result of ill health.

NASH (John, 1893-1977, R.A., Painter, War Artist,
Illustrator and Engraver) and his wife CHRISTINE
(1895-1976, née Kühlenthal)
Beautiful Christmas card, printed in black and white,
designed by John and signed in his hand „from John and
Christine Nash‟, showing a line of great old oaks curving
away along the edge of a field in snow, casting strong
shadows to the right over the rolling countryside, and bales
of straw among the furrows to the left, 4 sides folding card
(2 blank), 5” x 7”, no place, no date
[54331]£95
From the collection of Mrs Winifred Arnold of Little Baddow,
near Chelmsford, who attended John‟s courses at Flatford. In
May 1970 he wrote a note for her own catalogue, “I remember her
pressing me for instruction in perspective and other professional
aspects ... but I fended off these requests ... objects were as she
saw them and she made them conform to her vision “.
11 of John‟s Christmas cards were lent by another recipient for his
one-man exhibition at Chelmsford & Worthing, 1971.

NASH (John, 1893-1977, R.A., Painter, War Artist,
Illustrator and Engraver)
Autograph Letter Signed „John‟ to Mrs Winifred Arnold of
Little Baddow, near Chelmsford, sending “this rather short
note” [present] for her catalogue, “Your plan for the future
sounds very sensible and will benefit others as well as
yourself ... all success to the exhibition ...”, with the note,
in which John writes “... I remember her pressing me for
instruction in perspective and other professional aspects ...
but I fended off these requests ... objects were as she saw
them and not as they were supposed to be and she made
them conform to her vision and arranged them accordingly
...”, together 2 sides 8vo., Bottengoms Farm, Wormingford,
Essex, undated and May 1970
[54314]£120
Winifred Arnold had attended John‟s courses at Flatford.

NASH (John, 1893-1977, R.A., Painter, War Artist,
Illustrator and Engraver)
Autograph Letter Signed to Anthony BERTRAM (18971978, writer on Art and Travel, biographer, 1955, of John
Nash‟s brother Paul, 1889-1946), saying he has “heard
nothing from Margaret” (née Odeh, d. 1960, Paul‟s widow
living in Oxford) “for some time now ... I may be able to
help in the matter of events - on dates I am not so good but
my wife is strong on that point!”, he thinks “a talk would be
much more satisfactory than writing lists of queries”, and
suggests Bertram come “for a night or so ... I have to go to
London every Thursday afternoon or evening for my
teaching day at the Royal College of Art on Friday ... It
would be pleasant ... to renew acquaintance & do the work
in comfort. It‟s a bit rough here - the old Essex farmhouse
& some people think East Anglia cold. Could you ring up
one evening in the cheap time?”, 2 sides 8vo., Bottengoms
Farm, Wormingford, Essex, no date but autumn 1950
[54298]£75
Anthony Bertram was in the Infantry in WW1 and in MI6 during
WW2. As early as 1923 he had written a short life of Paul for the
series „Contemporary British Artists‟ and was now starting a full
length biography. He and his wife Barbara, 1906-2004 [not
John‟s sister], married in 1929, and leased Bignor Manor, near
Petworth. There in WW2 Barbara was housemother to resistance
fighters on their way back to France.

NASH (John, 1893-1977, R.A., Painter, War Artist,
Illustrator and Engraver) and his wife CHRISTINE
(1895-1976, née Kühlenthal)`
Delightful Christmas card, printed in black and white,
designed by John and signed by him „John and Christine‟,
showing a group of striking Santas holding placards saying
“More Pay”, “Xmas Out” and “Shorter working Hours”,
titled “Revolt”, 4 sides folding card (2 blank) 7” x 5”,
Wormingford, Colchester, no date
[54322]£95
From the collection of Mrs Winifred Arnold of Little Baddow,
near Chelmsford, who attended John‟s courses at Flatford. In
May 1970 he wrote a note for her own catalogue, “I remember her
pressing me for instruction in perspective and other professional
aspects ... but I fended off these requests ... objects were as she
saw them and she made them conform to her vision “.
11 of John‟s Christmas cards were lent by another recipient for his
one-man exhibition at Chelmsford & Worthing, 1971.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
NASH (Paul, 1889-1946, Landscape Painter, Surrealist and
War Artist)
Autograph Letter Signed to Mrs Marjorie Phillips, saying
he is now “suddenly bewildered ... I had assumed ... that
H.D. Phillips was Mrs Phillips and now I come to inscribe
for Marjorie & H.D. ... Please forgive whatever stupid
mistake I have made”, he is sending a print of „Paths into
the Wood‟, “altho‟ it is an early engraving it is one of the
few I should like always to represent my work”, it is not in
“the article on my engravings which is to appear in the Print
Collectors Quarterly but the author needed others of that
period to illustrate his theme”, he is “very pleased you want
the „Bay‟ - its edition is nearly exhausted by the way - thank
you very much for the cheque for 2 guineas”, 1 side 9” x 7”,
Oxenbridge Cottage, Iden, Sussex, no date but 1925 - 1930
[54297]£350
Paul Nash (like Cocteau) preferred to write round the margin, as
here, rather than turn over the page. Oxenbridge Farm was the
home of another war artist, Paul‟s friend Bertram George
Buchanan.

BLANKETS FOR GEORGE I
NEWCASTLE (John Holles, 1662-1711, from 1694 1st
Duke, from 1705 Lord Privy Seal)
Document Signed to John, Duke of MONTAGU, (16901749, K.G., Grand Master of the Order of the Bath, 1725,
Master General of the Ordnance, 1740, from 1709 2nd
Duke), as “Master of his Majesty‟s Great Wardrobe”, to
“deliver to the honorable Grey Maynard Esq. Yeoman of
His Majesties Removing Wardrobe Two pair of fine
Flannen Blanketts for his Majesty, Two pair of persian Silk
window Curtains Vallance and Cornishes, with pully rods
and lines for the Young Princesses at St. James‟s” and to
cover “the Rails in the painted Chamber with green Bayes”,
signed also by Thomas Dummer, estimating the cost at
£48, and by Commissioners of the Treasury John Wallop
(1692-1762, from 1743 1st Earl of Portsmouth), George
Baillie, and Sir William Clayton (1671-1752, from 1735
1st Baron Sundon), the latter at Treasury Chambers,
Whitehall, 2 sides 12½” x 7¾”, summary title on side 4, 710th February 1718, separated at central vertical fold, a
little browned and frayed at edges
[54102]£675

DINNER PLATE FROM THE IMPERIAL
YACHT STANDART
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution)]
Fine white china dinner plate made by the Imperial
Porcelain factory, in St Petersburg, decorated with the
Russian eagle emblem of Nicholas II and marked
underneath, the rims heightened in gilt, and the crest black
emblazoned with gold, blue and red, 9 inches diameter, St
Petersburg, circa 1908
[SD32675]£1,250
It is nice to find plates that were used on the Standart in the days
when the Imperial family was happy before their tragic end. This
china was made for the Imperial family at the time of the
coronation in 1896 and replacements were manufactured until
1914. Although a considerable quantity was produced over the
years a survey after World War I found only about 1000 pieces
had survived. The service was used at the Winter Palace.
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[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Emperor of Russia), and his
wife ALEXANDRA FEODOROVNA (1872-1918)]
Menu, in French, for a Déjeuner given by them at the
Russian Embassy, the occasion noted in French in
manuscript on the verso, 5½” x 3¾” blue card, gilt edged,
with a flap for standing on the table, vignette of a menu
holder at foot of verso, Paris, 8th October [1896], light
stain on parts of verso
[53299]£60
The visit of Nicholas II and Alexandra Feodorovna to Cherbourg
and Paris, 5th - 8th October 1896, aroused immense enthusiasm it is said some 4 million people were in Paris to see them. Since
the understanding of 1891, to be formally confirmed in 1897 as an
Alliance, France had seen Russia as almost her only ally.

[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA
(1872-1918, the Tsarina) and the
IMPERIAL GRAND DUKES AND DUCHESSES ]
Remarkable printed list, in Russian, headed “List of the
members of the Imperial Family who are Honorary Heads
or Members of Units of Russian and Foreign Forces”, in
three columns, in the first are the Tsar, the Tsarina, the
Dowager Tsarina, Tsesarevich Alexei, his three elder
sisters, then the Tsar‟s brother and sisters, followed by all
the other Grand Dukes or Duchesses, in the second are the
Russian and foreign units (German, Austrian, Prussian,
Bavarian, British, Spanish, Bulgarian) of which they are
head with any secondary name of the unit and the date of
appointment, in the third column are units in which the
member of the family is enrolled, again with dates, 16 sides
14¼” x 9”, no place, as at 1st November 1913, a few light
brown stains near top of sides 11-16 without loss
[53648]£675
On the day he was born Nicholas II was made head of the 65th
Moscow Infantry „His Majesty‟s‟ and the 3rd Strelkov Life
Guards, and enrolled in the Maria Feodorovna Horse Guards, two
regiments of Life Guards, and the 4th Battery of the Horse
Artillery. The famous Preobrazhensky, Semenovsky and several
others became his on the death of his father. On the eve of war
with Germany he was head of 6 Prussian or Austrian regiments,
besides being an officer in the German Navy, and a Swedish,
Danish and British Admiral. His three daughters had one
regiment each, appointed when they were 13 or nearly. Staff
appointments such Adjutant-General and A.D.C. are noted in the
first column.
Altogether a remarkable conspectus and reference tool.

WATER CARAFFE FROM THE
STANDART
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution)]
Superb water caraffe from the Imperial Yacht Standart with
deeply cut impression of the imperial crest of Tsar Nicholas
II in 1910, 7 inches high, flat bottomed,
1910
[SD32669]£1,250
The interesting thing about this flask is that it once belonged to
Princess Irene of Russia (1895-1970, wife of Prince Felix
Yusopof), and she gave it to a French lady who died in 1994 and
it was sold at that time.
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NICOLSON (Sir Harold, 1886-1968, Diplomatist, Author
& Critic, husband of Vita SACKVILLE-WEST )
Typed letter signed to historian Geoffrey F.A. Best, b.
1928, editor of the „Cambridge Review‟, later Professor at
Edinburgh and Sussex, saying “it is very kind of you to
suggest that I should review Mr Mack Smith‟s book on
Cavour and Garibaldi”, but he has “a sort of gentleman‟s
agreement with the Observer ... Moreover, I am not in the
least an authority on the period and would feel rather
diffident ... in any case”, 1 side 5” x 8”, C.1., Albany,
Piccadilly, W.1., 11th May 1954
[53538]£65
NOON (Feroz Khan, 1893-1970, Pakistan‟s Foreign
Minister 1956-1957, and 7th Prime Minister, 1957-1958)
Fine portrait photograph, by Blackstone Studios, New
York, signed, dated and inscribed “To my friend H.E. Mr.
Gunar Jarring”, (1907-2002, Sweden‟s Permanent
Representative at the United Nations, 1956-1958, Member
of the Security Council 1957-1958), showing Noon seated,
three quarter length, full face, with a thoughtful look, 9” x
7” in frame 10¾” x 8¾”, no place, 1957
[54050]£125
Jarring visited India and Pakistan, March - April 1957, and
worked with Noon especially over Kashmir, all his proposals
being accepted by Pakistan.

OLGA ELISABETH (Princess, 1886 - 1955, daughter of
Prince Albert of Saxe-Altenburg, 1843-1902, and of
Princess Marie of Prussia, 1855-1888, wife, 1913, of Lt.Gen. Count Carl-Friedrich von Pückler-Burghauss, 18861945)
Portrait photograph, signed and dated, showing her full
length, turning a little to face the camera, in a long white
dress, part of a very tall elegant mirror is visible on the left,
and a large shrub on the right, 10” x 8”, no place, 1909
somewhat faded and browned on the mount but a striking
image
[53156]£175
Prince Albert on 23 December 1891 married Helene, 1857 - 1936,
daughter of Prince Georg of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 1824-1876,
who was in the Russian army and lived at Oranienbaum, near St
Petersburg. Helene‟s mother was a granddaughter of Paul I, so
that Helene was also a Princess of Russia, a friend of Empress
Alix and her elder sister Grand Duchess Elisaveta Feodorovna
(„Ella‟).

PATTI (Adelina, 1843-1919, Italian Soprano)
Early Autograph Letter Signed in her first married name
„Adelina de Caux‟, to Madame Schilezzi, in English,
sending her thanks “for your letter and sympathy you
expressed in it ... I am very sorry to inform you that it is an
utter impossibility to have places for this evening therefore
I shall be deprived of the extreme pleasure of seeing you in
the stalls. However I hope to see you soon again, either in
Paris or else positively I shall call on you in London ...”
with a postscript sending her “portrait which I promised,
and hope you will find it resemblant ...”, asking for one in
return, 3 sides 8vo., on mourning paper, with original
autograph envelope, both headed with her monogram,
Saturday morning, no date, 1869 the envelope torn by
removal of the stamp
[SD33366]£275
She married three times - in 1866 the Marquis de Caux, then, after
her divorce in 1886 she married Ernesto Nicolini and finally the
year after his death Baron Cederstrom.

ORFORD (Harriet Bettina Frances, née Pellew, d. 1886,
from 1841 wife of the 4th Earl of Orford)
Autograph Letter Signed to Lady Castletown, (1811-1889,
wife of the 1st Baron), saying that she “cannot find words to
express my great gratitude to you ... the that any body do
now to is to aid the „Society Protection‟ !! which is
entirely the work of Lady Paget, C[onte]ssa Bardelli &
myself - „Que Dieu vs le rende‟ [may God reward you] is
all I can say ... in health and in , which are the only 2 things
we at age can hope for, or desire”, she continues “I wish
ever be of to !! but it is a case of the mouse and the lion
and I should wish you to be in a (were you the Queen of
Beasts) in order to show my gratitude
my dental
dexterity”, she sends a “Mme. de Montaigne‟s memoirs must have known all the Noailles in days of yore ... „le
beau‟ Antonin de Noailles (whom was to have married)
all, all, all, dead !!! ... I am sure you knew all these
„célébrités‟ - „du jour‟ - Dino is going to give his own
„operette‟ at teatro „Loggie‟ ”, with a P.S. “... the account of
how young ladies „de grande maison‟ were brought up
1789 is most curious - her mother & sister were both
executed in ”, 4 sides 8vo black-edged, no place.
[Florence], 31st March n.y., c. 1877
[SD17238]£55
Lady Orford spent her last 40 years at Florence.

ORFORD (Edward Russell, 1652-1727, Admiral, victor of
La Hougue, 1st Earl)
Portrait engraved by Thomas Cook, showing him head and
shoulders with full wig and cravat, naval battle below, 8” x
6¼” in margins 10” x 8”, G. Kearsley, Fleet Street, 1st June
1775, laid down by side margins
[SD50170]£75
Russell was one of the seven who in June 1688 signed the
invitation to the Prince of Orange to become King. For the Battle
of Barfleur and St. Vaast-la-Hougue (1692), in which Russell
defeated the last great fleet to attempt an invasion of England, to
replace James II on the throne, see e.g. Nigel Calder, „The English
Channel‟, pp. 102-105.

PEMBROKE & MONTGOMERY (Philip Herbert,
1619-1669, M.P. for Berkshire, President of the Council of
State, June-July 1652, from 1650 5th Earl)
Document Signed „Pemb & Montgomery Pres[i]d[en]t‟ “in
the Name ... of the Councell of State appointed by
Authoritie of Parliament”, to „Gentlemen‟,
the
Commissioners of the Navy, saying “the Councell is
informed that some of the Shipps taken on to be employed
in the Fleet of this Commonwealth”, five in number, “are
still remaining in the River of Thames”, and desiring the
Commissioners to furnish them “with all things necessary ...
and that they bee hastened into the Downes ... the service of
the publique admitting of noe delay”, signed also by
„Gualter Frost Assistant to the Clerke of the Councel‟,
papered seal of the Council of State bearing the
Commonwealth arms (St George‟s Cross and the Irish
Harp), 1 side 11¾” x 8”, address and summary on
conjugate leaf, Whitehall, 5th July 1652, light narrow
vertical crease towards left margin without loss, lacks one
panel (?blank) of conjugate leaf
[54097]£975
The Council of State of 41 members, 9 to make a quorum, was
set up on 13th February 1648/1649, after the King‟s execution, to
direct the Navy and the Militia, to put down Royalists and reduce
Ireland, and to deal with foreign states. The President of the
Council served for a month at most.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
PATTESON (Sir John, 1790-1861, Judge of the King‟s
Bench )
Charming autograph letter signed to his brother Edward,
saying his gout “while it stayed was very trifling so I had no
chance of being a cook in a rage”, they have had “long
letters from Coley”, his son John Coleridge PATTESON
(1827-1871, from 1861 Bishop of Melanesia), “last date
November 23rd - they got back to Auckland on the 17th. ...
They visited 66 Islands & landed 81 times - never in danger
from the natives but once, when two arrows were shot at
their boat as they went off: one went over their heads & the
other fell 10 yards short - He is very hopeful of doing
good, but bitterly laments that there are so few labourers in
the Vineyard & of those few many not of the right sort How should it be otherwise, well-educated men won‟t go, &
half-educated men do almost more harm than good”, he
rejoices that “you have good accounts from Franky; he is a
plucky fellow to have shaken off the fever & marched up to
Cawnpore &c”, while “Colin ... plans & executes, careful of
the lives of his men, leaving nothing to chance ... You see
we have knocked up the Denison case - I was quite
satisfied on carefully considering the Act of Parliament that
we could not come to any other conclusion. I hope that the
Archdeacon will not provoke another attack”, he is “poor”
but sends “a cheque for the Church £5 self - £2 Joan ... It is
all very well Rowland Hill making a scapegoat of the
Cullompton Postmistress, who no doubt was the primary
cause: but the transmission of letters through London is
shameful at the London Post Office”, 4 sides 8vo.(of which
one side is black edged), Feniton Court, Honiton, 9th
February 1858
[54263]£350
Sir John was one of the ablest judges that ever sat at Westminster,
having been raised to the bench in 1830 without taking silk. He
was later in great demand for arbitration, including that between
the Post Office and the Great Western Railway.
His son had joined George Augustus Selwyn, the first Bishop of
New Zealand in 1855, and was consecrated in 1861. He was
murdered apparently in revenge for the kidnapping of natives by
traders to work in sugar plantations.

PATTI (Adelina, 1843-1919, Italian Soprano)
Excellent photo signed in her married name „Adelina Patti
Cederström‟, (her third marriage in 1899 to Baron
Cederström, who died in 1947), and dated, showing her full
length, wearing an elaborately decorated dress with train, a
tiara an matching choker, standing next to a chair, the
writing is all on the skirt of the dress, 8” x 6”, no place,
1905
[SD22716]£350
REID (Gordon Stanley, 1923-1989, Professor of Politics,
from 1984 Governor of Western Australia), and his wife
Ruth REID (née Oliver)
Christmas Card signed by both with their full names,
opposite an attractive reproduction of a photograph
showing three figures in a small open carriage outside
Government House, 1868, small gilt crown on side 1, 8
sides card folded to 4½” x 6¼” with black and yellow
ribbon, Government House, Perth, Christmas 1985, light
traces of laying down by blank fourth side
[54265]£75
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IMPORTANT DOCUMENT ON THE
DOGMA OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
PIUS IX (Giovanni M. M. Ferretti, 1792-1878, Pope from
1846 who proclaimed the Dogma of the Immaculate
Conception, and whose Vatican Council formulated the
Dogma of Papal Infallibility)
Important printed document, with his handwritten signature,
in Latin, addressed to “the Patriarchs, Primates,
Archbishops, and Bishops of the Whole Catholic World”,
and recalling his joy during the late pontificate of Gregory
XVI at the revival of “the ardent desire in the Catholic
world” that “the most Holy Mother of God” be at length
decreed “in solemn pronouncement ... to have been ...
conceived without taint of original sin” („absque labe
originali‟), a desire voiced by prominent leaders in the
Church, Colleges of Canons and Religious Families, not
least the Order of Preachers, especially to add the word
„Immaculate‟ in the Preface to the Mass referring to the
Blessed Virgin‟s conception, which has led him to wish to
define it as a doctrine of the Catholic Church, recalling his
desire from his tender years to promote her greater glory,
and which since he became Pope has been the subject of his
prayers for guidance. Quoting from Saint Gregory and St
Bernard, he talks of her who has bruised the serpent‟s head,
and has ever rescued Christian people from the greatest
calamities, including those recently inflicted on himself “for
our sins”, turning “our grief into joy”. Accordingly he has
asked ecclesiatics distinguished for piety and learning and
certain Cardinals to prepare the case “most carefully from
all points of view”. And he asks all Bishops throughout
their dioceses, according to each one‟s judgement, to ask
for prayers for the Holy Spirit‟s guidance, and to report
with what devotion clergy and people desire the move. He
also gives them leave to adopt the Hours of the Blessed
Virgin Mary recently printed for the Roman clergy, and is
sure they will all wish to give him an early response, 2 sides
11” x 8¾” and conjugate blank, Gaeta, 2nd February 1849
edges a little worn, two thin lines of brown marking and a
rust mark without loss, two closed tears in blank margin
mended with old transparent paper, portion of conjugate
leaf held by seal (worn) or removed on opening, but
throughout entirely clear and legible
[54231]£1,750
Written from the Pope‟s place of safety in the Kingdom of Naples,
following his escape in 1848 by a back door of the Vatican
disguised as an ordinary priest, during the revolutionary fervour.
The doctrine was finally promulgated at a great assembly in St
Peter‟s on the Feast of the Conception, 8th December 1854.
From the collection of Hartwell de la Garde Grissell, 18391907, Oxford scholar and convert to Roman Catholicism, from
1869 a Chamberlain of Honour in personal attendance on Pius IX,
Leo XIII and Pius X. With his signed pencil note on the
conjugate blank. His collection was housed at the Oxford Oratory
until its dispersal in 1971.
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PHILIPPE (VII) (Comte de Paris, 1838-1894, Prince
Royal after the death of his father Ferdinand in 1842 from a
carriage accident and King of the French after his
Grandfather‟s abdication in 1848)
Autograph letter signed, in French with translation, to
“Monseigneur et Cher Cousin”, (Prince George, 18191904, Duke of Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief of the
Army 1856-1895), saying he had spoken “about ... the
future of my son” to the Prince Wales, who said “he had
had occasion to speak to you about this, but unfortunately I
did not have time before my departure to ask you for an
interview ... I shall spend only two days at Sheen before
going to Scotland. If your Royal Highness were to be in
London on Monday the 8th August, or Sunday the 7th, I
should ask leave to come and see you for a few moments”,
otherwise in the autumn “as my son does not leave
Sandhurst till the 15th December. General Anderson has let
me know that the result of his examination was satisfactory:
but we will not know until later his position among his
comrades ... Your Royal Highness‟s very affectionate
Cousin”, 3 sides 7” x 4½”, Hinton‟s Royal Spa Hotel,
Shanklin, Isle of Wight, 28th July 1887 faint traces of
browning from former tabs in corners of third side, two
short close tears, all in blank portions
[53636]£165
The Comte de Paris‟ son was Philippe (VIII), (1869-1926, Duke
of Orléans). He was born at York House, Twickenham, and
served with the British Army in India.

PIUS IX (Giovanni M. M. Ferretti, 1792-1878, Pope from
1846 who proclaimed the Dogma of the Immaculate
Conception and whose Vatican Council formulated the
Dogma of Papal Infallibility)
Rare Autograph draft letter, unsigned, in Italian with
transcription and translation, written when he was Bishop of
Imola (1832-1846), south east of Bologna, to the Mayor
(„Gonfalionere‟) of nearby Lugo, saying that “The Hospital
of Santa Maria della Scaletta at Imola remains firm in its
determination to abandon a long and expensive Case, such
as that which has been argued up till now before the Sacred
Tribunal of the Rota on behalf of the Exposed Children of
the Diocese”, he has already so assured the Pro-Legate of
Ferrara, but explaining that the Congregation, in view of the
unexpected setting down of a hearing for the 23rd and
possible judgement, has asked for a postponement “solely
to give the Municipality of Imola time to examine the
merits of the Case”, not just to prove that “such good
Citizens as are Members of the Congregation” do not want
“to be thought indifferent”, adding that “the special
administration set up by Monsignor the Pro-Legate will
employ every means for the relief of the Hospital, whatever
the Prior of Conselice may think to the contrary”, he assures
the Mayor that the Hospital will withdraw, and that the
Communal Council will accept “the encyclical of the
Secretariat of State”, believing that most of the Communes
of the Province of Ravenna “have by now made their
payments ... likewise ... those of the Province of Ferrara”,
and ending with his blessing, 2 sides 12¾” x 8½”, no place,
21th March 1835,
[54230]£1,250
From the collection of Hartwell de la Garde Grissell, 1839-1907,
Oxford scholar and convert to Roman Catholicism, from 1869 a
Chamberlain of Honour in personal attendance on Pius IX, Leo
XIII and Pius X. His collection was housed at the Oxford Oratory
until its dispersal in 1971.

PRITCHARD (Revd. Charles, 1808-1893, F.R.S., from
1870 Savilian Professor of Astronomy, Oxford)
Autograph letter signed to „My dear Professor‟ saying
“Thanks to the Father of Light for your faithful homily. Let
it be translated into German & any other language & be
circulated so that Parthians & Medes & Elamites may hear
the sound of the truth as regards Luther”, adding “(Dont
reply)”, 1 side 7¼” x 4½”, University Observatory, Oxford,
11th November 1883, remains of laying down [54182]£75
Pritchard was the first headmaster, 1834-1862, of the new
Clapham Grammar School, where he established a small
observatory. At Oxford he established the new observatory in the
Parks, measuring the relative brightness of the stars, applying
photography to determine stellar parallaxes, and writing on the
relations of science and religion.

PUREFOY (William, circa 1580-1659, Regicide, M.P. for
Warwick, President of the Council of State)
Document signed as President “in the name ... of the
Councell of State appointed by authority of Parliament”,
to the Commissioners of the Navy, saying that “Whereas
Thomas Hall hath bin by you recommended unto us, both
for his affection to the ... present Government, and his
ability”, they require the Commissioners to enter him as
“Boatswayne in the new Frigott now building by Mr.
Johnson” (later Sir Henry, d. 1683) “at Deptford for the
service of the Commonwealth”, with the usual “wages and
dyett for himselfe & servant ... in a Frigott of her rate and
Quality”, signed also by „Jo: Thurloe Cler[ke] of the
Councell‟, papered seal of the Council of State bearing the
Commonwealth arms (St George‟s Cross and the Irish
Harp), 1 side 11¾” x 7¼”, summary on conjugate leaf,
Whitehall, 5th September 1652
[54098]£1,275
The Council of State of 41 members, 9 to make a quorum, was
set up on 13th February 1648/1649, after the King‟s execution, to
direct the Navy and the Militia, to put down Royalists and reduce
Ireland, and to deal with foreign states. The President of the
Council served for a month at most. John Thurloe, (1616-1668,
later M.P. for Ely and for Cambridge University and a member of
the Council), was put in charge of the postal department and
became Cromwell‟s „spymaster‟. He employed the famous
mathematician John Wallis, 1616-1703, to decipher coded letters.

QUEENBOROUGH (Edith Starr, 1887-1933, daughter of
William Starr Miller of New York, 2nd wife, 1921, of
Almeric Hugh Paget, 1861-1949, Treasurer of the League
of Nations, from 1918 1st Baron Queenborough)
Fine and striking Portrait Photo by Histed of 42 Baker
Street, London, signed „Edith S. Miller‟, inscribed to Sir
Gilbert Parker (1862-1932, Canadian-born Novelist, M.P.
for Gravesend 1900-1918, from 1915 1st Bart.) and Lady
Parker and dated on the mount, showing her three quarter
length, almost full face, in a dark silk gown lined in white
with heavily embroidered shoulders and cuffs, over a white
dress with a rose corsage, head tilted a little to the left,
11¼” x 8¼” on mount 18” x 13¾”, no place, July 1907,
corners of mount very slightly bumped
[54087]£475
Lady Queenborough wrote „Occult Theocrasy‟, about secret
societies seeking to control the world, published privately in
France just after she died. Lord Queenborough early had
business interests in America. His first wife, 1895, was Pauline,
(d. 1916) daughter of the Hon.William C. Whitney, late US
Secretary of the Navy. Their daughter Dorothy Paget owned the
famous steeplechaser „Golden Miller‟ whose name echoes Edith‟s

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
RANDEGGER (Alberto, 1832-1911, Trieste-born
Composer, Singing Master, and Conductor)
Autograph Letter Signed to “My dear Miss Kinloch”,
thanking her “for the lovely flowers”, he has never seen the
“Royalty & Rhyme Songs” by Ruth Aitken [1907], “You
may be quite sure that if I come up North, I should look you
up! ... Up to the end of July I am tied to London” but “may
go to Italy as usual ... Au revoir some time I hope!”, 2 sides
5¾” x 4½”, 5 Nottingham Place, W., 25th June 1907 faint
traces of tabs in blank upper margin of side 1 [54022]£95
Randegger was the leading teacher in London of his time, and as
conductor of the Carl Rosa Opera from 1879, did much towards
the popular revival of opera in England.

READ (Samuel, circa 1815-1883, Artist in Water Colours)
Autograph letter signed to „Dear Madam‟, saying he has
“procured the Photographs you wish for except Herberts &
I do not know if it has been done, if so I will send it”, with
a contemporary unsigned photograph showing him seated,
three quarter length, three quarter face, 3½” x 2¼”, the
letter 1 side 8vo, 55 Argyll Road, Kensington, 8th July
1864
[53831]£65
Read was the first special artist sent abroad by an illustrated paper,
to Constantinople and the Black Sea.

ROCKWELL (Norman, 1894-1978, American Artist and
Illustrator)
Excellent collage cartoon portrait in colour, signed by
Rockwell
and inscribed “Faithfully yours” below
Rockwell‟s drawing in the space left by the cartoonist of
one of the dogs for which Rockwell was famous, someone
has tied a tin can to the dog‟s tail, the string winding round
Rockwell‟s signature, and showing Rockwell full length,
full face, his hand resting on the top of the drawing, his
jacket, trousers, suede shoes and enormous bow tie all
cleverly picked out in real cloth, laid down on the back of
the mount is an excellent newspaper obituary of Rockwell,
showing him at work, the cartoon 10” x 7¾” on mount
15½” x 11¾”, no place, 1941
[54074]£1,500
Rockwell was famous for his world of small town American life
and the covers he drew for the Saturday Evening Post. The dog is
probably his own dog, Butch, who appeared in many of the artist‟s
illustrations in the 1940s and 1950s. The dog was even present in
one of Rockwell‟s most important series of four drawings, Four
Seasons (1948).

RODEN (Robert Jocelyn, 1788-1870, M.P., Grand Master
of the Orange Society, from 1820 3rd Earl)
Autograph letter signed to „Dear Lady Elizabeth‟, saying he
has “no hesitation in adding my signature ... for the Object
in question”, he knows “the value of Prayer in the case of
my dear Son in the Crimea who has been so mercifully ...
dealt with - & who has been the subject of the prayers of so
many”, and asking to be remembered to her daughters, 1
side 7” x 4½” black edged, Hyde Hall, Hertfordshire, 9th
March 1855, trimmed at foot just touching one letter of
subscription, laid down
[54185]£95
The Rodens‟ third son, later the 5th Earl, 1823-1897, was in the
three leading battles in the Crimea. Their eldest had died of
cholera in 1854, contracted in the Tower of London, where he was
stationed commanding his Militia regiment.
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ROBERTS (Carole or Carola, of Norwich, b. c.1655)
Attractively penned document, signed „CR‟, (in another
hand „Carola Roberts her marke‟), saying “To all faythfull
People in Christ ... Carole Roberts of Norwich singlewoman
sendeth Greeting ... Whereas the Kings Majesty that now
is by his Letters patents bearing date the one and thirtieth
day of January in the Twelfth yeare [really thirteenth, 1661
modern style] of his Ma[jes]ties Raigne did give and grant
unto mee ... one Annuitie pension or sum[m]e of Twenty
pounds by the yeare ... from the feast of saint Michaell
the Arch Angell last past before the date of the said Letters
patents ... dureing the terme of the natural life of mee the
said Carole out of the treasury of his said Maiesty his
heyres and successors at the receipt of the Exchequer at
Westminster ... by the hands of the Treasurer
Undertreasurer Chamberlaine Barons ... for the tyme being
at the foure usuall ffeasts or termes ... the birth of our Lord,
the Annunciation ... the Nativity of saint John Babtist, and
saint Michaell ... as of his Majesties free guift, without
Accompt Imprest or other charge ... Know Yee that I the
said Carole Roberts doe by these p[re]sents constitute ...
my very loving Kinsman Nathaniell Skottow of the Citty
of London Marchant my true and lawfull Attorney ... to
aske demand and receive ... the said Annuity ... And all the
arreares of the same due and payable unto mee at or upon
the five and twentieth day of March last past [1662] ...
Giveing ... unto my said Attorney full power ... from tyme
to tyme, to make ... lawfull discharges ... And also to doe all
and every other Act ... requisite ... concerning the
pre[mi]sses in as ample and benficiall manner and for me,
to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as I myselfe might
or could do ... Rattifying ... hereby whatsoever my said
Attorney shall lawfully doe ... by vertue of these p[re]sents
... In wittnes ... my hand and seale the eight and twentieth
day of Aprill in the fourteenth yeare ... of our most gracious
Soveraign Lord Charles the second”, with two
subscriptions, “Sealed and Delivered in the p[re]sence of us
[Signed] John Goddard, Clerke
Will[ia]m Martyne
Not[ary] Publiq[ue]”, and (in Latin) “Enrolled at the
Receipt of the Treasury of our Sovereign Lord King
Charles the Second the 15th day of August in the 14th Year
of his reign [1662]”, 1 side large folio, seal papered over by
folding a portion of the margin, no place, 28th April 1662,
slight tears and stains not affecting text
[SD14442]£250
The patent of 1661, as enrolled at the Public Record Office
(C66/2963 item 2), says that the King „of our especiall grace
certaine knowledge and meere mocion and for diverse other good
causes and consideracions us thereto moveing have given ... unto
Anne Roberts widdow and Charola Roberts the onely daughter of
maior [Major] Francis Roberts one Annuitie pension or Somme of
Twenty pounds a peece by the yeare ... dureing the terme of the
naturall lives of the said Anne and Charola and the longer lives of
them ... Witness my selfe at Westminster ... p[er] ip[su]m Regem‟.

RUSKIN (John, 1819-1900, Art Critic & Writer)
Brief Autograph Letter Signed with initials to [William]
Ward (?1829-1908, Ruskin‟s assistant), asking him to if he
“could be in the gallery at about two on Wednesday. I
might come (but am not sure) ...”, 1 side 8vo with note of
identification in ink at the foot dated „about 1870‟, some
small tears from former mounting.
[SD33065]£375
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ROLLAND FAMILY
Attractively penned Copy, in French, of the registration of
the birth of a son, André Felix Albert, born the day before
on 4th September 1818, to Adrien Rolland, “ex-cavalry
officer, aged about 26 years, living in the commune of St
Victor des Oules”, and his wife
Jenny Elionore
Appollonie Pujolas de Licon, at the Campagne de Licon,
in the commune of St Quentin [de la Poterie, both villages
in the canton of Uzès, Gard], witnessed by Pierre
Guilhaumier and Clément Adrien Graffand, local
householders, before mayor François de Carrière, this copy
prepared at Paris by notary Barbier Sainte Marie (from an
official copy dated Uzès, 5th June1821), fee 30 francs, with
a footnote by Adrien that this deed was lodged by his uncle,
Baron Rolland, 2 sides 11¾” x 8¼”, 30th June 1831
[54224]£145
Jean André Louis ROLLAND (1764-1849) was created Baron
Rolland de Villarceaux, Baron de l‟Empire, by Napoleon on 15
August 1809 after Wagram. He dropped the „de Villarceaux‟ after
the property was sold. He was Prefect of the Department of the
Gard, 1810-1815, retaining his post through the first restoration,
the hundred days, and the beginning of the second.

ROSSINI (Gioacchino Antonio, 1792-1858, Italian
Composer)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed in Italian, with transcription
and translation, to his friend and “Guardian Angel”,
Laudadio Della Ripa “at his bank, Via San Egidio” in
Florence, saying he has received “the letter from Antonio
Lamporecchi which the good Sansone has sent me, I am
pleased to see that they are seriously occupied with the
matter I have so close at heart, I place much hope in the
good sense and ruthlessness of your legal man”, he encloses
two notes “making together Lire12041”, and hopes “shortly
to send you further remittances so that we can be ready for
the disbursement for the Casa Principessa!! How did you
spend Carnival?”, which included an opera season, “Will
you never tell me about your health? which makes me
believe you are perfectly well and that the very warm
prayers which Olimpia and I offer for your well being are
just a little heard above”, ending “Adieu my Guardian
Angel, remember me to your dear family members, the
Ancona family, to Rimini and whoever remembers Your
ever grateful and devoted G Rossini”, with a P.S. “Olimpia
sends tender embraces”, 1 side 10¾” x 8½” and conjugate
address leaf, Bologna, 7th March, 1851, tiny blank portion
caught by seal
[53845]£1,250
Laudadio Della Ripa, 1792-1869, of the Jewish banking family,
came from Pésaro, Rossini‟s birthplace.in the Papal States, and
had settled in Florence. „Sansone‟ is Sansone d‟Ancona,
Laudadio‟s nephew, (1814-1894, Minister of Finance in 1859).
Rossini married the French actress Olympe Pélissier (d. 1878) in
1846 and they lived in Bologna until the disturbances of 1848 the conservatives found Rossini too liberal, and the liberals too
conservative. They lived quietly in Florence till 1850, returned to
Bologna for a while, and then came back to Florence. Rossini
used to spend a few hours every day with Laudadio, and they
dined with him every Friday. The Rossinis finally settled in Paris
in 1855.

ROKEBY (William, Colonel in the Commonwealth Army)
Receipted Account Signed, with transcription, for seven
sums totalling £153 18s 1d, beginning “Received of
Lieutenant Leavens for 28 dais pay for Coronel Rokeby & 3
men the summe of £25 2s 11d upon the muster of 22th
September 1651. Note that 5s 9d is abated pro incident
Charges which is the Reason why it is not 25-8-8”, with
further entries under 7th November, 21st November, 16th
December and 12th February 1651 (the latter 1652, modern
calendar), neatly arranged in columns, variously received
from Colonel Hatfeild, Lieutenant Leavens, Mr Shrigley,
and Lieutenant John Pickering, on the 7th November the “3
men” are named as “Watkin, Bowner, Raspin”, the 12th
February also refers to “an Acquittance signed by Mr
Samuell Nelson”, the full wording for the total is also in
Rokeby‟s hand, 1 side 12¼” x 7¾”, no place, 14th April
1652 stub of guard neatly attached to left margin
[54096]£975
For all the officers mentioned above, see Captain Baynes‟
correspondence, 1651-1656, in the British Library.

ROYAL TELEGRAM‟S
Collection of ephemera including received copies of
telegrams from Edward VIII as Prince and King, George
Duke of Kent, Mary Countess of Harewood, and Queen
Elizabeth, as well as a Typed Letter Signed from John
Simon in reference to Edward VIII, sent to Sir John Wilson
Taylor at the Bath Club, London, 9 telegrams 8vo, as well
as a small pamphlet outlining the rules of „Speeches at a
Dinner‟, 20 sides 8vo, and a Typed Letter Signed from
E.W.Wallington, thanking him on behalf of Princess Mary
for his card, 1 side 4to
[SD28212]£85
ROYAL TELEGRAMS
Group of 22 Telegrams, all in French, received by Count
Boleslas Potocki (Pototski), from Tsar Alexander II (4), his
sons Serge (1857-1905) and Paul (1860-1919) (4), and
sister Olga (1822-1892), Queen of Württemberg (3), the
Tsar‟s cousin Emperor Wilhelm I (5) and the Empress
Augusta (3), and Wilhelm I‟s daughter Luise (1838-1923),
Grand Duchess of Baden, the Red Cross Pioneer (3),
thanking him for his wishes on festive occasions (New
Year, the Tsar‟s name day, Wilhelm‟s golden wedding) and
returning their own, and asking when they will next see
him, on a very interesting variety of forms (Russian,
German, French, Italian and Spanish), sent from their
homes or from visiting relatives in Europe, 1871 - 1884, a
few tears at folds without loss
[SD50233]£500
The earlier telegrams are handwritten, most of the later (from
1878) are as printed out by the telegraph. They commonly bear
printed explanations of the arrangement of the messages,
including numbers of words, the date, and the times the message
was sent, received, and handed to the delivery messenger, and
(except for the French ones) royal coats of arms in the heading or
on the seal. Particularly attractive are the Russian arms used at the
Livadia telegraph office (19th September 1875, sent from Baden
Baden by the Empress Augusta).

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
ROYAL VISIT TO NORTH WALES, 1889
Engaging pencil drawing of a miner, nearly full length,
three quarter face with a fine moustache, wearing his
reversed cap and carrying a safety lamp, inscribed on the
mount “A Personally Conducted Royal Tour with
compliments to the Mayor Sir Evan Morris 1889” and
signed S.J. Leadbetter, 11½” x 6½” in frame 18¼” x 13¼”,
no place, 1889
[53816]£175
In August 1889 Queen Victoria paid a visit to North Wales. On
Monday 26th Princess Beatrice and her husband visited a colliery
in Ruabon, descending into the pit and firing a shot to blast the
coal. Next day the Queen knighted Mr Evan Morris (d. 1890),
Mayor of Wrexham, 1888-1889, who had been prominent in
entertaining her, before leaving for Balmoral.

LUMINESCENCE FOR TELEVISION
RUPP (Henriette Maria, b. 1896, née Grünhut, Czech-born
Physicist, second wife, 1948, of Sir Owen Willans
Richardson, 1879-1959, Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1929)
Archive of books and papers relating to her work on
Luminescence, including her very valuable summary
(published in German) of the phenomena of
phosphorescence and fluorescence, 1937, from her own
experiments and scattered journals, with translations from
German reviews, her PhD thesis, submitted in October
1940, which made her work available in English, interesting
biographical details submitted to the Aliens Tribunal by Sir
Owen, copies of two patents taken out by her, and the first
number of „TV Times‟, 1955, for the new Independent
Television service, also “my first experimental television
tube (cathode ray tube) made for the purpose of coating the
bottom of it with my luminescent powders at The Research
Laboratory of the General Electric Company in Wembley,
in 1936-7”, the original glass „tube‟ [before coating],
besides the two books and newspaper there are 29 sides
folio, 4to or 8vo, 1936 or 1937 - 1959
[53574]£775
Dr Rupp‟s invention made possible a mosaic of tiny crystals of
about 1 micron diameter, each made independent of its neighbour
by an insulating organic liquid, so that the tube could yield a
much finer picture. Having been married to the German physicist
Dr E. Rupp, she found she could not get employment in
Czechoslovakia, and came to England in 1935, when Richardson
suggested she enrol at King‟s College, London, for a PhD. In
November 1936 she joined GEC Ltd. at Wembley, then the largest
electrical manufacturer in the Empire. She continued part time at
King‟s, and in 1937 completed in German an extremely valuable
summary of the properties of luminescent materials, hitherto
scattered in journals. She was a fine experimentalist and also fully
aware of the needs of manufacturers in practical applications. In
1939 Sir Owen wrote to the Aliens Tribunal that GEC considered
her “an indispensible expert”, and her PhD thesis (submitted in
October 1940) made her work available in English. Sir Owen‟s
first wife died in 1945 and in 1948 he and Henriette, long a friend
of the family, were married.
In his letter to the Aliens Tribunal, Sir Owen says kindly that her
husband (Emil Philip Rupp, 1898-1979) had “become afflicted
with a mental disease” which led to their separation. In fact he
was involved in a scandal over falsifying experimental results,
including work he was undertaking for Albert Einstein.
Full details and Checklist available on application
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SABATIER (Paul, 1858-1928, French Protestant
theologian, biographer of St. Francis)
Autograph Letter Signed, in French with translation, to
Reginald Lane Poole, (1857-1939, Editor of the English
Historical Review, Lecturer in Diplomatic at Oxford 18961927), saying he is sending his new work (the life of St.
Francis), “the result of eight years‟ uninterrupted labour and
interminable peregrinations”, and wondering if he has
“brought into the truly scientific historical domain the fine,
pure countenance of the sung by Dante ?”, he hopes that
“that the source criticism in particular should be closely
examined by the scholars of your learned country. You will
find in it some conclusions that are absolutely new, which
go to prove the value - relative, naturally - of documents
which have been held in too low esteem following the
Bollandists”, these are questions which “apply pretty much
to the general history of all the first half of the XIIIth
century”, adding that a review “would be a great honour”,
and asking “at the risk of being indiscreet”, if he might
receive “the number in which it is discussed”, 3 sides 8vo.,
Saint Cierge by La Voulte sur Rhône, Ardèche, 20th
December 1893
[SD50538]£100
SAFFORD (James M., Ph.D., Professor of Natural Science
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee and State
Geologist of Tennessee)
Autograph Letter Signed to
Robert Morton
MIDDLETON , jr., F.L.S., F.Z.S., (1846-1909, English
shipbroker and botanist), answering his question as to
whether “there is any good coal- or ore lands, valuable and
accessible, that could be purchased for not more than $10
per acre. I doubt if any such land can be found any where
in Tennessee. I cannot speak for Kentucky, though I think
the same will be true of both states ... I will however keep
my eyes and ears open”, sending seasonal greetings, “We,
Judge Turton and family, my wife and your humble servant
are making the best of the holidays”, 2 sides 8vo.,
Nashville, Tennessee, 31st December 1890 [SD13930]£60
Middleton was employed at one time by the Hartlepools
Shipowners‟ Society. About 1886 he and his wife settled in South
Pittsburg, Tennessee, at the foot of the Cumberland Mountains.
He corresponded with many leading naturalists, collected
autographs, and presented a herbarium of some 3000 American
and other specimens to McGill University in December 1890,
when he made a trip to England, returning permanently to
England in 1892. With his wife and sister he spent 1904-1907 as
a missionary in Chile. Again returning, he took a house in Kew
and was a Temporary Assistant at the Natural History Museum till
1909.

SASSOON (Siegfried L., 1886-1967, Poet)
Unsigned autograph poem in his hand entitled “My Lily”
two verses of four lines each starting “My Lily now upon
the snow / Lay down your weary head / Time draws you to
his tender breast ...”, 1 side 8vo., Heytesbury House,
Wiltshire headed paper, no date
[SD33361]£275
From the estate of Juliette HUXLEY, wife of Julian.
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SCHWEITZER (Albert, 1875-1965, O.M., Alsatian
Medical
Missionary,
Theologian,
Musician
and
Philosopher, Nobel Peace Prizewinner 1955)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed, in French with translation, to
Monsieur Peyrot, Timber Merchant („Exploitant Forestier‟)
at Lake Azingo, “chez M. Perpot”, saying he had been
“astonished to learn that Mademoiselle Koch” had not
answered “your kind letter of August ... about the Knight‟s
Cross of the Order of Public Health ... I thought I had sent it
to her from Günsbach”, he now realises “that it stayed
emmeshed in a bundle of letters which I had received from
Lambaréné ... Alas, I have done the same with others during
my terrible stay in Europe where I drowned in fatigue and
business ... I am sure she will be delighted and that she will
understand it was you who set the wheels turning. She is
very proud of the honour”, adding that he takes “this
opportunity of confessing my shame ... to say that Mlle.
Mathilde [Kottman, his secretary], Mme Erica [Anderson,
who made the „Schweitzer Album‟ of photographs and the
film „Albert Schweitzer‟, 1958] and I still revel in the
memory of the splendid trip we enjoyed with you on your
boat ... It is the finest trip I have made on the Ogowe ...
With my best wishes for ... the timber business in 1953”,
and a P.S. “To put you in a good mood for pardoning me I
enclose some interesting stamps ... found ... while I was
rummaging in the chaos of my correspondence. The chaos
comprises nearly 2000 letters ! I thought there were only
800”, 2 sides folio thin paper and original autograph
envelope, bearing printed “Hôpital du Dr Schweitzer
Lambaréné (Gabon)”, Lambaréné, 27th December 1952
[52490]£1,250
Günsbach was Schweitzer‟s childhood home and where he stayed
when fund raising in Europe, lecturing and giving organ recitals.

SHALDERS (Norman B., Lieutenant R.N.V.R., Journalist,
Traveller and Broadcaster)
Postcard photo, signed and inscribed on the back, showing
him half length, nearly full face, holding a cigarette, with a
printed explanation that he is “touring the world on his 3.50
h.p. New-Imperial sidecar combination”, and an outline of
his many careers, “The sale of these postcards will help to
defray the cost of his 50,000 miles tour ...”, 2 sides 5½” x
3½”, no place, no date
[54139]£45
SHIP‟S BOY‟S PERMIT
Permit, in Italian with translation, to Embark on State or
Foreign Merchant Ships, for Vincenzo Cereti, born in 1809
at Sinigaglia, giving his facial appearance, headed „Papal
Government‟, signed by M. Borrione for the Port Authority,
and valid for a year, printed with MS additions, 1 side
oblong 8vo., Sinigaglia (now Senigallia), 6th November
1826
[SD50261]£45
Cereti‟s position is as „mozzo‟, that is, ship‟s boy, by way of
apprenticeship (for those under 18 or with less than two years at
sea).

SIMMONS (Jean, b. 1929, British Actress)
Fine signed press photo of Simmons as Jay in the film “The
Woman the Hall”, showing her head and shoulders, 10”x
8”, no place, no date,
[SD25371]£45

SLATIN (Baron Rudolf Carl von, 1857-1932, Austrian
Soldier who served under General Gordon in the Sudan,
Governor of Darfur, Inspector General of the Sudan from
1900 to 1914 and President of the Austrian Red Cross)
Fine cabinet photo by Dr Székely signed with the dated and
the place, showing him head and shoulders in uniform, with
many medals and a fine waxed moustache, 6½” x 4½”,
London, 10th March 1899
[SD33183]£675
Slatin Pasha, the Anglo Austrian administrator in the Sudan,
having surrendered to the Mahdi and been used to try to make
Gordon surrender Khartoum, was imprisoned for 11 years. On the
morning of January 26th 1885 after the fall of Khartoum he was
shown the severed head of Gordon. It was not until after Sir
Reginald Wingate enabled his escape in 1895 that he wrote his
famous work “Fire and Sword in the Sudan”, 1896, sub-titled “a
personal narrative of fighting and serving the dervishes”. He was
honoured by Queen Victoria.

SLOAN (Thomas Henry, 1870-1941, Independent Unionist
M.P. for Belfast South, 1902-1910)
Autograph letter signed to the Rev. E. Lloyd Morris,
(Minister of Hutchesontown Congregational Church, now
the Lloyd Morris Memorial Church, Glasgow), saying that
he will “be happy to address your P.S.A. Meeting in
Glasgow on Sunday 21st Oct. (DV) kindly send me a
reminder and I will let you know as to my time of arrival”,
2 sides 8vo., House of Commons Library, 4th August 1906
[54274]£125
As a leading member of the evangelical Belfast Protestant
Association, Sloan felt that the official Unionist organizations
were not taking a strong enough line. Standing as an Independent
Unionist he was elected in 1902, and in 1903 founded the
Independent Orange Order. Shortly after, he came to an
agreement with the Irish Unionist Party, and disassociated himself
from the B.P.A.
An interesting hand, combining business-like small letters with
passionate capitals.

SMUTS (Jan C., 1870-1950, South African Prime Minister,
Field Marshal)
Fine large portrait photo, signed by him and dated on the
mount, showing him half length in suit and tie, full face
with a warm gaze, 11½” x 8½” on mount 15¾” x 10½”, no
place, 1948, outer margins of mount lightly scuffed in
places, image quite unaffected
[54068]£375
SOPHIE (Dorothea Ulrike Alice, 1870-1932, Princess of
Prussia, daughter of Emperor Friedrich III, wife of King
Constantine I of Greece)
Christmas card in colours, signed and inscribed on verso to
“my own darling Nana”, Mrs Mary Ann Wakelin (b. 1837
or 1838, née Conway, from 1886 Mrs William Morter),
showing a young coachman in Georgian dress, published by
Marcus Ward & Co., 2 sides 6” x 4¼”, no place, no date,
circa 1884
[53630]£100
Mrs Wakelin was Nanny from about 1860 to the children of the
Crown Prince, later Emperor Friedrich III, and Vicky, till 1879,
when she went to look after Princess Charlotte‟s baby Feo. She
remarried in 1886 to William Morter of Hampstead.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
MY BABIES ARE SUCH TURKS
SOPHIE (Dorothea Ulrike Alice, 1870-1932, Princess of
Prussia, daughter of Emperor Friedrich III, wife, 1889, of
King Constantine I of Greece)
Long autograph letter signed to „My dearest old Nana dear‟,
Mrs Mary Ann Wakelin (b. 1837 or 1838, née Conway,
from 1886 Mrs William Morter), saying “My thoughts are
... often with you & I long to see you again!”, she hopes to
“next year, ... My Babies are such Turks ... the big one
wears little trousers already, and the second is quite a Baby
still! such a Beauty!”, she goes on to beg Mrs Morter “to
help me to find a head nurse ... who will treat them with
sympathy & love & kindness, of good temper & gay”,
perhaps a widow, “only without children if possible ... The
one we have now is most irritable, too severe & cold
towards the sweet children”, suggesting she “look together
with Mrs Green ... I dont dare propose her to come, it
would be a shame to take her fr: her work!”, ending “I trust
you ... have no more vile headaches, heaps of kisses fr: your
old Sophie”, 4 sides 8vo., black-edged, Athens, November
17th (29th modern style) 1894
[53633]£275
Mrs Wakelin was Nanny from about 1860 to the children of the
Crown Prince (later Emperor Friedrich III) and Vicky, till 1879,
when she went to look after Princess Charlotte‟s baby Feo. She
remarried in 1886 to William Morter of Hampstead.

SOPHIE FREDERIKE MATHILDE (1818-1877,
daughter of Wilhelm I of Württemberg, first wife, 1839, of
Willem III, 1817-1890, from 1849 King of the
Nertherlands)
Carte-de-visite Portrait Photograph signed and inscribed to
Mrs Thompson, wife of William Hepworth Thompson,
1810-1886, Regius Professor of Greek and Master of
Trinity College, Cambridge, 4” x 2½” neatly let in to an
album leaf 8¾” x 6¾”, no place, in recollection of 16th
November 1872, a trifle spotted
[54222]£175
With a note on the leaf that the photo „was sent to my Great-Aunt‟
after the Queen „had luncheon at The Lodge, Trinity College‟.

SPENCER (Raine, Countess, b. 1929, step-mother of
Princess Diana)
Cheerful Christmas card photo, signed and inscribed “to
darling Edie & Shaun ... from Raine & Gerald”, showing
Raine in a lovely wedding dress with her first husband
Gerald Legge, 1924-1997, later Viscount Lewisham, from
1962 9th Earl of Dartmouth, leaving the church, 1 side 7” x
4”, from 51 South Street, Christmas 1948
[53635]£165
STEPHENS (Sir Philip, 1725-1809, Secretary of the
Admiralty 1763-1795), Sir Thomas TROUBRIDGE (c.
1758-1807, Admiral) and Sir Harry Burrard NEALE
(1765-1840, Admiral)
Document signed to the Navy Board, directing them “to
dispense with the want of a Survey on the Boatswain‟s
Stores of the Regulus when he was sent to Sick Quarters in
May 1800, in order to pass the Accounts of Captain
Pressland”, they have taken into account the Navy Board‟s
letter of 1803 to Sir Evan Nepean raising a possible
objection, 2 sides folio, Admiralty Office, 11th May 1804,
traces on verso of old transparent tape
[SD50178]£125
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STOKES (Whitley, 1830-1909, Irish Lawyer in India &
Celtic Scholar)
Autograph letter signed to Sir Samuel Ferguson, 18101886, the Irish poet and antiquary, saying that John
Hennessy has told him “you have found some glosses in a
m[anu]s[cript] in Rouen”, he is going to France “for a few
days in July” and would be glad of details, he knows of “a
10th century psalter at Rouen, also a 9th c. pontifical”, both
“likely situs for glosses”, he hopes Sir Samuel is “not
overmuch worried by Gladstone‟s foolish & wicked ways”,
3 sides 7” x 4½”, 15 Grenville Place, London, S.W., 27th
April 1886, light original offset between sides 2 & 3
[54191]£75
Presumably the glosses mentioned are Celtic. Sir Samuel‟s most
important work was his „Ogham inscriptions in Ireland, Wales and
Scotland‟, 1887. Gladstone had just introduced his Home Rule
Bill for Ireland, and his Land Purchase Bill.

„BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE‟ WRITES
FROM EXILE
STUART (Charles Edward, 1720-1788, „Bonnie Prince
Charlie‟, the Young Pretender)
Unsigned Autograph Letter, in French with translation, in
his clear rounded hand, to „Monsieur‟, the
Comte
d‟Argenson, (Marc Pierre de Voyer de Paulmy, 16961764, Secretary of State for War, 1743-1757, under Louis
XV), saying he has received his letter, “tomorrow I am
thinking of leaving for Avignon” and that “there or
elsewhere I will be always ready whenever His Most
Christian Majesty desires anything of me”, 1 side 8½” x
6½”, [Paris], 24th January 1747
[54336]£4,250
For the Prince to depart without taking leave of the King in person
was an astonishing breach of etiquette. When he reached the
Papal city of Avignon, after a week on icy roads, he revealed to
his followers that he was really going to Spain, to get the help to
invade England that he was not getting from France. In so doing
he was hijacking his brother Henry Benedict, who had proposed to
do just that.himself.
The previous September, after 5 months in the heather following
Culloden, Bonnie Prince Charlie was the most famous man in
Europe. He took ship with the French from Loch nan Uamh on
20th September (old style) and landed at Roscoff.on10th October
(new style).. He arrived in Paris to enormous cheering crowds.
One of the first to entertain him to supper was the Comte
d‟Argenson, who had kept abreast of his campaign with frequent
reports from the Marquis d‟Éguilles. (D‟Éguilles. was captured at
Culloden but freed after negotiating the surrender of Inverness).
However, the honeymoon lasted only about a fortnight. Charles
began demanding help for an invasion of England, which the
French refused. They talked only in terms of a small expedition to
Scotland. He had no greater luck after going to Madrid and soon
had to leave Spain.
The Comte was a notable scholar. Dismissed in 1757 and exiled
to his estates, he lived surrounded by savants and philosophes, and
entertained thinkers such as Voltaire. The Encyclopedists
dedicated their great work to him. He must be distinguished from
the Marquis d‟Argenson (René Louis, 1694-1757, Foreign
Minister 1744-1747), who had been dismissed on 10th January.
For the handwriting, compare BL Egerton 1609 f.33, (the Prince
to Comte d‟Argenson, 1744 or 1746).
With the small red stamp of the Archives d‟Argenson at the
University of Poitiers, where the archives were deposited, 19761999.
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STRICKLAND (Sir George, 1782-1874, M.P., Lawyer &
Racehorse Breeder)
Autograph letter signed to „Dear Sir‟, saying that “last night
I was one in a large Majority for the Total abolition of
Church Rates” although only for “leave to bring in a Bill”,
the Lords have already decided “that altho‟ Church [Rates]
are considered to be a charge upon Land &c yet that there
are no means of enforcing the payment”, he will gladly
“present any Petitions you send me”, he always votes in
favour of Oxford “being thrown open to the Nation without distinction of religious denomination”, 3 sides 7¼”
x 4½”, London, 24th May 1854, laid down, small adhesion
with loss of two letters (easily supplied) and slit in part of
central fold
[54192]£75
TALLEYRAND (Charles Maurice, Prince de Benevento,
1754-1838, French Statesman under Napoleon)
Charming autograph letter signed, in French with
translation, to Madame ROEDERER, (Marie Catherine
Adélaide, 1761-1818, née Decrétot, wife, 1795, of the
politician and economist Pierre Louis ROEDERER,
1754-1835, and sister of Jean-Baptiste Decrétot, member of
the Jacobin and Feuillants Clubs), saying that, on her asking
him “to dine with you on Thursday”, he does not “hesitate a
moment to write to the Dutch Minister to ask him to put off
his Thursday dinner till Friday. Old acquaintances, and
friends”, such as Roederer and Talleyrand, “must always
take preference ... I desire, Madame, that it may be on those
same terms that you will be pleased to find me”, 1 side 7¾”
x 5”, addressed to Madame Roederer on conjugate leaf, La
Meute, (on the east side of the Bois de Boulogne), no date
but 1796
[54223]£625
In 1793 Talleyrand was on an official mission to London when
war with France became inevitable. He was expelled from Britain
and spent 30 months in the United States. In 1795 friends got his
name removed from the list of émigrés. After settling business
affairs in America, Talleyrand arrived in Hamburg on 31st July
1796, where he stayed quietly with Mme de Genlis for company.
Talleyrand returned to Paris on 21st September 1796. and soon
after rented a wing at La Meute for a short while. La Meute
(„pack of hounds‟, now the Chateau de la La Muette), was
originally a hunting lodge, built by Francis I. Talleyrand‟s only
public standing was as a member of the Institut de France, to
which he had been elected in his absence, and of which Roederer
was also a member. Talleyrand gave two far-seeing addresses (on
relations with America and England, and on Colonies) which
commended themselves to the Directory.
Talleyrand steadily renewed old connections. In 1797 he and
Roederer were founder members of Mme de Stael‟s Constitutional
Club, of moderate progressives and moderate Jacobins. On her
recommendation the Directors appointed Talleyrand Foreign
Minister. Roederer had pleaded Talleyrand‟s cause in 1795 and
now Talleyrand saved Roederer from deportation. The Directory
was becoming more and more ineffectual, and the two took a
leading part in Napoleon‟s coup of the 18th Brumaire, 1799.
Provenance: From a group of letters associated with Baron
Rolland, (Jean André Louis, 1764-1849), who married Mme
Roederer‟s daughter by her first husband, Woldemar Michel de
Grilleau.

TERRY (Fred, 1864-1932, British Actor)
Fine vintage postcard photo by Rotary Photo, signed and
dated showing him head and shoulders wearing a suit, 5½”
x 3½”, no place, no date 1907
[SD33075]£45

TRACTS AND THE CRIMEA
TAYLER (Rev. Charles Benjamin, 1797-1875, Writer of
Religious Manuals for the Young)
Long autograph letter signed to „My dear Madam‟, about
his story „The Soldier‟, his publisher (Smith & Elder) owns
the remaining copies but he has now borrowed one, “to see
if it would do for circulation in our army” in the Crimea, he
will have to alter “the end about the duel”, he is hoping the
(Religious) Tract Society will accept “The Password; a
Soldier‟s Tale”, written “expressly for our Soldiers”, if so
he will be “delighted” to send her copies, “Pray remember
me ... to Mrs Roberts and Dr Edwards ... Is Lady Caroline
still with him?”, the Poem sent by his correspondent “does
much credit to the young authoress”, Dr Camming‟s sermon
“The Place of Duty” draws on “the letters of young Harry
Anstruther who was shot through the heart at Alma, and the
letters of his sister‟s husband Captain Kinloch about him. I
know the Parents Sir Ralph and Lady Anstruther ... sister to
General Torrens, who was also shot through ... at Inkerman
... within an inch and a half of his heart ... but ... is
recovering and anxious to go again to the war, as is Sir
Ralph‟s elder son ... home fearfully ill from Varna”, talking
further of their feelings for son Harry, her correspondent
can get copies of “The Soldier” if she writes to Mr Smith,
General Egerton‟s widow told him that “having been in
Spain during the war she could testify to ... my
descriptions”, adding in a P.S. “the death of Chancellor
Raikes” (Henry, 1782-1854, nephew of Robert Raikes, the
founder of Sunday schools), has been as “of a dearest
relation”, 8 sides 4½” x 3½”, Otley Rectory, near Ipswich,
Suffolk, 16th April 1855
[54194]£275

THE WHOLE TECK FAMILY
TECK (Francis Paul, Duke of, 1837-1900, Father of Queen
Mary), MARY ADELAIDE (Duchess of Teck, 18331897) and their children VICTORIA MARY (18671953, Queen of George V), ADOLPHUS (1868-1927,
Marquess of Cambridge, 1917), FRANCIS (1870-1910,
served in S. Africa), and ALEXANDER GEORGE
(1874-1957, Earl of Athlone, 1917)
Fine group of signatures, on six lines, 1 side 6” x 4¼”, no
place, no date, circa 1890
[53529]£150
TENNIEL (Sir John, 1820-1914, Caricaturist & Illustrator
of „Alice in Wonderland‟)
Fine Autograph Letter Signed with a fine full signature,
addressed to Gerald Christy the English Lecture Agent,
regretting that he is “unable to accept your polite invitation
to be present at Mr du Maurier‟s lecture on the 25th inst. by
reason of a prior and unavoidable engagement ...” and
returning the tickets,1 side 8vo., 10 Portsdown Road, Maida
Hill, 19th May 1892, in neat thin mount
[SD33364]£150
TERRY (Dame Ellen, 1848-1928, Actress)
Vintage postcard photo by Rotary, signed under the image,
showing her head and shoulders wearing a hat, a heavily
embroidered dress and pearls, looking straight at the
camera, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, postmarked 1907
[SD33071]£150

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
TOURNOÜER (Henri, b. 1861, Archivist and
Palaeographer,
President
of
the
Historical
&
Archaeological Society of the Department of the Orne)
Autograph Letter Signed, in French with translation, to
Reginald Lane Poole, (1857-1939, Editor of the English
Historical Review, Lecturer in Diplomatic at Oxford, 18961927), saying that the Society “has just resolved to raise,
very close to the site of the former Abbey of St. Evroult ... a
monument in memory of our ... illustrious Norman
historian, Ordericus Vitalis”, the honorary committee
already includes “M. Omont of the Institute as President”,
and four named scholars from England, he is led to hope
that Poole will allow his name to be added, “to render with
us due homage to this laborious monk who ... came to settle
in Normandy and ... became a ... connecting link between
our two countries”, 5 Boulevard Raspail, Paris, 5th January
1912
[SD50541]£75
Ordericus Vitalis, 1073-1143, was born near Shrewsbury, the son
of French priest and an English mother. He was educated and
spent his life at St. Evroul, but visited England to collect materials
for his Historia Ecclesiastica (1123-1141), which combine
important information with trivial gossip.
For the celebrations see the Society‟s Bulletin, Vol. 31, (1912 BL
Ac.6774.b), pp. 477-566.

UMBERTO I (1844-1900, from 1878 King of Italy)
Finely penned Document signed, in Italian with translation,
to the President of Peru, (General Miguel Iglesias, 18221901, President 1883-1885), saying that “the Princess
Isabella of Savoy, Duchess of Genoa, née Princess of
Bavaria”, (1863-1924), “Wife of Our beloved Cousin and
Brother-in-law ... the Prince Tommaso of Savoy, Duke of
Genoa”, (1854-1931), “has happily given birth to a Prince
who has received the names Ferdinando Umberto Filippo
Adalberto Maria”, (1884-1963, succeeded as 3rd Duke),
and trusting he will share his joy, signed also by Pasquale
Stanislao Mancini, 1817-1888, Foreign Minister 18811885, 1 side folio, Rome, 4th May 1884
[52565]£325
The Genoas descend from Vittorio Emanuele II‟s brother, the 1st
Duke. He and his son the 2nd Duke were both Admirals.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS (Ralph, 1872-1958, British
Composer), Dame Isobel BAILLIE (1895-1983, Scottish
Soprano),
Sir John BARBIROLLI
(1899-1970,
Conductor, 1943-1958, of the Hallé orchestra) and Denis
DOWLING (1910-1996, Opera Singer)
Programme of a Hallé Orchestra concert signed by all four
on the front, the concert featured Vaughan Williams Sea
Symphony in the second act, with pieces by Beethoven and
Strauss as well in the first, 12 printed sides 8vo., Free Trade
Hall, Manchester, 20th March 1952
[SD34038]£375
[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)]
Cabinet photograph of her portrait from a lithograph for her
Golden Jubilee, showing her nearly half length, three
quarter face, with a thoughtful look, her relatively small
crown as on the Jubilee coins, a light white veil at her back,
a silk sash and but three orders, including the Garter Star,
6½” x 4¼”, no place, 1887
[53605]£75
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IRELAND IN THE FAMINE
VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Autograph letter in the third person to Lord John
RUSSELL, (1792-1878, Prime Minister 1846-1852),
saying she sees “with pleasure that the Measure wh: has
been adopted seems already to have told, she trusts that
matters will steadily improve. The Foreign Affairs give the
Queen very great anxiety. She both much wishes to see
Lord John Russell & wd: be glad if he cd: come down here
on Thursday & stay till Saturday on wh: day she cd: have
the Council at one”, fine embossed double arms of the
Queen and Prince Albert in gold and six other colours, 2
sides 7” x 4½”, Windsor Castle, 26th October 1847,
conjugate blank removed, just touching one letter, old
silking across two original folds
[53591]£375
In her firm hand with strong descending strokes, especially a final
„y‟. The „Measure‟ is apparently for alleviating the condition of
Ireland in the great famine.

VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Autograph note signed „Victoria R‟ “To Victoria
Alexandrina Anna Maria Byng from her Godmother”, on
the verso in one corner is her gilt monogram „VR‟, 1 side
4½” x 7¼”, no place, no date, circa 1842, two light original
smudges, old light traces of folding, pinhole and light
creasing in one corner at the monogram
[53590]£475
The baby (later Mrs A.C.L. Fuller, born 1842, d. 1st February
1899), was the third daughter of the Hon. George Stevens Byng
(1806-1886, from 1860 2nd Earl of Strafford, Comptroller of the
Household 1835-1841 and Treasurer, 1841), and a granddaughter
of the Marquess of Anglesey.

A GIFT TO CONINGSBY DISRAELI
FROM THE QUEEN
VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Exceptional engraving signed and dated underneath, with
an inscription on the verso of the fine original frame
“Presented to me by the Queen with her own hand
Buckingham Palace, May 5th 1881, Coninsby Disraeli”, the
engraving showing her in an oval wearing the garter ribbon
and a bonnet with pearls at her neck, 12” x 9” in a fine
recessed frame with gilt and velvet mount 21” x 19”, no
place, no date, circa 1880
[SD33024]£1,750
Provenance: from the widow of Disraeli‟s nephew Coningsby
Disraeli. (1867-1936, British Conservative politician, son of
Ralph Disraeli (1809-1898) and nephew of the Prime Minister.
He inherited the Hughenden Manor estate acquired by his uncle
on his father‟s death in 1898.

VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Part Document with her large bold signature at the head,
with her titles including „Empress of India‟, addressed to
Sir John Strachey, KCSI, “Lieutenant Governor of the
North Western Provinces in the East Indies”, appointing
him as Member of the Council, finely penned on vellum,
pencil identification of appointment on verso, 8½” x 12¾”,
no place, 18th November 1876, lacking lower half
[53603]£175
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[VICTORIA (1840-1901, Empress Frederick of Germany,
wife of Frederick III, eldest child of Queen Victoria &
mother of Kaiser Wilhelm II)]
Fine pencil drawing by William Henry LEATHAM ,
(1815-1889, M.P., writer of travels and verses), showing
“The cot of the Princess Royal of England attended by Mrs
Packer”, signed with his initials, early identification below
“from an engraving”, the cot with a scolloped edge is slung
on a four footed frame, above is a canopy bearing the royal
crown, its tasselled curtains open to show the baby‟s face,
Mrs Packer looks on affectionately, she has a cap and
ringlets and fichu-top dress of the period, 1 side 12” x 9”,
no place, no date, circa 1840, a few very faint creases and
small light spots in blank margins
[53589]£150
Leatham was a member of a Yorkshire Quaker family. He entered
banking, working in Wakefield, Pontefract and Doncaster from
1836 to 1852. He was a justice of the peace and deputy lieutenant
for the West Riding of Yorkshire, and in 1870 was deputy
chairman of the West Riding quarter sessions. Leatham was a
poet and author, writing a collection of Poems in 1840, and Tales
of English Life and Miscellanies

[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)]
Program of extracts from opera, ten instrumental and vocal
items from Mozart to Gounod, sung by Mlle Tietjens,
Madame Parepa, Mr Santley and Herr Gunz, printed in blue
with a fine embossed Royal Arms in gold, red and blue, the
shield set at an angle within the Garter, all within a
beautiful lace paper border of flowers and fruit, by Ortner
& Houle of St. James‟ Street, London, Windsor Castle, 5th
July 1866
[53228]£175

„SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER‟ at
OSBORNE
[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)]
Programme, attractively printed in blue, of „She Stoops to
Conquer‟, played by members of the Household and Royal
Family, including Colonel Arthur Collins as Hardcastle and
Stage Manager, Miss Magdalen Ponsonby as Mrs
Hardcastle, other parts taken by Princess Louise, Princess
Beatrice and the Marquis of Lorne, the programme of music
by Mr Rutland‟s String Band, 4 sides 7¼” x 5”, crested
„Osborne‟ , 26th and 28th January 1893
[53643]£45
VICTORIA ALEXANDRA (1868-1935, Princess,
Daughter of Edward VII & Alexandra)
Autograph letter signed to “Dear „Little Godfrey‟ ”, Captain
Bryan Godfrey, R.N., (later Sir Bryan Godfrey-Faussett,
1863-1945, Equerry to George V, Edward VIII & George
VI), saying “I was so touched with your letter & ... all your
kind sympathy” on the death of her Mother, Queen
Alexandra, “I was indeed plunged into a terribly anxious
time so soon after coming down here & here all is sadder
than words can describe: I did love the cruise & felt so
flattered by everyones kind remarks at my being with you
all. I fear I was anything but cheery at times. I hope you
have quite recovered & yr: family thought you looked well.
I was so interested in hearing all yr: news about the darling
boys”, , with a P.S. “I am so pleased to think you use the
cigarette case some times”, black embossed crown, 4 sides
8” x 5”, Sandringham, 13th May 1925, very faint traces of
guard
[53620]£140

VICTORIA MELITA (1876-1936, Grand Duchess, wife
of Grand Duke Kirill of Russia)
Portrait photo by Nickolas Muray of New York, signed
with the place and date on the mount, showing her seated,
three quarter length, three quarter face, in a dark elbow
length dress with fringed sleeves, long pearl necklace and
earrings, 9½” x 7½” on mount 16” x 11¾” loose in
photographer‟s outer folder, New York, 1924, in fine
condition, outer folder a little worn
[54090]£850
With a note on the back saying that the photo shows the Grand
Duchess, (known as Victoria Feodorovna after her marriage to
Kirill), after crossing the Atlantic “on the same Steam Ship as
Dorothy Paget and Helene Orloff (Granny)”. In !924 Kirill
proclaimed himself Emperor and Victoria went to America to gain
support for his restoration. Dorothy Paget, 1905-1960, the
racehorse owner, had been at a Russian school in Paris and gave
great support to the emigré community up to 1940.
Victoria, granddaughter of Queen Victoria, was called after the
old name for Malta, where she was born while Prince Alfred was
serving in the Navy. Her first marriage in 1894 to her cousin
Ernst Ludwig, Grand Duke of Hesse, ended in divorce in 1901;
her second, to Kirill Vladimirovich in 1905, to their banishment
from Russia by Nicholas II, though a reconciliation took place
during WWII. The deaths in the Imperial family made Kirill the
claimant to the throne. From the collection of the Grand Duke
Kyrill.

WEDDING PHOTO OF VICTORIA
MELITA
VICTORIA MELITA (1876-1936, wife of Grand Duke
Ernst Ludwig of Hesse and secondly Grand Duke Kirill
Vladimirovitch of Russia, granddaughter of Queen
Victoria) & Grand Duke ERNST LUDWIG (of Hesse,
Superb photo by E. Uhlenhuth of Coburg, signed by
Victoria who has also put in her new husband‟s name and
the date, showing the young couple standing together in
their wedding clothes, 9” x 6” in mount 12½” x 8½”,
Schloss Ehrenburg in Coburg, 9th April 1894, slight
damage to the corners of the mount
[SD30110]£1,275
Victoria and Ernst bowed to their families pressure and married on
9 April 1894 at Schloss Ehrenburg in Coburg. The wedding was a
large affair, with most of the royal families of Europe attending.
Victoria became The Grand Duchess of Hesse and by Rhine. Her
wedding was also significant as the official engagement of the
future Tsar Nicholas II of Russia to Ernst‟s younger sister, Alix,
was announced at the same time.

VIKTORIA LUISE (1892-1980, only daughter of Kaiser
Wilhelm II, Duchess of Brunswick) and her second son
GEORG WILHELM (1915-2006, later headmaster of
Salem)
Fine portrait photograph by Adele Forster of Vienna, signed
„Sissy‟ and inscribed by her in German „Georg Wilhelm
1915 (War-baby)‟, showing her seated, three quarter length,
nearly full face, holding her son with his head to her cheek,
signed and dated also by the photographer in pencil, 8” x 6”
oval in mount 15” x 10¼”, no place, 1915
[52861]£375

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
VITTORIO EMANUELE II ANNOUNCES
THE BIRTH OF QUEEN MARGHERITA
OF ITALY
VITTORIO EMANUELE II (1820-1878, from 1861 First
King of Italy)
Finely penned Document signed, as King of Sardinia and
Duke of Savoy, in Italian with translation, to the President
of Peru, (José Rufino Echénique, 1808-1887, President
1851-1855), saying he takes great pleasure “in informing
You that on the 20th of the present month, Her Royal
Highness the Duchess of Genoa, Our Most Dear Sister-inlaw, has happily given birth to a Princess who has received
the names of Margherita Maria Teresa Giovanna”, sure that
the President will share his joy, renewing his own assurance
of “esteem and friendship”, and his wishes for “the
prosperity of Peru”,
signed also
by the Marquis
d‟Azeglio, (1798-1866, Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister 1849-1852), 1 side folio and conjugate blank,
Turin, 26th November 1851, closed tear along three
quarters of central fold, between lines but touching four
letters, other slight tears in blank margin, small slit for
ribbon in blank portion near top right and corresponding
small hole in conjugate blank
[52569]£525
In 1868 the young Princess Margherita (1851-1926) married
Vittorio Emanuele II‟s son and successor Umberto I, (1844-1900).
The Duchess was a daughter of the King of Saxony. The King‟s
brother Ferdinando, (1822-1855, first Duke of Genoa), was an
Admiral who left a more famous son Tommaso (1854-1931) to
carry on in the Navy.
Azeglio, who was also an artist and novelist, was a key figure in
the first stages of the reunification. He declined the premiership
offered by Carlo Alberto, as that would mean signing the peace
treaty with Austria. Vittorio Emanuele‟s first premier in 1849, he
maintained the constitution, and, most importantly for the
movement, the liberty of the press when reaction was setting in all
over the rest of Italy. He brought the young Cavour into the
cabinet, with whom he had some differences, but recommended as
his successor, Cavour always consulting him on matters of
government.

VITTORIO EMANUELE II ANNOUNCES
THE BIRTH OF A GRANDSON
VITTORIO EMANUELE II (1820-1878, from 1861 First
King of Italy)
Finely penned Document signed, in Italian with translation,
to the President of Peru, (José Balta, 1816-1872, President
from 1868), saying that on the 13th January, in the Royal
Palace in Genoa, “Our most dear Daughter-in-law Her
Royal Highness Maria of Savoy, Duchess of Aosta, Consort
of Our most beloved Son His Royal Highness the Prince
Amedeo Ferdinando Maria of Savoy, has happily given
birth to a Prince who has received the names of Emanuele
Filiberto Vittorio Eugenio Alberto Genova Giuseppe”, he is
sure the President will share “the contentment we feel”,
signed also by Luigi Federico Menabrea (1809-1896,
Prime Minister), summary of the contents in Spanish down
a portion of the right edge of the text, lightly written in pale
red, 1 side folio and conjugate blank, Florence (capital of
the new Kingdom of Italy), 16th January 1869, two small
defects in blank portion of upper left corner and one at foot
of conjugate leaf
[52571]£325
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THE KING ANNOUNCES THE DEATH
OF HIS GRANDMOTHER
VITTORIO EMANUELE III (1869-1947, King of Italy
1900-1946)
Finely penned document signed, in Italian with translation,
to the President of Peru, (Guillermo Billinghurst, 18511915, President 1912-1914), informing him “of the death
of Our most dear Forebear”, his mother‟s mother “Her
Royal Highness the Princess Maria Elisabetta Massimiliana
of Saxony, Dowager Duchess of Genoa, widow of His
Royal Highness Prince Ferdinand of Savoy, ... who died at
Stresa last 14th August”, he is sure “You would wish to
share in the deep affliction which this sad event brings to
Us and to Our Family”, and praying that “Providence may
choose to preserve You from all occasion of grief”, signed
also by Antonio, Marchese di San Giuliano, (18521914, Foreign Minister 1910-1914), 1 side 13¾” x 9”
black-edged and conjugate blank, San Rossare, 27th
September 1912, two neat filing holes in blank margin
[52399]£375
VILLARI (Pasquale, 1827-1917, Professor of History at
Florence 1866-1909, Italian Minister of Education 18911892)
Autograph Letter Signed in English to Reginald Lane
Poole, (1857-1939, Editor of the English Historical Review,
Lecturer in Diplomatic at Oxford 1896-1927), saying that at
this moment “I cannot say that I have any contribution ...
but I accept with pleasure the honour” of being among the
supporters of the new periodical, “Everybody wished on the
Continent to see also in England an Historical Review”, and
sending his regards to Prof. Mandell Creighton, 2 sides
8vo., Klobenstein, by Bozen, 4th August 1885
[SD50542]£75

ETCHING OF USS DELAWARE - THE
LARGEST BATTLESHIP IN THE WORLD
WHEN SHE WAS BUILT
WALCOT (William, 1874-1943, RBA, RSPE, RIBA,
Architectural Painter, War Artist and Etcher)
Fine drypoint etching, signed „W Walcot‟ in pencil,
showing the USS Delaware, loaned for service with Great
Britain in the North Sea, at the review by George V of the
Grand Fleet, at Rosyth, 22nd July 1918, with a submarine in
the foreground and the Forth Bridge looming behind, in
Walcot‟s impressionist style, engraved surface 3½” x 4¾”
in a framed and glazed mount 8¾” x 11¾”, [Rosyth, 22nd
July 1918]
[54453]£375
When the Delaware, 20,380 tons, was launched in 1909 she was
briefly the largest warship in the World. She was one of 6
American ships sent to Scapa Flow in 1917, 4 to remain on battle
stations at any one time.
In the 1920s and 1930s Walcot, born in Odessa to an English
father and Russian mother, was the most prominent architectural
draughtsman in Britain, combining a light pencil outline with
impressionist colour.
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WALKER (William, Printer, of Otley, W. Riding)
„Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect in various Dialogues,
Tales and Songs ... A Glossary‟, 12mo, hand-coloured
extendng frontispiece illustrating 5 stories, title and pp. 534 (complete), an interesting and varied collection, blue
printed wrappers with attractive ornaments and
advertisement for Walker‟s Chinese Pills, Otley, date in pen
1863, slight traces of attaching by inner margin of back
cover without loss, otherwise crisp
[SD19549]£75

WARDE WRITES ON ERIC GILL
WARDE (Beatrice, 1900-1969, née Becker, American
Writer and Educator on Typography)
Beautifully penned Autograph Letter Signed to Mr
Charles BRAMLEY, of Humberstone near Leicester,
sending “the Gill Recorder [not present] with the article
which it took me all summer to write and some illustrations
which I know will please you ... The edition is nearly o.p.”,
she hopes “the exhibition will travel, and in due course be
seen in Leicester”, she is doing “another article on EG for
the Penrose Annual ...”, 1 side 8” x 5”, [Monotype House],
43 Fetter Lane, E.C.4., 17th November 1958 a few
extremely light creases
[54271]£175
Beatrice Warde was passionate about clarity in typography - see
her essay „The Crystal Goblet‟. She worked for the Monotype
Corporation which used the designs of many fine typographers
including Gill, with whom she had an intense relationship. From
1929 she edited the Monotype Recorder. The corporation‟s
exhibition, „The Work of Eric Gill, Master of Lettering‟, had
opened on 14th October 1958.

WAUGH (Alec, 1898-1981, Elder brother of Evelyn,
Novelist & Traveller
Autograph Letter Signed to Mrs Gunn, thanking her for “the
lovely party”, he had hoped to speak to her personally but
he “got back very little last night and it doesn‟t look as
though I‟d have time to do much more than get packed and
hurry round with last minute chores so here is this note
instead to say how enormously I enjoyed myself. There
were such pleasant people there and you had prepared such
a sumptious repast and it was lovely sitting out there in the
cool ...”, 1 side A4 on Crescent Hotel, Steamer Point, Aden
headed paper, 15th October 1955
[SD34197]£75
Waugh lived much of his life overseas, in exotic places such as
Tangier – a lifestyle made possible by his second marriage, to a
rich Australian (Joan Chirnside). His work, possibly in
consequence, tends to be reminiscent of Somerset Maugham,
although without Maugham‟s huge popular success. Nevertheless,
his 1955 novel “Island in the Sun” was a best-seller.

WAVELL (Earl, Archibald, 1883-1950, Field Marshal,
Viceroy of India, Supreme Commander in India and
Burma)
Fine large photo signed “Wavell F.M.” showing him half
length in profile wearing civilian clothes seated at a desk
reading some papers, 10” x 7½” in frame 13” x 10½”, no
place, no date, circa 1950
[SD32626]£275

WELLDON (James Edward Cowell, 1854-1937,
Archbishop of Calcutta 1898-1902, Dean of Manchester,
1906-1918, then of Durham)
4 Typed Letter Signed to the Revd. (Sir) James Marchant,
1867-1956, regretting he is too far away to serve on the
proposed Committee, asking about terms for the book
“Cassell‟s .. wish me to write” (11th March 1913),
suggesting a title, with a chapter to “each of the several
fields of work ... at different times ... partly facts ... and
partly reflections” (14th March 1913), and arranging to
meet at the Athenaeum (4th and 11th April 1913), 4 sides
4to., The Deanery, Manchester, 1913
[SD20169]£95
Welldon‟s „Recollections and Reflections‟ came out in 1915.
With notes by Marchant on the verso of the first, answered in the
second letter.

WIGRAM (Joseph Cotton, 1798-1867, Churchman, from
1860 Bishop of Rochester)
Note signed „JC Rochester‟ to Messrs Smith, Payne, Smith,
asking them to pay “to the Church Missionary Society ...
my Subscription of five pounds, five shillings” annually on
the 1st December, 1 side 5¼” x 8¼”, Danbury (Palace, then
the Bishops of Rochester‟s residence in Essex), 28th
December 1866
[54257]£65
WILBERFORCE (William, 1798-1879, eldest son of the
Abolitionist)
Autograph letter signed to Samuel SMILES, (1812-1904,
author of „Self-Help‟ and „Lives of the Engineers‟),
Secretary of the Leeds Northern Railway, saying he has
“gone over the Depot at Wormald Green” as desired, “I can
hardly conceive ... that yr Engineers can have stated it to be
complete ... I name generally what is wanted & must trust to
the declared Intention of the Directors” to “secure the work
... in an efficient & substantial manner”, on the third side is
a “Schedule of work” beginning “1st Siding & Access to
Drops &c 2. Buffers at end to stop waggons”, continuing
with fences, rails and walls, “6. Gate to gravel hole ... as I
pointed out to your Station Master”, to be built “in unequal
halves”, ending “8. Depot yard lowered to level of paved
Manure Drops”, he does not mention “any niceties”, since
it need only be finished in the same style as the Depot
adjoining “in which there is nothing superfluous”, with his
further signature, 3 sides 9¼” x 7¼”, Markington, Leeds,
12th August 1852
[54259]£75
Wormald Green lies south of Ripon, on the line from Leeds, later
incorporated in the North Eastern Railway, which joins the main
„East Coast‟ route at Northallerton. The writer was elected in
1837 for his father‟s seat of Hull, but found on petition not to be
qualified.

[WILLIAM IV (1765-1837, King of Great Britain)]
Admission ticket for the “Interment of His late Most Sacred
Majesty”, to “St. George‟s Chapel, at the North-East
Cloister door”, made out to “Master Forster, Chorister”,
with below in a faint early hand “a nice boy he was”,
printed with manuscript details, Earl Marshal‟s black seal in
top left corner, 4” x 5¼”, [Windsor], [1837], card very
lightly browned, seal a little rubbed
[53186]£250

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
THE KAISER AGED 15 WRITES TO HIS
SISTER ON HER BIRTHDAY
WILHELM II (1859-1941, Kaiser 1888-1918)
Long Autograph letter signed, with an elaborate flourish, to
„Ditta‟, his sister Princess Charlotte , (1860-1919, later
Duchess of Saxe-Meiningen), on her 14th birthday, wishing
he could be with her, and hoping that she “will have a really
happy day, as they do so well in wonderful England”, his
present “is an Old Japanese Teapot, which I only got with
great trouble, I came across it in a wonderful market, Soho
Market in London, it was the only one of its kind”,
tomorrow (her birthday) “we are all going with our cousins
to Amsterdam ... to see the biggest diamond cutting
establishments in existence. The Queen” (Sophie, 18181877, 1st wife of Willem III) “and Uncle Frederik” (the
King‟s uncle, 1797-1881, who married Emperor Wilhelm
I‟s sister Luise) “of the Netherlands ... congratulate you ...
We dined today at their home with our cousins and
afterwards played skittles in which they took part”, with
greetings to his parents and “the others, especially Waldy”,
their youngest brother Waldemar (1868-1879), with at the
top the head and headdress of a Pharaoh in red, blue and
gold, 4 sides 8vo., Scheveningen, Netherlands, 23rd July
1874
[SD17825]£575
[WILLIAM IV (1765-1837, King of Great Britain)]
Manuscript seating plan for the Knights of the Garter at his
Funeral, including “The Sovereign” and her uncles, the
Emperor of Russia, and five reigning Kings, 39 names in
all, with a later note “autograph of Thos. Wm. King,
afterwards York Herald”, [St. George‟s Chapel, Windsor],
1 side 12¼” x 7¾” black-edged and conjugate blank, June
1837, tiny repairs on verso to one corner
[53187]£225
WINDSOR (Duchess of, Wallis Simpson, 1896-1986,
Wife of Edward VIII)
Long Typed Letter Signed “yours sincerely,Wallis
Windsor” to “Dear Major Tolle” regarding the status of the
United States Canteens in the Bahamas, saying that as he is
“no longer „on the spot‟ ... it is fairly clear that to have the
other Canteen supplied, the Group Captain would have to
arrange to make it part of the R.A.F. Station, which hardly
seem practical ... we are distressed over not receiving any
food as the Canteen runs at such a loss when we have to
purchase in Nassau and I am hoping that on the next trip of
the boat, you will have been able to fill Miss Amoury‟s last
order. Regarding the Christmas arrangements, we have
decided to have an „At Home‟ … due to the increase in the
number of troops here. We will give sandwiches, snacks,
etc. and I am writing to ask you if I could have six turkeys
and six hams, enough candy, nuts and raisins for 1,000
people, also one hoop of cheese…”, she ends by thanking
him for his help and saying that she does not think that the
ladies will persist as he is “well within his rights ...”, 1 side
4to., Government House headed paper, 29th November
1943
[SD28612]£600
Major Tolle was the Army Quarter Master responsible for supplies
in the Bahamas.
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[WILLIAM IV (1765-1837, King of Great Britain) and his
wife
ADELAIDE
of Saxe-Meiningen, 1792-1849,
Adelaide, Australia is named after her)]
Ticket no. 355 for their Coronation, made out to E.J.
Murray, Esq., with their crowned monograms, finely
engraved with manuscript details “Vaultings - Not admitted
after 7 o‟clock” and “Poets Corner Door”, printed at the
head “The Coronation of Their Most Sacred Majesties.
W.R. IIII A.R.”, with the blind stamp of Norfolk, Earl
Marshal of England, 10” x 7¼”, Westminster Abbey,
[1830], laid down on light card, signs of light defects in
corners from previous laying down, weak impression of
blind embossed Earl Marshal‟s seal but an attractive item
[53185]£225
WODEHOUSE (Sir P. G., 1881-1975, Novelist, Creator of
„Jeeves‟)
Typed Letter Signed in red to David SELF (1941-2008,
Teacher, Writer and Broadcaster), saying he read “the
NEW VOICES ... with great interest and great admiration
... At their age I was practically in swaddling clothes”, he
always thinks “it is an excellent thing for boys to start
writing young ... I feel proud to be asked to contribute to
the next edition”, 1 side 8” x 4¾”, Remsenburg, New York,
11th March 1968
[54283]£325
David Self‟s first post was teaching English and Religious
Education at Rossall Junior School, encouraging boys to write for
the school magazine „New Voices‟, to which notable authors
contributed forewords with their comments. Later he wrote many
books supporting teachers and parents and chaired The Big
Question religious television broadcasts, besides writing the
questions for „Sale of the Century‟.

WOODS (Edward Sydney, 1877-1953, Suffragan Bishop
of Croydon 1930-1937)
Autograph Letter Signed to the Revd. Sir James Marchant,
1867-1956, the Free Church minister and social activist,
saying he “is more than glad to learn of your ... agreement
with the Cinema Managers ... our whole scheme does look
hopeful ... & ... wd serve wider purposes if we could bring
it off”, the writer is deeply indebted to him as “a greathearted Christian who not only „sees‟ things buts gets them
done! ... Yes, certainly do a little talking film of myself if
you honestly believe it would be any use. I am game for
anything”, 2 sides 4to., as at 2 Bryn Terrace, Dinas Cross,
Pembrokeshire, 30th August 1931
[SD20188]£45
Marchant was long interested in the cinema as an educational
resource, and edited the Reports of the Cinema Commission, 1917
and 1925.
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UNSIGNED VINTAGE
PHOTOGRAPHS
ABDUL AZIZ KHAN (1830-1876, Sultan of Turkey)
Rare unsigned carte de visite photo by P. Sebah,
Constantinople, showing him half length in uniform, 4¼” x
2½”, no place, no date, c. 1870
[SD23222]£275
[ALBERT VICTOR (Christian Edward, Duke of Clarence,
1864-1892, Eldest Son of Edward VII) and his mother
ALEXANDRA
(of Denmark, 1844-1925, Queen of
Edward VII)]
Early unsigned Carte-de-visite Portrait Photograph by W. &
D. Downey, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, showing them full
length, full face, Prince Albert Victor is dressed in a little
white frock, coat and hat, and is standing on a stone ledge
outside a doorway, one hand held by his mother the
Princess of Wales, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date, circa 1866
[54417]£175
On the verso is an interesting list of 10 Royal P:ortraits by
Downey, of which this is no.2.

[ALBERT VICTOR (Christian Edward, Duke of Clarence,
1864-1892, Eldest Son of Edward VII) with his parents
EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britatin) and
ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, his Queen) and his siblings
GEORGE (1865-1936, King of Great Britain), Princess
LOUISE (Alexandra Dagmar, 1867-1931, Princess Royal,
Duchess of Fife, Daughter), Princess VICTORIA (18681935) and Princess MAUD (1869-1938, later Queen of
Norway)]
Excellent unsigned cabinet photo showing family standing
together on steps outside, Eddie is standing in the
foreground, his mother stands in a row with her daughters
all in white dresses and George and Edward are further up
the steps, 6½” x 4½”, no place, no date, circa 1885
[SD32828]£500

[ALBERT (1819-1861, Prince Consort of Queen Victoria)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo by Mayall, showing the
Prince sitting at a desk with a quill pen in his hand , with his
legs crossed, 2½”x 4½” no place, November 1861,
[SD25462]£125
The Prince died on the 14th December that year so this would be
one of the last photos taken of him alive

THE LAST WINTER PALACE BALL
ALEXANDER (Grand Duke, 1866-1933, Russian
Admiral, Brother-in-Law of Nikolai II) & his wife Grand
Duchess, XENIA (1875-1960, Sister of Nicholas II of
Russia)
Fine unsigned Russian postcard photo showing them half
length in an oval, wearing 17th century costume for the
famous „Last Ball‟, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, c. 1903,
traces of mounting on the verso
[SD31801]£150
The Grand Duke married the Tsar‟s sister Xenia when she was
very young and they had seven children. They both retired from
public life to live mostly in the South of France before 1914.
Both were caught up in the Revolution. This ball was particularly
interesting because of the elaborate fancy dress that all the
atttendees wore. This is a Red Cross photo and they were
produced for charity

[ALEXANDER II („The Liberator‟, 1818-1881, Emperor
of Russia from 1855) and his wife
MARIA
ALEXANDROVNA (of Hesse-Darmstadt, 1824-1880),
their son ALEXANDER (1845-1894, Emperor of Russia
from 1881) & his wife
MARIA FEODOROVNA
(Princess Marie Dagmar (1847-1928), sister of Queen
Alexandra of Britain)]
Unsigned carte-de-visite photograph by Levitzky of St
Petersburg, showing the Emperor in uniform, standing three
quarter face, with his son, also in uniform (moustache but
no beard) and daughter-in-law, seated in front is the
Empress, chin in hand and holding a fan, the last three all
full face, no place, no date, circa 1870
[53239]£275

THE FAMILY OF TSAR ALEXANDER III
THE WALES, HESSES & SCHLESWIG
HOLSTEIN FAMILIES TOGETHER
[ALBERT VICTOR (Christian Edward, Duke of Clarence,
1864-1892, Eldest Son of Edward VII)]
Rare unsigned cabinet photo of the Wales family with the
Hesse family and the Schleswig Holsteins showing the
group in an outdoor setting, the group includes - left to right
- Albert Victor, Princess Helena, Alex of Hesse, Princess of
Wales, Prince Ernest Ludwig of Hesse, Prince of Wales,
Princess Victoria of Hesse, Princess Ella of Hesse, Princess
Louise of Wales, Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein,
Prince George (later George V), Prince Christian Victor,
Princess Victoria, the Grand Duke Louis of Hesse, seated,
Princess Maud of Wales, Prince Albert of Schleswig
Holstein and Princess Irene of Hesse, 6¼” x 4”, no place,
1882
[SD30939]£450

[ALEXANDER III (1845-1894, Emperor of Russia from
1881), his wife MARIE FEODOROVNA (Princess
Marie Dagmar (1847-1928), sister of Queen Alexandra
of Britain) & their children NICHOLAS II (1868-1918),
GEORGE
(1871-1899, Grand Duke, died of
Tuberculosis), MICHAEL (1878-1918, Grand Duke),
XENIA (1875-1960, Grand Duchess) & the Royal families
of DENMARK and ENGLAND ]
Exceptional unsigned Imperial Cabinet photo by Hansen,
showing the family of Alexander and Marie together with
the English Royal family represented by Edward VII and
Alexandra with their three daughters, Victoria Maud &
Louse, the Danish Royal family with King Christian IX &
Louise with their sons Frederick and Louis & King
George of Greece, 10½” x 8½”, Bernsdorff, 1883
[SD29648]£1,750

This is the only portrait of Prince Eddy within the family group as
a teenager. At this time he was already in love with the future
Empress of Russia who is seated next to his mother.

This photo was taken during the period of the idyllic family
holidays that the Russian, Danish, English and Greek Royal
familes enjoyed together.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[ALEXANDER II („The Liberator‟, 1818-1881, Emperor
of Russia from 1855) & his wife MARIE (Grand
Duchess, 1824-1880, daughter of Ludwig II of Hesse)]
Fine unsigned Russian postcard photo showing them
together, the Emperor is standing and the Empress is seated,
5½” x 3½”, no place, (Tsarskoe Zelo), no date, c. 1870
[SD23682]£150

PARENTS OF THE TSAR NICHOLAS
[ALEXANDER III (1845-1894, Emperor of Russia from
1881) & his wife MARIE FEODOROVNA (Princess
Marie Dagmar, 1847-1928, sister of Queen Alexandra of
Britain)]
Fine pair of unsigned original photograph, the first showing
the Tsar riding on a horse, with Marie walking down by his
side in an open air procession of many other riders all in
military uniform, 5” x 4”, and the second showing the
couple later on in the ride, with Marie sitting on the edge of
a ditch, with the Tsar stood behind, both looking at
something not picture, 5” x 4”, no place, no date, mounted
on card backing
[SD25553]£1,500
Alexander III succeeded his father after his assassination in 1881.
In 1866 he married Princess Marie Dagmar of Denmark who
became known as Maria Feodorovna. She had originally been
engaged to Alexander‟s elder brother Nicholas, but changed
suitors on his death in 1865. The precedent was followed by her
nephew George V. They ascended to the Imperial throne in 1881.

[ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, Queen of
Edward VII)]
Charming unsigned cabinet photo by Lafayette showing
half length wearing an overcoat and fur muff, 6½” x 4½”,
Dublin, no date, circa 1885
[SD33185]£150
[ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, Queen of Edward VII of
England), & her sister DAGMAR Maria Feodorovna,
1847-1928, wife of Tsar Alexander III of Russia)]
Unsigned postcard photo showing the sisters standing
together on the balcony of their villa at Hvidore, 5½” x
3½”, no place, (Hvidore), no date, circa 1907
[SD33018]£175
The sisters bought this delightful villa to escape the world. After
the Russian Revolution it became a refuge for the Empress. She
died there in 1928.

[ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, Queen of Edward VII of
England), DAGMAR Maria Feodorovna, 1847-1928,
wife of Tsar Alexander III of Russia) & THYRA (18531933, Duchess of Cumberland, wife of Ernst August, Duke
of Brunswick and Lüneburg, Crown Prince of Hanover) &
WALDEMAR (1858-1939, Prince of Denmark)]
Unsigned postcard photo showing the three sisters and their
brother surrounded by other members of the Danish Royal
family in the year that war broke out,5½” x 3½”, no place,
(Denmark at their villa of Hvidore), 1914 [SD33019]£175
War was to divide the three sisters as Thyra was on the side of
Germany and Russia and Great Britain were allies. This was
Alexandra‟s last visit abroad because after 1918 the Queen
Mother was too frail to travel.
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[ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, Queen of
Edward VII)]
Very early unsigned carte de visite portrait photo that
caught the eye of Edward VII, showing her head and
shoulders in an oval, 3¾” x 2½”, no place, no date, c. 1862,
slightly faded
[SD28173]£175
This is one of the earliest photo‟s of the Queen and it was the first
time Edward VII saw a picture of his future Queen

[ALEXANDRA FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the
Tsarina of Nicholas II of Russia) with her daughter the
Grand Duchess ANASTASIA (1901-1918)]
Fine original unsigned group postcard photo [by I.
Levitsky], reproduced and titled in German, showing the
Empress seated holding her infant daughter, both full face,
5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, but taken at Peterhof, 16th
August 1901
[53853]£125
ALEXANDRA FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina
of Nicholas II of Russia) with daughters OLGA (18951918, Grand Duchess),
TATIANA
(1897-1918),
MARIA (1899-1918), & ANASTASIA (1901-1918)
Fine original unsigned Russian group postcard photo
showing the girls seated and standing around their mother,
5½” x 3½”, no place, no date c. 1915, stamped on the verso
“Comité Anti-Bolcheviste” with the address in Paris
[SD30283]£350
These photos were issued by the Imperial Family via the AntiBolshevik fund and only 60 of each were produced. At the time
they were incredibly expensive.

[ALEXANDRA FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the
Tsarina of Russia, wife of Nicholas II)]
Fine unsigned French postcard photo by L. Levitsky
showing her head and shoulders in profile wearing an
elaborate black and white hat, 5½” x 3½”, annotated in
another hand with the date, taken at Peterhof, 16th August,
postmarked 27th September 1901
[SD27913]£125
[ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch, Assassinated with
his family after the Revolution)]
Charming unsigned photo showing the young Tsarevitch,
three quarters length wearing military uniform, saluting,
with press stamps marked obituary ,4½” x 4¼”, no place,
no date,
[SD28089]£600
This would have been one of the photos used by the press when
publishing the Royal Family‟s obituaries after their murders in
1918.

[ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch, Assassinated with
his family after the Revolution)]
Fine original unsigned postcard photo showing him full
length, full face, arms folded, in sailor‟s uniform with
„Standart‟ on his cap, titled below in Russian, also in
French by hand, the verso bears in Russian “For the benefit
of the Tsarskoe Selo branch of the Red Cross under the
patronage of Her Majesty the Empress Alexandra
Feodorovna” in a decorative cartouche including a Red
Cross, 5¾” x 8½”, no place, dated by hand on verso in
French 19th June 1909, writing on verso neatly scraped
away, just touching cartouche
[53862]£175
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[ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch, Assassinated with
his family after the Revolution)]
Fine original unsigned postcard photo showing him full
length, full face, in military uniform with a high peaked
helmet and sword, titled below by hand in Russian „The
Heir‟, stamp on verso of Rossinsky of Lyon, 5½” x 3½”, no
place, no date, circa 1914
[53865]£150
[ALFRED (Duke of Edinburgh & Saxe-Coburg Gotha,
1844-1900, 2nd Son of Queen Victoria)]
Fine hand tinted cabinet portrait photograph, by W& D
Downey, unsigned, showing him nearly full length, nearly
full face, seated with his right leg on his knee, left arm on a
book on a table, in civilian dress with a fine buttonhole, no
date, circa 1875
[53091]£125
[ALICE (Maud Mary, 1843-1878, Princess, Daughter of
Queen Victoria, wife of Ludwig IV, Grand Duke of Hesse
& mother of Alexandra Feodorovna Empress of Russia) &
her husband, LUDWIG IV (Grand Duke of Hesse, 18371892, Son-in-Law of Queen Victoria, father of Tsarina
ALEXANDRA of Russia)
Charming unsigned carte de visite photo by Hills and
Saunders, showing them together with their infant daughters
Princesses VICTORIA, (1863-1950, later wife of Louis
Battenburg) ELISABETH (1864-1918, later Grand
Duchess Serge) & IRENE , (1866-1953, later wife of
Heinrich of Prussia), 4” x 2½”, no place, no date, c. 1867
[SD30128]£425

THE 1927 STATE OPENING OF
PARLIAMENT
[ALICE (Princess, Countess of Athlone, 1883-1981,
Daughter of Leopold, Duke of Albany, Grand-daughter of
Queen Victoria) with her husband the Earl of ATHLONE
(Prince Alexander of Teck, 1874-1957, Queen Mary‟s
Brother, Governor General of Canada, husband of Princess
Alice, from 1917 Earl of) and their daughter Lady May
CAMBRIDGE (1906-1994, later Lady Henry Abel Smith)
Fine unsigned group photo showing the Count and
Countess in the centre of a group with their daughter beside
her and various dignitaries in uniform behind them, 9½” x
7”, no place, 1927
[SD34201]£225
Alice became the longest lived born Royal to date and was the last
of Queen Victoria‟s grandchildren. Taken at the Official State
Opening of Parliament for 1927.

[ALMA TADEMA (Sir Laurence, 1836-1912, Classical
Painter)]
Fine woodburytype photo by Walery, showing Sir
Laurence, three quarter length in profile, with facsimile
signature, accompanied by a printed biography, 16½” x
12”, no place, no date, library stamp in top left hand
corner
[SD25670]£125
[ANASTASIA (1901-1918, Youngest Daughter of the Tsar
and Tsarina of Russia)]
Charming unsigned postcard photo, showing her seating on
a sofa in a white lacey dress, 5½” x 3½”, no place, 1912
[SD32226]£325

[ANNE (b. 1950, Princess Royal, daughter of Elizabeth II),
her first husband Captain MARK PHILLIPS (b. 1948),
and their children PETER MARK (b. 1977) and ZARA
ANNE ELIZABETH (b. 1981)]
Delightful unsigned informal colour photograph, showing
them half length, full face or (Zara) nearly so, all laughing,
Princess Anne in the middle holds up her daughter, behind
her right shoulder is her husband with their son in front, 5”
x 4¼”, no place, no date, circa 1982, laid down on card
[53243]£125
[ARTHUR (1883-1938, 2nd Duke of Connaught, Major
General)]
Charming unsigned cabinet photo showing the young Prince
seated reading a book which is being held for him by his
nurse, a splendid carriage is standing behind them, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, (Balmoral), no place, c. 1890
[SD23504]£125
From the collection of Lady Patricia Ramsay, daughter of the
Duke of Connaught.

[ARTHUR (1883-1938, 2nd Duke of Connaught, Major
General)]
Delightful unsigned cabinet photo by Alexander Bassano,
showing the Duke as an infant, wearing military uniform
sitting on a cushion, staring coyly into the distance, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, no date, 1885
[SD29485]£325
[ARTHUR (Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942, Son of Queen
Victoria, Governor General of Canada) & his wife
LOUISE MARGARET (Alexandra Victoria, 1860-1917,
Daughter of Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Hughes and Mullins of
Ryde, showing them in a family group with their children
Princess Margaret (1883-1920, who became Crown
Princess of Sweden), Prince Arthur (d. 1938, husband of
Edward VII and Alexandra) and Princess Patricia of
Connaught who lived until 1974, (married, 1919, her
father‟s equerry when she gave up her title of Princess to
become a Lady, to the horror of her father), 6½” x 4½”, no
place, 1883
[SD33013]£150
From the collection of Lady Patricia Ramsay, daughter of the
Duke of Connaught.

AUGUSTA (Princess of Hesse-Cassel, 1797-1889, wife of
the 1st Duke of Cambridge)
Carte-de-visite photograph, by Sarony, Scarborough,
showing her full length seated, 4” x 2½”, no place, c. 1870
[SD31724]£125
It is very hard to find photos of this member of the Royal family.

[BATTENBERG (Prince Henry Maurice, 1858-1896,
Colonel, and his wife Princess BEATRICE, 1857-1944,
youngest daughter of Queen Victoria)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Carl Backofen, showing the
couple half-length sitting together, 6½” x 4½”, no place,
Darmstadt 1891, trimmed at the bottom, traces of mount on
verso
[SD29661]£150

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[BEATRICE (Mary Victoria Feodore, 1857-1944,
Princess, Daughter & Companion of Queen Victoria) &
Prince Henry Maurice of BATTENBERG (1858-1896,
Colonel, Her Husband)]
Excellent unsigned cabinet photos by Hughes & Mullins,
showing them on their wedding day surrounded by their
attendants, including Alexandra, the future Tsarina of
Russia, Maud, the future Queen of Norway, and Marie
the future Queen of Roumania, Princesses Irene of
Hesse and Victoria Melita and several other family
members, all listed underneath, 6” x 4¼” no place, no
date, 23rd July 1885
[SD30126]£625
[BEAUREGARD (Pierre Gustave Toutant, 1818-1893,
American Confederate Soldier)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Anderson, showing him
three quarters length, standing with his hand in his coat,
6½” x 4½”, no place, (New York), no date [SD22984]£375
[BERNHARDT (Sarah, 1844-1923, „The Divine Sarah‟)]
Exceptional unsigned cabinet photo by Downey, showing
her in costume, dressed as a young man holding a small lute
(?Romeo), 6½” x 4½”, no place, no date [SD23196]£225
[BROWNING (Elizabeth Barrett, 1806-1861, Poet, wife of
Robert Browning)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite copied from a Daguereotype,
showing head and shoulders in profile, 4” x 2½”, no place,
4th August 1873
[SD25532]£225
[BURTON (Sir Richard Francis, 1821-1890, Traveller,
Explorer and Linguist)
Rare unsigned carte de visite photo by M. Manenizza,
showing him half length, wearing an open necked shirt, 4” x
2½”, Trieste, no date, c. 1880, rather indistinct and faded
[SD22673]£475
Trieste was Burton‟s home from 1872 when he took over the
Consulship, till his death.

[BYRON (George Gordon, Lord, 1788-1824, Poet)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo of an engraving by Fred
Bruckmann, London, showing him head and shoulders in
profile wearing a cloak and a neck tie, 7” x 4½”, no place,
no date,
[SD29673]£175
CADBURY (Richard, 1835-1899, J.P., son of John, 18011889, founder of the Cadbury cocoa and chocolate firm,
Quaker family of Birmingham)
Exceptional unsigned cabinet photo by Mowll, showing him
half length, as a bearded old man, with a small boy wearing
a velvet dress with a lace collar (presumably a grandchild)
standing beside him holding an open pocket watch to his
grandfather‟s ear, 6½” x 4½”, Birmingham, no date, c.
1880
[SD30921]£175
[CHAPLIN (Charles, 1889-1977, Comedian)]
Fine unsigned original photo showing him with a bag of
golf clubs in his hand with a fellow actor, 5½” x 3”, no
place, no date,
[SD28276]£150
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[CAMPBELL (Donald, 1921-1967, World Land & Sea
Speed Record Holder)]
Fine unsigned original photograph showing „Bluebird‟
about to be lowered down the slipway, she is on a trolley
with the steamer „Lady of the Lake‟ high and dry behind
her, there is great acitivity making sure all goes smoothly,
Campbell is running alongside towards the viewer giving
directions, hills in background, 8¼” x 5¾”, Coniston, Lake
District, August 1949
[54024]£75
[CAROL I (1839-1914, King of Roumania)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photograph by Franz Mándÿ,
showing him head and shoulders in uniform, 6½” x 4”, no
place, (Bucharest) no date, c. 1890
[SD23874]£150
[CECILIE (Hereditary Grand Duchess, 1911-1937, wife,
1931, of Georg Donatus, 1906-1937, Head of the house of
Hesse & By Rhine, daughter of Prince Andrew of Greece &
Princess Alice of Battenberg, and sister of Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh)]
Fine unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by L.
Brockmeyer of Darmstadt, showing her head and shoulders,
full face with eyes looking down, in simple pearl necklace
and earrings, 5½” x 3½”, [Darmstadt], no date, circa 1935
[54454]£225
Princess Cecilie‟s mother was also of the Hesse-Darmstadt family
on both sides, being the daughter of Prince Louis of Battenberg
and Princess Victoria Alberta of Hesse.
Tragically, Princess Cecilie died flying to her husband‟s brother‟s
wedding in London, with all the rest of the family except daughter
Johanna, who was too young to go.

[CHALIAPIN (Feodor, 1873-1938, Russian Singer, one of
the Greatest Bass Singers of all time)]
Striking unsigned Cabinet Photograph Karl Fisher of St
Petersburg, showing him in costume as Mefistofele with
pointed embroidered slippers and hood awry, seated on
rocks in suppressed anger, inscribed on the verso in
Russian “to my dear Liz, an example of a great triumph of
human genius; may it serve her for a guide in her future
life”, Moscow, 14th October 1901
[SD19402]£350
In this photo Chaliapin is portrayed as Mefistofele in the Boito‟s
opera of the same title. His début in this role took place earlier
that year at the La Scala (March 16 1901).

[CHARLES (1887-1922, Emperor of Austria)]
Pair of unsigned real photographs of the Emperor taken in
the middle of the First World War, shortly after he became
Emperor, in both he is in uniform, and in the first he is
taking a salute in a town square and in the other he is
addressing a couple of soldiers, each 4Charles did
everything in his power to stop the First World War, as he
was quite far sighted and realised that without Franz Joseph
the monarchy would die” x 3Charles did everything in his
power to stop the First World War, as he was quite far
sighted and realised that without Franz Joseph the
monarchy would die”, no place, no date, c. 1917
[SD31976]£275
Charles did everything in his power to stop the First World War,
as he was quite far sighted and realised that without Franz Joseph
the monarchy would die
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[CETYWAYO (d. 1884, Zulu King who defeated the
British at Isandhlwana)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo, showing the King
sitting in a chair, wearing a suit and a hat in an oval, 4” x
2½”, no place, no date, slightly faded
[SD28066]£375
[CHARLES (1887-1922, Emperor of Austria) and his wife
ZITA (of Bourbon Parma, 1892-1989)]
Rare unsigned postcard photo of their wedding showing
them together, full length, outside, in their wedding robes,
surrounded by their guests, 5½” x 3½”, no place, 21st
October 1911
[SD32998]£225
Material relating to this couple is very unusual.

[CHARLES (1887-1922, Emperor of Austria) and his wife
ZITA (of Bourbon Parma, 1892-1989)]
Rare unsigned postcard photo of their wedding showing
them standing together in their wedding robes, surrounded
by their seated guests, 5½” x 3½”, no place, 21st October
1911
[SD33000]£225
Material relating to this couple is very unusual.

[CHARLOTTE (1860-1919, eldest daughter of Emperor
Friedrich III, from 1878 wife of Bernhard III, Duke of
Saxe-Meiningen, sister of Kaiser Wilhelm II, Queen
Victoria‟s Grandchild)
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo by Bangor, showing the
infant princess leant against a table with some sort of toy in
her hand, 4½” x 2½”, no place, no date,
[SD25463]£175

FOUR GENERATIONS
[CHRISTIAN IX (1818-1906, King of Denmark) and his
wife
LOUISE
(1818-1898) with their daughter
ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, Queen of Edward VII of
England)]
Fine unsigned Cabinet Photo, showing the King and Queen
of Denmark, with their daughter Alexandra, grand daughter,
the Duchess of Fife and great grand daughter Lady
Alexandra Duff sat on the knee of the Queen, 6”x 4”, no
date, no place,
[SD25382]£175
[CHRISTIAN IX (1818-1906, King of Denmark) with his
children ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, Queen of Edward
VII of England), THYRA Duchess of Cumberland (18511933), WALDEMAR (1853-1939), and the children of
Thyra, & Grand Duchess OLGA (of Russia, 1882-1960)
& Empress MARIE (1847-1928)]
Very unusual postcard photo of the Danish Royal Family
having breakfast an intimate family portrait showing them
seated around a large dining table, 5½” x 3½”, no place,
(Bernsdorff) no date, circa 1901
[SD33021]£175
[CLOTILDE (1843-1911, daughter of Victor Emmanuel II
of Italy, married Prince Napoléon, head of the Imperial
House of France, but wanted to be a Nun)
Charming unsigned carte de visite photo by Disderi,
showing her seated, surrounded by her three children,
VICTOR (1862-1926, who succeeded his father), LOUIS
(1864-1932) and LAETITIA (1866-1926), 4¼” x 2½”, no
place, no date
[SD30435]£125

CLYDE (Sir Colin Campbell, 1792-1863, Field Marshal,
from 1858 1st Baron)
Portrait engraved by D.J. Pound after a photograph by
Mayall, as C-in-C of the Forces in India, 12½” x 8”, no
date, c. 1860
[SD50132]£45
When Palmerston offered Sir Colin the command following the
Indian Mutiny, Sir Colin left as he had promised “within twentyfour hours”. He had previously distinguished himself in many
campaigns from the Peninsula onwards, including the Crimea at
Alma and Balaklava.

FOUR KINGS
[CONSTANTINE I (1868-1923, King of Hellenes) with
his wife SOPHIA (Princess, 1870-1932, daughter of
Friedrich III of Germany) & their children, ALEXANDER
(King of the Hellenes, 1893-1920), GEORGE (King of
the Hellenes, 1890-1947), PAUL (King of the Hellenes,
1901-1964), HELEN (Queen Mother of Roumania, 18961953), and IRENE (1904-1974)]
Fine unsigned postcard photo by Beagles, showing the
children standing around their parents seated in the centre,
titled “Crown Prince& Princess of Greece & Family”, 5½”
x 3½”, no place, no date,
small crease at centre
[SD27904]£150
King Constantine abdicated twice, firstly in June 1917 for himself
and his eldest son George but he was restored to the throne by
plebiscite after the death of his second son Alexander I in
December 1920. He abdicated again in favour of his eldest son in
1922.

CONSTANTINE I (1868-1923, King of Greece, abdicated
in 1917) and his wife SOPHIE (Dorothea Ulrica, 18701932, Princess of Prussia, daughter of Frederick III
Emperor of Prussia) with their children, crown Prince
GEORGE, (1890-1947, succeeded his father on his 2nd
abdication), Prince PAUL (1901-1964, succeeded his
brother George II) and Princesses HELENE, (1896-1953,
Queen Mother of Roumania), IRENE (1904-1974, wife
of Prince Aimone of Savoy) & KATRINA (b 1913)
Unsigned postcard photo showing the family outdoors, the
King and Queen are seated in wicker chairs, as is the Crown
Prince, the older children stand behind them and Katrina is
seated on her father‟s lap, 5½” x 3½”, no place, 1915
[SD31972]£225
Queen Sophie was the third daughter of Emperor Friedrich
Wilhelm III, and Victoria, Empress Frederick. She was a granddaughter of Queen Victoria and married Constantine on the 27th
October 1889.
The two boys both became King after their father was forced to
abdicate during the First World War. Princess Helene was
married to the future King of Romania and became the Queen
Mother. Princess Katrina is still alive.

DUCKWORTH (Robinson, 1834-1911, Canon and SubDean of Westminster, associate of Lewis Carroll)
Fine woodburytype photograph by Walery, showing the
canon, full length, sitting in a chair wearing a mortar board,
with facsimile signature, accompanied by a page printed
biography, 16½” x 12”, no place, no date, library stamp in
top left hand corner
[SD25668]£125

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[DABBS (B.L.H., 1839-1899, English-born American
Photographer at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania]
Unusual unsigned Carte-de-visite Portrait Photograph of a
young Japanese boy of about 8, full length, nearly full face,
in fine costume including a skirt heavily embroidered with
overlapping diamonds and a fringe, his elbow resting a little
jauntily on the top of a chair beside him, fan in hand, 3¾” x
2½”, 46 & 48 St Clair Street, Pittsburgh, no place, no date,
circa 1865, corners neatly trimmed across
[54419]£125
Dabbs was a leading photographer in Pennsylvania. He settled in
Pittsburgh in 1861 and opened a store for the sale of ambrotype
and photographic supplies. He also bought out the Rorah
photography company in Allegheny that specialized in artistic
photos. Shortly thereafter (1864), his company was established as
the largest photograph gallery in the state.

[EDWARD (1841-1910, King of Great Britain),
ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen) and
their eldest son ALBERT VICTOR (1864-1892, Duke of
Clarence)]
Unsigned Carte-de-visite Portrait Photograph, by Hills &
Saunders of Eton & Oxford, showing him half length, three
quarter face, leaning towards Prince Albert Victor who is
perched on a table next to his seated mother, both nearly
full face, 2¾” x 2¼” oval in margins 4” x 2½”, published
(„wholesale only‟) by A. Marion Son & Co., Soho Square,
no place, no date, circa 1864
[54422]£125

THE WEDDING OF PRINCESS LOUISE
[EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain) & his
daughter LOUISE (1867-1931)]
Charming unsigned cabinet photo by W & D Downey
showing them three-quarters length, the Prince of Wales
dressed in military uniform, with his daughter dressed in her
wedding dress with her veil down holding onto his arm,
taken when he gave her away at her marriage, 6½” x 4¼”,
Buckingham Palace, 27th July 1889, slightly faded
[SD28238]£175
[EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain) &
ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen)]
Fine pair of unsigned postcard, decorated with fake
jewellery, padded and hand painted by beagles, showing
the couple head and shoulders in profile, the King in his
military uniform, titled underneath, and the Queen wearing
a violet dress, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date
[SD28280]£175
[EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by the London Stereoscopic
Co showing him three quarters length, standing by a chair,
6½” x 4¼”, no place, no date, c. 1890
[SD24627]£85
[EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain) &
ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen)]
Unsigned cabinet photo by Downey showing them at their
last State Opening of Parliament, 6½” x 4½”, no place, no
date 1910
[SD22976]£125
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[EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain) &
ALEXANDRA (of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo by Ghemar Frères, Brussels,
showing the couple with the Prince standing behind the
seated Princess, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD23224]£95
[EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)]
Charming early unsigned cabinet photo by W. & D.
Downey showing the young Prince in a dark sailor suit,
holding his hat in his hand, 6½” x 4¼”, no date, c. 1900
[SD32202]£275
[EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor)]
Delightful early unsigned photo by his aunt Princess
Victoria of Wales showing the young Prince in sailor‟s hat
and jacket, but wearing a skirt, saluting, inscribed by the
Princess around the outside “Taken by Her Royal Highness
Princess Victoria of Wales His Royal Highness Prince
Edward of York”, on Her Majesty‟s Ship the Crescent, in a
circle 3½ inches across, Cowes, August 1898
[SD24079]£350
[EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor) & the Duchess of WINDSOR
(Wallis Simpson, 1896-1986, his wife)]
Exceptional unsigned large press photo showing the couple
together, the Duke is seated at his desk looking at some
papers and the Duchess is perched on the arm of his chair
looking down at him, , 14½” x 11½”, no place, stamped on
the verso 3rd Jan 1939
[SD34226]£475
On the verso are stamps for the Associated Press and a note that it
“has not been distrubed to Evening Newspapers”

CORONATION OF GEORGE V
[EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, later
the Duke of Windsor) and his sister MARY (1897-1965,
Princess Royal, Countess of Harewood)]
Fine large unsigned portrait photograph, by Campbell Gray,
London, showing them full length, full or nearly full face, in
the robes they wore for the Coronation of their parents
George V and Queen Mary, the Prince is resplendent in
white court dress with the Garter on his left knee, wearing
his Garter cloak and tassels and his royal peer‟s crown, the
Princess is also in white with her royal peeress‟s crown and
an immense ermine-lined train which fills the foreground,
11¾” x 9½” on mount 14¼” x 12½”, no place, no date but
1911, tiny white blemish at dark edge near top right corner
[53571]£175
The Coronation was the Princess Royal‟s first state appearance.

EIFFEL (Gustaf, 1832-1923, engineer, designer of the
Eiffel Tower)
Fine woodburytype photo by Walery, showing him, three
quarter length, sitting crossed legged in a chair, with
facsimile signature, accompanied by a printed biography,
16½” x 12”, no place, no date, library stamp in top left
hand corner
[SD25688]£225
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THE PRINCES GO RIDING

[EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great Britain, Later
the Duke of Windsor), & GEORGE VI (1895-1952, King
of Great Britain)]
Group of 5 unsigned Snapshot Photographs, the first
showing Prince Edward full length, turning full face
towards the camera, mounted, his horse in profile; the
second Prince Albert (George VI) similarly; the third
shows them riding out with the groom between them; in the
fourth Prince Albert has just dismounted on heathery
ground, while Prince Edward remains in the saddle, his
horse has a long white front to its head; and the fifth has a
glimpse of Sandringham House across the lake above the
trees in the twilight, each 3½” x 3½”, [Sandringham], no
date, circa 1902, traces of laying down by blank versos
[54444]£275
This snapshot must have come from an album in the Royal
Household, probably their tutor Henry Hansell (1863-1935).

[ELEONORE (Grand Duchess, 1871-1937, née Princess
of Solms-Hohensolms-Lich. second wife, 1905, of Ernst
Ludwig, 1868-1937, last reigning Grand Duke of Hesse &
By Rhine, 1892-1918, and her sons GEORG DONATUS,
1906-1937, and LUDWIG (V), 1908-1968)]
Unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by Steinacker of
Darmstadt, showing her nearly full length, nearly full face,
sitting with her two boys in white small children‟s clothes
on her lap, titled below in German, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no
date, circa 1910
[54456]£150
Ernst Ludwig found in Eleonore someone to share his artistic
interests after the lonely period when Victoria Melita had left him
and his daughter Elisabeth had died. Tragically the Grand
Duchess, with Georg Donatus, his wife Cecilie and the two
grandsons died when their plane crashed on leaving Ostende for
Ludwig‟s wedding in London.

[ELISABETH (1837-1898, Empress of Austria, wife of
Franz Joseph I)]
Charming unsigned Cabinet photo, showing her sitting on a
striped sofa with a large dog at her feet, 5½”x 3½”, no
place, no date, slightly faded
[SD25398]£175
It is very rare to find photos of the Empress as she was not
photographed after 1874.

[ELISABETH (1895-1903, only daughter of Ernst Ludwig,
1868-1937, last reigning Grand Duke of Hesse & By Rhine,
1892-1918, by his first wife, 1894-1901, Victoria Melita of
Saxe-Coburg & Gotha, 1876-1936)]
Charming unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by Prof.
Uhlenhuth of Coburg, showing her standing full length, full
face, in a white elbow length dress and holding a bouquet,
no place, no date, circa 1903
[54466]£125
Elisabeth and her father grew even closer after her mother had left.
Tragically she died suddenly of typhoid at the hunting lodge in
Poland where they were visiting the Grand Duke‟s sister Alix and
her husband Nicholas II.

[ELISABETH (1895-1903, Princess of Hesse, daughter of
Grand Duke Ernest Ludwig of Hesse and Victoria Melita)
Very rare unsigned postcard photo by Kunstanstalt Lautz &
Balzar, Darmstadt, showing her full length in an overcoat
and large hat, with space next to the image for writing, 5½”
x 3½” no place, (Darmstadt), no date, c. 1901
[SD23275]£150
Elisabeth died tragically young on a visit to the Tsar‟s hunting
Lodge at Spala. The rumour at the time was that she was
poisoned.

[ERNST AUGUST (Prince of Hanover, Hereditary Prince
of Brunswick, Prince of Great Britain and Ireland, 19141987, head of the House of Hanover from 1953, eldest son
of Ernest Augustus III, Duke of Brunswick and Princess
Viktoria Luise of Prussia) and his brother Prince
GEORGE WILLIAM (1915-2006)]
Enchanting unsigned postcard photo showing the two young
brothers in sailor suits driving along in their little pedal
cars, 5½ x 3½, no place, no date, circa 1918
[SD32997]£175
[ERNST LUDWIG (1868-1937, last reigning Grand Duke
of Hesse & By Rhine, 1892-1918, his second wife, 1905,
ELEONORE,
1871-1937, née Princess of SolmsHohensolms-Lich, and elder son GEORG DONATUS,
1906-1937)]
Charming unsigned Group Portrait Postcard Photograph, by
Susanne Homann of Darmstadt, showing the parents sitting
cross legged in a meadow, the Grand Duke holds a small
rabbit which Prince Georg Donatus, standing between his
parents, views with great interest, all the clothes are white
apart from the Grand Duke‟s jacket, titled below in
German, 5½” x 3½”, no place, 1908
[54473]£150
Ernst Ludwig found in Eleonore someone to share his artistic
interests after the lonely period when Victoria Melita had left him
and his daughter Elisabeth had died.

[ERNST LUDWIG (1868-1937, last reigning Grand Duke
of Hesse & By Rhine, 1892-1918, his second wife, 1905,
ELEONORE,
1871-1937, née Princess of SolmsHohensolms-Lich, and their sons GEORG DONATUS,
1906-1937, and LUDWIG (V), 1908-1968)]
Unsigned Group Portrait Postcard Photograph, showing
them three quarter length, full or nearly full face, the Grand
Duke behind and with his hands on the seat where the
Grand Duchess and Georg Donatus, cross legged, are
sitting, with Ludwig standing at the left, his hand holding
his mother‟s pearls, an Official Postcard for “the Grand
Duchess‟s Postcard Week, 1912”, 5½” x 3½”, postmarked
21st March 1914, the photo no place, no date, circa 1912,
two light creases, one near the centre but the faces are
unaffected
[54478]£75
Ernst Ludwig found in Eleonore someone to share his artistic
interests after the lonely period when Victoria Melita had left him
and his daughter Elisabeth had died.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[ERNST LUDWIG (1868-1937, last reigning Grand Duke
of Hesse & By Rhine, 1892-1918, and his daughter
ELISABETH, 1897-1903, by his first wife, 1894-1901,
Victoria Melita of Saxe-Coburg & Gotha, 1876-1936)]
Unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by Paul Winter of
Darmstadt, showing them seated nearly full length, full or
nearly full face, the Princess standing holding one cover of
the book that is on the lap of her father, who is sitting, chin
on hand, both with gentle smiles to the camera, a fine
portrait study, titled below in German, 3½” x 3” in margins
5½” x 3½”, Darmstadt, 1903, small defect across one
corner of blank margin
[54481]£50
Elisabeth and her father grew even closer after her mother had left.
Tragically she died suddenly of typhoid at the hunting lodge in
Poland where they were visiting the Grand Duke‟s sister Alix and
her husband Nicholas II.

[ESTERHÁZY (Ferdinand Walsin, 1847-1923, French
Spy for Germany)]
Unsigned Carte-de-visite sized Portrait Photograph,
showing him head and shoulders, three quarter face, in
uniform as a Major in the 74th Infantry regiment, 3½” x
2¼”, no place, no date, circa 1898
[54424]£225
In 1894 Major Esterházy attempted to sell secrets to the German
military attaché in Paris, particularly about the state of French
artillery, and was at last successful. He said he would leave a list,
the notorious „bordereau‟, of documents he could obtain, which
was found by the French authorities. By some process of
elimination they fastened on Staff Officer Captain Alfred Dreyfus
as the culprit, who was sentenced to transportation for life, after a
secret tribunal fuelled by anti-Semitism. In face of protests by the
Dreyfusards the army published the bordereau in 1897. The real
author was quickly established and Esterházy faced a secret
courtmartial, but was unbelievably acquitted. The case divided
France for over a decade, even though a Colonel Henry confessed
in 1898 to forging supporting documents against Dreyfus, Henry
committing suicide the next day. Simultaneously Esterházy fled
to Brussels and then settled in England.
Dreyfus was only fully rehabilitated in 1906.

[EUGÉNIE (née Montijo, 1826-1920, wife of Emperor
Napoleon III)]
Unsigned cabinet photo by Chiselhurst, showing her three
quarters length, standing leaning on the back of a prieu
dieu, 6½”x 4” , no place, August 1872
[SD28146]£165
[FAISAL I (1885-1933, from 1921 King of Iraq)]
Unsigned Press photo by News Photos (London), showing
him being driven in state through the streets of London
drawn by six horses, with the mounted escort behind and
crowds lining the street, 6½” x 8½”, [London], no date, c.
1930, tiny defect in one corner
[50987]£125
Faisal was the principal commander in the Arab Revolt of June
1916, and entered Damascus with Lawrence on 3rd October 1918.

[FARADAY (Michael, 1791-1867, Chemist & Physicist)]
Good unsigned Carte-de-visite Portrait Photograph, by
Wesenberg & Co. of St. Petersburg, showing him three
quarter length, nearly full face, holding up a bar magnet in
his right hand, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date, circa 1865
[54425]£175
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[FEODORA (of Saxe-Meiningen, 1879-1945, daughter of
Bernard III, committed suicide at at Neuhoff Castle on
August 26, 1945)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by The Court Studio, showing
her half length holding a posy of flowers and smiling, 6½”
x 4¼”, no place, no date, c. 1890
[SD29994]£275
[FERDINAND I (Prince Maximilian Karl Leopold Maria
of Saxe-Coburg, 1861-1948, King of Bulgaria 1908-1918,
„Foxy Ferdinand‟), his wife MARIE LOUISE (1870-99),
their son BORIS (Clemens, 1894-1943, King of Bulgaria
1918-1943) & CLEMENTINE (1817-1907, youngest
daughter of Louis Philippe I of France, wife of Prince
August of Saxe-Coburg-Kohary, 1818-1881, niece of Marie
Antoinette)]
Delightful unsigned cabinet photo showing each portrait,
head and shoulders, as a different leaf of a flower
arrangement in a vase, 6½” x 4¼”, no place, no date,
[SD29663]£125
[FIFE (1st Duke, Alexander Duff, 1849-1912) & his wife
Princess LOUISE (1867-1931, Edward VII‟s eldest
daughter), and their elder daughter ALEXANDRA, 18911959, succeeded as Duchess in her own right)]
Cabinet photograph, unsigned, by W & D. Downey,
London, showing the Duchess seated full-face, holding
their daughter in a long Christening shawl, the Duke three
quarter length bending forward to admire her, 6½” x 4¼”,
no place, no date but 1891
[53779]£175
[FRANZ JOSEF I [(1830-1916, Emperor of Austria, King
of Hungary, his attack on Serbia in 1914 started World War
I)]
Enchanting unsigned cabinet portrait by Rudolf Krziwanck
of the Emperor with his grandchildren the children of his
daughter Marie Valerie (1868-1924, wife of Archduke
Franz Salvator), the small boy and girl stand on either knee
and the infant is in his arms, 6½” x 4½”, Vienna, no date, c.
1899
[SD26719]£175
After the tragic death of Rudolf and then the assassination of his
wife Elizabeth in 1898 at Geneva, these grandchildren were a
comfort to the old Emperor.

[FRANZ JOSEF I (1830-1916, Emperor of Austria, King
of Hungary, his attack on Serbia in 1914 started World War
I)]
Excellent unsigned cabinet portrait photo by Kollestanar of
the Emperor showing him head and shoulders in uniform,
6½” x 4½”, Budapest, 1892
[SD33012]£175
The Emperor was still grieving over the death of his son the
Crown Prince Rudolph, he as not to know that his wife would also
be assassinated 6 years later after which he said “God has spared
me nothing”. He was also one of the longest reigning monarchs of
Europe, reigning into the middle of the Great War.

[GARFIELD (James Abram, 1831-1881, 20th President of
the United States)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Emerson, showing him head
and shoulders, with a printed signature in the negative, 6½”
x 4½”, no place, (New York), no date,
[SD22983]£225
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[FRIEDRICH III (Wilhelm Nikolaus, 1831-1888, son-inlaw of Queen Victoria, Emperor of Germany for 99 days)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo of a portrait by Munchen
showing the King, head and shoulders, in military uniform,
6½” x 4¼”, n.p, 1883
[SD28244]£125
Pictures of Friedrich III are uncommon due to his early death from
throat cancer. He only survived his father Wilhelm I by three
months. As Crown Prince his position was made very difficult by
his opposition to Bismarck and also as his wife Victoria, Empress
Frederick antagonised the Prussian people with her aggressive &
tactless Englishness.

[GEORG DONATUS (1906-1937, and LUDWIG (V),
1908-1968, the sons of Ernst Ludwig, 1868-1937, last
reigning Grand Duke of Hesse & By Rhine, 1892-1918, by
his second wife, 1905, Eleonore, 1871-1937, née Princess
of Solms-Hohensolms-Lich)]
Charming unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by H.
Steinacker of Darmstadt, showing them full length, full
face, in white winter caped coats and hats with strong dark
edging, titled above in German, sold for the benefit of the
Centre for the Protection of Infants and Support of Mothers
in Hesse, with the Centre‟s badge, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no
date, circa 1910
[54487]£125
[GEORGE (1869-1957, 2nd son of King George I and
Queen Olga of Greece, Admiral in the Greek Navy)]
Fine Greek unsigned cabinet photo by C. Boehringer,
shoing him half length, seated, wearing uniform, 6½” x 4”,
no place, (Athens) no date, c. 1903
[SD23877]£475
Prince George caused scandal at the turn of the century by having
a love affair for the rest of his life, with his uncle, Prince Vladimir
of Denmark, who was the brother of Queen Alexandra and the
Dowager Empress.

[GEORGE I (1845-1913, from 1863 King of the Hellenes,
assassinated at Salonika)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photograph by Cassirer & Danziger,
showing him head and shoulders in uniform with
decorations, Berlin, no date, circa 1890
[SD51550]£225

THE WEDDING OF GEORGE V &
QUEEN MARY
[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain) &
MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, his Queen)]
Delightful unsigned Cabinet photo by Lafayette showing
them together in their wedding clothes, 6½” x 4¼”, no
place, 6th July 1893
[SD28901]£425
Taken on their wedding day. A glorious close up shot of the
happy couple.

GEORGE V & QUEEN MARY‟S
WEDDING PHOTO
[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain), & his
Queen MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953)]
Lovely unsigned cabinet photo by W & D Downey showing
the Royal couple surrounded by their bridesmaids, the bride
is seated in the centre, the small children sit at her feet and
her husband stands on one side with his sisters, while his
older cousins stand at the other side, 6½” x 4½”, no place,
no date but 6th July 1893
[SD33023]£250

GEORGE V & QUEEN MARY‟S
WEDDING PHOTO
[GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain), &
„May‟, MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, his Queen)]
Superb unsigned Royal cabinet photo by Lafayette showing
the Royal couple surrounded by their bridesmaids, the bride
is seated in the centre, the small children sit at her feet and
her husband stands on one side with his sisters, while his
older cousins stand at the other side, 11½” x 10”, no place,
6th July 1893
[SD33173]£475
The marriage of George and May took place on 6 July 1893 at the
Chapel Royal, St. James‟s Palace in London.
Photos of this quality have undoubtedly come from a Royal
Collection.

[GRANT (Ulysses Simpson, 1822-1885, American Soldier
& 18th President of the United States)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo showing him head and
shoulders in uniform, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD22958]£275
[HAAKON VII (Prince Christian Charles, 1872-1957, 1st
King of Norway on its independence from Sweden)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by E. Hohlenberg, showing
him three quarters length in naval uniform, 6½” x 4”, no
place, no date 1894, slightly faded
[SD23412]£125
[HELEN (1861-1922, Duchess of Albany)]
Magnificent unsigned photo by Sryaini (?) with manuscript
annotation “In Memory of Helen Duchess of Albany 1922”
showing the Duchess seated in a carved chair wearing
pearls and a lace cap, 11½” x 9”, no place, no date, circa
1922
[SD33010]£250
Queen Victoria was extremely fond of Helen and she became the
mother of the longest lived Royal, Alice, Countess Duchess of
Athlone (1883-1981, Daughter of Leopold, Duke of Albany,
Grand-daughter of Queen Victoria)

[HELENA (Augusta Victoria, 1846-1923, wife of Prince
Christian of Schleswig-Holstein, Princess, 3rd Daughter of
Queen Victoria, founder of the Princess Christian Nursing
Home)
Fine hand tinted cabinet portrait photograph, by W & D
Downey, unsigned, showing her in near profile to the left,
nearly full length, hands together, in a velvet and silk dress
with a bustle, her plaits circling her head, no date, circa
1875, background with some light tiny white spotting, foot
of mount cropped below photographers‟ names
[53095]£125
[HELENA VICTORIA (1870-1948, Princess of
Schleswig Holstein, daughter of Prince & Princess
Christian)]
Unsigned original photo showing her on board the Royal
Yacht Victoria and Albert with Commander Denison, 5½”
x 3½”, Cowes, August 1898
[SD23450]£175

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
TABLEAUX VIVANT
HENRY (Maurice of BATTENBERG, 1858-1896,
Colonel) and his son ALEXANDER (Marquess of
Carisbrooke, 1886-1960)
Exceptional original private tableaux vivant cabinet photo
showing him in costume with a cloak and hat, holding his
apparently sleeping also costumed young son cradled in his
arms, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, dated on the verso
May 1894
[SD30452]£500
This photo came from a Royal album and it was done for Queen
Victoria. The practice of the Household performing tableaux
vivants over the New Year was revived some time after the death
of the Prince Consort. There were normally several scenes, each
representing a letter or word, followed by a final scene depicting
the entire word. The Tableaux often reproduced paintings - a
particularly successful one being „La Rixe‟ (The Brawl) after the
painting by E. Meissonier which had been given to the Prince
Consort in 1856. The scene was a quarrel in a tavern which
Queen Victoria considered „a truthful presentation of the picture‟.
They were not always so well received - a biblical tableau of
Naomi and Ruth in 1888 was described by the Queen as „not quite
so successful as it might have been, owing to the ladies getting the
giggles and shaking‟. The Tableaux Vivant photo is an unusual
form of photography, which Queen Victoria had a passion for
from the 1850s. This is one of the later ones which are more
difficult to find as the majority of them have remained in Royal
Collections.
Princesses Helena Victoria and Marie Louise spent much of their
year revolved around the Queen, which dates the picture to 1889
as the Princess Marie Louise was married to a German Prince the
following year. The marriage did not prove happy and the Queen
sent her an open telegram ordering her „home to me‟.

[HUGO (Victor, 1802-1885, French Poet and Author)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo by Bertall, showing him
three quarters length, with his arms folded, 4¼” x 2½”, no
place, (Paris), no date, dated on the verso 1874
[SD22952]£125
HVIDÔRE
Very unusual pair of postcard photos, one shows the
Dowager Empress‟s sitting room and the other the bedroom
that she finally died in. These anti-bolshevik postcards
were produced in 1925 for the Russian Refugee fund - it
was the one time that the Dowager Empress allowed her
home to be photographed, 5½” x 3½”, Hvidore, no date, c.
1925
[SD29912]£375
These photos were issued by the Imperial Family via the AntiBolshevik fund and only 60 of each were produced. At the time
they were incredibly expensive.

[IOANN (1886-1918, eldest son of grand Duke Constantin,
Captain of Horse in the Russian Army, murdered by the
Bolsheviks at Alapaievsk with grand duchess Elisabeth) &
his wife ELENA PETROVNA (1884-1962, daughter of
Peter I of Serbia)]
Unsigned postcard photo, showing the couple standing at
the bottom of steps, she is wearing a long white dress and
he is wearing uniform, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date
[SD22887]£165
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THE CHILDREN OF GEORGE V
INCLUDING „JOHNNIE‟
[JOHN (1905-1919, Prince, Son of George V & Queen
Mary) with two of his elder brothers and his sister HENRY
(1900-1974, Duke of Gloucester), GEORGE (1902-1942,
Duke of Kent) & MARY (1897-1965, Princess Royal,
Duchess of Harewood)]
Charming unsigned postcard photo by Lafayette showing
four of the children , the Princess is seated behind her
younger brothers, in the front next to Johnnie is wearing a
sailor suit, the two older Princes are wearing suits with Eton
collars and George is cuddling his younger brother, 5½” x
3½”, no place, no date, c. 1910
[SD32200]£225
[JOHN (1905-1919, Prince, Son of George V & Queen
Mary)]
Unsigned postcard photo by the Rotary Co., showing him
full length, wearing a sailor suit, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no
date, c. 1911
[SD23869]£275
[KSCHESSINSKA (Matilda, 1872-1971, Prima Ballerina,
wife of Grand Duke Andrei of Russia)]
Unsigned Russian postcard photo showing her half length
in costume, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, 1894
[SD28897]£325
Matilda was the former mistress of Nicholas II before his
marriage. She was given the title of Princess Krasinsky on her
marriage in 1921.

[LABORI (Fernand, 1860-1917, French Attorney who
defended Dreyfus and Zola)]
Unsigned Carte-de-visite sized Portrait Photograph, with a
stamp of his signature in red below, showing him head and
shoulders, three quarter face with his monocle, 3½” x 2¼”,
no place, no date, circa 1898
[54427]£175
In 1894 a certain Major Esterházy attermpted to sell secrets to the
German military attaché in Paris, particularly about the state of
French artillery, and was at last successful. He said he would
leave a list, the notorious „bordereau‟, of documents he could
obtain, which was found by the French military authorities. By
some process of elimination they fastened on Staff Officer Captain
Alfred Dreyfus as the culprit, who was sentenced to transportation
for life, after a secret tribunal fuelled by anti-Semitism. Faced
with protests by Dreyfusards the army published the bordereau in
1897. The real author was quickly established and Esterházy
faced a secret courtmartial, but was unbelievably acquitted. The
case divided France for over a decade, even though a Colonel
Henry confessed in 1898 to forging supporting documents against
Dreyfus, Henry committing suicide the next day. Simultaneously
Esterházy fled to Brussels and then settled in England.
In January 1898, in support of Dreyfus, the novelist Émile Zola
had published his famous open letter to the President, „J‟Accuse‟.
Zola, sued for libel, was defended by Labori, but lost and left the
country. In 1899 Labori was wounded in an assassination attempt,
on the eve of cross examining the witnesses when Dreyfus‟ case
was re-opened at Rennes.
Even then the verdict was a
compromise. Dreyfus was only fully rehabilitated in 1906.
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[LANGTRY (Lillie, 1853-1929, Lady de Bathe, English
Actress, Mistress of Edward VII, „The Jersey Lily‟)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo, showing her half length
reclining on a chaise longue, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD32182]£175

[LEUCHTENBERG (Evguenia, 1845-1925, 3rd daughter
of Maria, 1819-1876, eldest daughter of Nicholas I, and
wife of Maximilian de Beauharnais, 1819-1852, 3rd Duke)]
Unsigned carte-de-visite photograph, by Disderi et Cie.,
showing her seated, full-length, reading a book, 4” x 2½”,
Paris, no date, circa 1863
[SD50868]£125

[LEOPOLD (George Albert, 1853-1884, 4th Son of Queen
Victoria, Duke of Albany, a haemophiliac, died after an
accident on 28th March in Cannes)]
Fine hand tinted cabinet portrait photograph, by W & D
Downey, unsigned, showing him seated three quarter
length, nearly full face, in a jacket with fur cuffs and broad
collar, light moustache and short goatee beard, no date,
circa 1875, foot of mount cropped below photographers‟
names
[53096]£145

Evguenia‟s father Maximilian was the second son of Eugène de
Beauharnais, Napoleon‟s adopted son, Viceroy of Italy, and 1st
Duke. In 1868 she married Alexander Friedrich, 2nd son of Duke
Peter of Oldenburg. In 1856 her mother married Count Grigori
Alexandrovich Stroganoff (1823-1878) but retained her style as
Duchess of Leuchtenberg.
From the collection of Grand Duke Kyril & Victoria Melita

[LEOPOLD (George Albert, 1853-1884, 4th Son of Queen
Victoria, Duke of Albany, a haemophiliac, died after an
accident on 28th March in Cannes)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Bassano, showing him head
and shoulders in profile, wearing a medal and a sash, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, 1884
[SD25898]£125
[LEOPOLD I ((1790-1865, uncle of Queen Victoria, from
1831 King of the Belgians)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite by Charlet & Jacotin, showing
head and shoulders of the Emperor in profile eaing military
uniform, 4”x 2½”, 1670
[SD25503]£275
Leopold I spent much of his reign attempting to limit Louis XIV‟s
aggrandisement. In 1666 he married Philip IV of Spain‟s
daughter, who was also Leopold‟s niece, hoping to unite the two
Habsburg branches, both in danger of dying out in the direct male
line. At the time of this document the Pope had just died (9th
December 1669); a good reason for Leopold to maintain his
interest with a Cardinal involved in the coming election.
Santacroce, of an old Roman family, was made Bishop of Tivoli
and Cardinal in 1652.

[LEOPOLD II (1835-1909, from 1865 King of the
Belgians, his backing of Sir H. M. STANLEY led to the
founding of the Belgian Congo)
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo showing the members of
the Belgium royal family in 1867, in eleven ovals, 4¼” x
2½”, no place, 1867
[SD27687]£125
[LEOPOLD III (1901-1983, King of the Belgians 19341951, abdicated in favour of eldest son) and his first wife
ASTRID (1905-1935, niece of Gustav V of Sweden)]
Fine group Postcard photo, by R. Lonthie, unsigned, of the
wedding couple, showing them seated, he in uniform, she in
the gown chosen for the religious ceremony in Brussels, and
wearing a fine lace cap, to the right is Elisabeth, Queen of
the Belgians, standing behind her Christian X of Denmark,
to the left, seated, is Princess Ingeborg, the bride‟s mother,
and standing behind her the tall figure of the bride‟s father,
Prince Carl, Duke of Västergötland, in all 17 people, 5½” x
3½”, Brussels, 10th November 1926
[51151]£125
On 4th November 1926, after the civil ceremony in Stockholm,
Leopold sailed from Gothenburg to Ostend, while his bride
followed in the „Fylgia‟ from Malmö to Antwerp. On the 8th,
Leopold was waiting on the quay with an immense crowd who
cheered wildly when he embraced her, the religious ceremony
following two days later.

[LINCOLN (Abraham, 1809-1865, 16th President of the
U.S.A., Assassinated by John Wilkes Booth)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo by Mason, showing him
head and shoulders, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD22953]£250
[LIVINGSTONE (David, 1813-1873, Scottish Missionary
& Explorer)]
Original unsigned carte-de-visite photo by J.H.Kay,
showing him three quarter length, resting his hand on his
cap which is on a table, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD25924]£225

THE HESSE FAMILY
[LOUIS (1837-1892, Grand Duke of Hesse), with his
children ELISABETH (1864-1918, Grand Duchess of
Russia, daughter of Ludwig IV, Grand Duke of Hesse, wife
of Sergei of Russia, became a nun and was murdered by the
Bolsheviks), Princess ALIX (1872-1918, who became
Empress of Russia, wife of Tsar Nicholas II), Grand Duke
ERNEST LUDWIG (1868-1937, last reigning sovereign
of the House of Hesse), EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King
of England) and his Queen ALEXANDRA (1844-1925)
Exceptionally rare unsigned carte de visite photograph of
the Hesse and Wales Families on holiday together at
Balmoral, 4” x 2½”, no place, (Balmoral), no date, c. 1881
[SD30131]£875

THE DAUGHTERS OF EDWARD VII
[LOUISE (Princess, 1867-1931, Duchess of Fife),
VICTORIA
(Princess, 1868-1935) and
MAUD
(Princess, 1869-1928, Queen of Haakon VII), the daughters
of Edward VII]
Delightful and rare unsigned Cabinet Portrait Photograph,
by Walery, London, showing them half length, full face, in
white with high collars, Maud on the left and Victoria, who
holds a small spray, on the right, both leaning in a little to
Princess Louise, 4” x 6¼”, no place, no date, circa 1886
[54414]£175
This photo was taken for Prince Albert Victor and Prince George
as a private image to send to their midshipman brothers when they
went off on the Bacchante.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[LOUISE (Queen, 1817-1898, Wife of Christian IX of
Denmark, 1818-1906, and Mother of Queen Alexandra)
with her daughters ALEXANDRA (1844-1925, Queen of
Edward VII) and DAGMAR (1847-1928, future Empress
of Russia)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo by Southwell Bros., showing
the Queen seated with her two daughters standing, 4” x
2½”, taken in London, 1863
[SD33016]£175
She produced an extremely loving family and, despite their
exalted positions in later life, they remained dutiful daughters.

[LOUISE CAROLINE (1848-1939, Princess, Daughter of
Queen Victoria, Duchess of Argyll, Sculptress)]
Charming hand tinted unsigned carte de visite photo by
Hills & Saunders, showing the young Princess on her
wedding day, looking down towards her bouquet, 3½” x
2½”, no place, no date, 1871, slight damage on the corners
not affecting the image
[SD23510]£125
From the collection of Lady Patricia Ramsay, daughter of the
Duke of Connaught.

[LUDWIG ERNST ANDREAS (1931-1937, and
ALEXANDER GEORG KARL HEINRICH, 19331937, the sons of Georg Donatus, 1906-1937, Hereditary
Grand Duke, Head of the House of Hesse & By Rhein,
October-November 1937, and his wife, 1931, Cecilie,
1911-1937, daughter of Prince Andrew of Greece &
Princess Alice of Battenberg, and sister of Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh)]
Unsigned Portrait Postcard Photograph, by Brockmeyer of
Darmstadt, full length, sitting on the edge of a settee,
Ludwig with an engaging smile towards the camera,
Alexander looking down in near profile, no place, no date,
circa 1935
[54498]£125
Tragically, the boys died flying to their uncle Ludwig (V)‟s
wedding in London, with all the rest of the family except their
sister Johanna, who was too young to go. Johanna was adopted by
Ludwig and his wife Margaret, but also died young.
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[MANCHESTER (William Drogo Montagu, 1823-1890,
from 1855 7th Duke), and his wife LOUISE, 1832-1911,
née Countess von Alten, Mistress of the Robes, 1858-1859,
from 1892 second wife of the 8th Duke of Devonshire)]
Pair of fine photographs of their seat Kimbolton Castle,
Huntingdonshire, the first shows a great promenade of
visitors to the park, strolling down to the lake, a little
original blurring in the foreground, in the second the Duke
and Duchess are seated full length, full face below a short
terrace outside the house, with fifteen others alongside or
above on the terrace, of whom two of the ladies and most of
the gentleman are dressed for riding, laid down on the verso
are four good newspaper cuttings, of the „Attack on the
Queen‟ by apprentice Arthur O‟Connor, who brandished a
pistol after attempting to give her a petition and was
apprehended by John Brown, („Times‟, 1st March 1872),
thanksgiving verses, the family gathering for Prince
Albert‟s anniversary, and Disraeli‟s marriage, the photos
each 5½” x 8” laid down on an album leaf 14” x 10¼”,
Kimbolton Castle, no date, circa 1872
[53576]£75

TABLEAU VIVANT
[MARGARET (1882-1920, Princess of Connaught,
„Daisy‟, Crown Princess of Sweden)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Hughes & Mullins, showing
her full length dressed as a choirboy, standing on the altar
steps, 6½” x 4¼”, no place, (Osborne), no date, c. 1917
[SD31604]£275
Daisy had been incredibly successful during the first World War
as an intermediary while her cousins went to war with each other.
She passed letters backwards and forwards between them. Daisy
died suddenly in 1920, while expecting her sixth child.
From the collection of Lady Patricia Ramsay, daughter of the
Duke of Connaught.

FOUR PRINCESSES OF GREECE - THE
SISTERS OF THE DUKE OF
EDINBURGH

[LUIS I (1838-1889, from 1861 King of Portugal) & his
queen MARIA (1847-1911)]
Fine pair of unsigned carte de visite photos by Disderi,
showing them both three quarters length, 4¼” x 2½”, no
place, no date
[SD23206]£175

[MARGARITA (1905-1981, married Gottfried, Prince of
Hohenlohe-Langenburg),
THEODORA
(1906-1969,
married Prince Berthold, Margrave of Baden), CECILIE
(1911-1937 , married Georg Donatus, Hereditary Grand
Duke of Hesse) and SOPHIA (1914-2001, married firstly
Prince Christoph of Hesse and secondly Prince George
William of Hanover) children of Prince Andrew of Greece
and Princess Alice of Battenberg]
Unusual unsigned postcard photo showing the four
Princesses as bridesmaids at the Mountbatten/Ashley
wedding, they are standing together holding bouquets, 5½”
x 3½”, 18th July 1922
[SD32999]£175

[LYTTON (Edward Robert Bulwer-Lytton, 1831-1891, 1st
Earl, Viceroy of India, 1875-1880, during the Afghan
Wars)]
Fine woodburytype photo by Walery, showing him, three
quarter length, standing in profile, with facsimile signature,
accompanied by a printed biography, 16½” x 12”, no place,
no date,
library stamp in top left hand corner
[SD25681]£125

[MARIA THERESA (Archduchess of Austria, 1717-1780,
Holy Roman Empress and Dowager Empress 1745-1780)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite by E. & H.T.Anthony,
showing the profile of the Archduchess, 4”x 2 ½”, n.p, no
date, 1737, slight fading
[SD25196]£250

[LUDWIG II (1845-1886, Mad King of Bavaria who built
Magnificent Castles & was a patron of Wagner, drowned in
the Starnberg Lake)]
Unsigned carte de visite photo by J. Albert, Munich
showing him head and shoulders in uniform, 4¼” x 2½”, no
place, no date, trimmed
[SD23201]£225

Mountbatten married wealthy heiress, Edwina Ashley, in the
“wedding of the year” on 18 July 1922 at St Margaret‟s
Westminster. The Prince of Wales was Mountbatten‟s best man
with the cream of European royalty in attendance.
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MARIE-JOSÉ (Charlotte Amélie, 1906-2001, daughter of
Albert I, King of the Belgiums, married King Umberto II,
of Italy)
Delightful unsigned postcard photo, showing her as a young
girl, seated with her legs up on a sofa, wearing a white frilly
dress, 5½” x 3½”, no place, (Brussels), c. 1912
[SD30426]£125
[MARIA (1899-1918, Grand Duchess of Russia, daughter
of Tsar Nicholas II)]
Engaging original. portrait postcard photo by K.E.F. Gan &
Co. showing her full length, full face, in a large broadbrimmed hat and fur-lined coat, holding a leafy branch in
front of a tall tree, the verso bears in Russian „Sold for the
benefit of the Community of St Evgenia‟ under a Red
Cross, addressed in Russian, 5½” x 3½”, the photo no
place, no date, circa 1904, bottom right corner of address
smudged without loss
[53667]£125
[MARIA ALEXANDROVNA (1824-1880, née Princess
of Hesse and by Rhine, first wife (1841) of Alexander II)]
Unsigned carte-de-visite photograph by Desmaisons from a
portrait, showing her three-quarter-length in a fine
embroidered and flounced dress, her hair elegantly arranged
high in plaits intertwined with pearls, 4” x 2½”, Paris, no
date, c. 1860
[SD50873]£150
From the collection of Grand Duke Kyril & Victoria Melita

[MARIE (Alexandra Victoria, 1875-1938, Daughter of
Alfred Duke of Edinburgh, wife of Ferdinand I of
Roumania) with her daughter Elizabeth (1894-1956, briefly
Queen of Greece before horrifying her mother by divorcing
the King)]
Fine original postcard photograph by Brand with the Royal
Crest blindstamped onto the photo, showing the Queen with
her daughter seated next to her in the Byzantine Room in
the Palace in Bucharest, 5½” x 3½”, no place, (Bucharest),
no date, circa 1907 the postcard has been used but without
affecting the image
[SD33015]£125
Queen Marie of Roumania became the mother in law of the
Balkans. Her children ended up on several thrones but they all
had disastrous mariages which caused the queen great grief in later
life.

[MARIE (1854-1920, Grand Duchess, wife of Alfred Duke
of Edinburgh, daughter of Alexander II, Tsar of Russia)]
Fine unsigned Russian carte de visite by Bergamasco of St
Petersburg, showing her nearly full length, in near profile,
in a white full skirted off the shoulder dress, her hair
attractively plaited, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date, circa
1872
[54428]£150
MARIE FEODOROVNA (Russian Empress, 1847-1928,
wife of Tsar Alexander III, mother of Nicholas II ) & her
son NICHOLAS II 1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from
1894, Assassinated after the Revolution)]
Charming unsigned original photo showing Marie sitting
down with an infant Nicholas stretched out with his legs on
a chair and his hands on his mothers lap, 5” x 3¼”, no
place, 1870
[SD25516]£450

[MARIE PAVLOVNA (1890-1958, Grand Duchess of
Russia, daughter of Grand Duke Paul, author of „A Princess
in Exile‟)]
Fine unsigned postcard photo showing her full length in
Russian Court Dress at the time of her marriage to Prince
William of Sweden, 5½” x 3½” no place, no date, c. 1914
[SD31927]£225
It is extremely unusual to find the Duchess photographed in
Russian Court Dress

[MARINA (Duchess of Kent, 1906-1969, Princess of
Greece)]
Unusual unsigned photo by E. Lester in Athens (signed on
the mount) of the Duchess as a child showing her seated on
a open backed chaise longue wearing lacy gloves and hat,
6” x 5”, in mount 10” x 8”, Athens 1907 [SD33011]£175
[MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, Queen of George V)]
Fine unsigned postcard photo by W. & D.Downey showing
her three quarter length, standing wearing elaborate jewel,
in mourning dress holding a fan, 5½” x 3½”, no place, c
1910
[SD25542]£175
This rare image is most likely taken while she is still in mourning
for the late King George V

QUEEN MARY‟S ENGAGEMENT TO
ALBERT VICTOR
[MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, Queen of George V)]
Unsigned cabinet photo by W & D Downey taken for her
engagement, showing her half length wearing a white dress
and three ropes of pearls with a flower corsage, 6½” x 4”,
London, no date, c. 1891, some very slight grazing of the
surface of the photo
[SD32057]£125
[MAXIMILIAN I (1832-1867, King of Mexico, formerly
Archduke of Austria, Prince of Hungary and Bohemia, shot
at Queretaro)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo by Neurdein, Paris,
showing him head and shoulders, wearing uniform, medals
and ermine stole, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD23217]£200
Photos of Emperor Maximilian are unusual as he was shot in
1867.

THE WEDDING OF PRINCESS MAUD,
FUTURE QUEEN OF NORWAY
[MAUD (1869-1938, Queen of Norway) with her mother,
ALEXANDRA( of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen), and
her sisters LOUISE (1867-1931, Princess Royal) &
VICTORIA ALEXANDRA
(1868-1935, Princess)
together with the oldest bridesmaid‟s daughter and
flowergirl Lady Alexandra DUFF (1891-1959, created a
Princess in 1905 by her grandfather Edward VII)
Delightful unsigned cabinet portrait by Gunn & Stuart,
showing the bride full length, surrounded by her mother,
sisters and niece 6” x 4”, no place, (Buckingham Palace),
no date, 1896
[SD23881]£275

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
THE WEDDING OF PRINCESS MAUD,
FUTURE QUEEN OF NORWAY
[MAUD (1869-1938, Queen of Norway) with her mother,
ALEXANDRA( of Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen), and
her sisters LOUISE (1867-1931, Princess Royal) &
VICTORIA ALEXANDRA
(1868-1935, Princess)
together with the oldest bridesmaid‟s daughter and
flowergirl Lady Alexandra DUFF (1891-1959, created a
Princess in 1905 by her grandfather Edward VII)
Exceptional unsigned Royal cabinet portrait by Gunn &
Stuart, showing the bride full length, surrounded by her
mother, sisters and niece 12” x 9”, no place, (Buckingham
Palace), 22nd July 1896
[SD33172]£475
Photos of this quality have undoubtedly come from a Royal
Collection.

[McCLELLAN (George Brinton, 1826-1885, Civil War
General)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo “enterend according to
Act of Congress in the year 1861, by M.B. Brady ... in New
York”, showing him three-quarter length standing with one
hand behind his back and his other inside his jacket, no
place, no date, c. 1860
[SD29739]£175
[MICHAEL I (b. 1921, King of Romania 1927-1930 and
1940-1947)]
Unsigned Press Photo, by Atlantic of Berlin, showing King
Michael at the Front accompanied by Marshal Ion
Antonescu, 1882-1946, on a slight rise observing the enemy
lines and movements from a Divisional Command Post,
with officers using binoculars and a periscope, on the back
is a press notice in German, 9½” x 7”, no place, 6th May
1942
[51005]£100
Romania, nominally a Kingdom, was from 1940-1944 under the
dictatorship of Ion Antonescu, who called himself „Conducator‟,
meaning „Fuehrer‟ or „Duce‟. He allowed the Nazis to occupy
Romania, so that Romania joined in the war against Russia,
initially with some success. In 1944 King Michael overthrew
General Antonescu, and fought against Germany for the rest of the
war. Antonescu was executed for alleged war crimes in 1946.

[NAPOLEON (Louis Eugene Jean Joseph, 1856-1879,
Prince Imperial, killed while out with a reconnoitring party
at Ulundi, Zululand)]
Cabinet photo by the London Stereoscopic Co. showing the
Prince half length wearing a white bow tie holding a piece
of paper, titled underneath „The Late Prince Imperial‟ and
his dates, 6½” x 4½” no place, no date, c. 1880, slightly
faded
[SD28073]£250

THE FRENCH IMPERIAL FAMILY
[NAPOLEON III (Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, 1808-1873,
Emperor of the French, Nephew of Napoleon I) with his
wife EUGÉNIE (née Montijo, 1826-1920, wife of
Emperor Napoleon III)
Fine pair of unsigned carte de visite photos, by Downey,
showing them half length, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD23207]£175
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[NAPOLEON III (Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, 1808-1873,
Emperor of the French, Nephew of Napoleon I)
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by W. & D. Downey, showing
him three-quarter length, sitting in a chair resting his head
on his hand, 6½” x 4¼”, no place, no date [SD28147]£175
[NASR-AD-DIN (1831-1896, Shah of Persia, reigned from
1848)]
Unsigned carte-de-visite by Portbury & Perry, showing him
half length, seated in an elaborately decorated chair,
wearing a coat and fez, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date, circa
1873
[SD30497]£225
[NICHOLAS ALEXANDROVITCH (1843-1865, Eldest
son of Alexander II, brother of Alexander III) and his
fiancée MARIE FEODOROVNA (Dagmar, 1847-1928,
daughter of the King of Denmark, married Alexander III on
the death of her fiancée, their successful union produced
Nicholas II)
Fine pair of unsigned carte de visite photos, his by G.
Leyde, showing them both head and shoulders, 4” x 2½”,
no place, no date, circa 1862
[SD23311]£375

A ROYAL GATHERING AT OSBOURNE
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina), with their
children
OLGA
(1895-1918, Grand Duchess),
TATIANA
(1897-1918),
MARIA
(1899-1918),
ANASTASIA (1901-1918) & ALEXEI (1904-1918, The
Tsarevitch) and their British Cousins EDWARD VII
(1841-1910, King of Great Britain) & ALEXANDRA (of
Denmark, 1844-1925, his Queen), the Prince and Princess
of Wales GEORGE V (1865-1936, King of Great Britain)
& MARY (of Teck, 1867-1953, his Queen), VICTORIA
ALEXANDRA (1865-1936, Princess, daughter of Edward
VII) & EDWARD VIII (1894-1972, King of Great
Britain, later Duke of Windsor)]
Amazing original unsigned postcard photo by Rotary, of the
Russian Royal Family and their British cousins, showing
the group sitting and standing around Tsar Nicholas and
King Edward VII sitting in the middle, 5” x 3”, no place,
taken at Osborne, August 1909
[SD25530]£1,250
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina) with their
children OLGA (1895-1918), TATIANA (1897-1918),
MARIA (1899-1918), ANASTASIA (1901-1918) &
ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch)]
Fine original unsigned postcard photo showing the Tsar
seated between Olga and Anastasia, whose arm is round the
shoulder of Alexei who is wearing a sailor suit, Tatiana is
on the right and Maria and the Empress standing behind,
the Emperor in simple military dress, the Empress with a
simple small coronet, titled in French, no place, no date,
circa 1910
[53660]£175
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PRINCE PHILIP‟S PARENTS‟ WEDDING

[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina) with their
children OLGA (1895-1918), TATIANA (1897-1918),
MARIA (1899-1918) and ANASTASIA (1901-1918)],
also Princess ALICE of HESSE-DARMSTADT and
PRINCE ANDREW of GREECE , the parents of
PHILIP DUKE of EDINBURGH )]
Fine original unsigned group postcard photo by Thiele of
Darmstadt, of 33 guests at the wedding of Prince Philip‟s
parents Princess Alice of Battenburg and Prince Andrew of
Greece, including Nicholas II and his family, the guests in
suits or day attire, annotated in English “This photo was
taken last Autumn ... in front of the New Palace. Arrows
point to our Queen & I think Arrow on Right points to
Princess Victoria [sister of George V] whose face is
hidden”, other arrows in the same hand pick out Prince
Henry of Prussia, the Grand Duke of Hesse “with white hat”
and the “Czar & Czarina”, their daughters including baby
Anastasia, held by the Czarina on a pillar, are in the front
row, titled in German, 5½” x 3½”, Neues Palais, Darmstadt,
no date but circa 7th October 1903
[53656]£125
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina) with their son
ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch)]
Fine original unsigned Russian postcard photo showing the
Tsar sitting wearing naval uniform, with the Tsarina sitting
next to a young Alexei dressed in a sailor suit and standing
on a table, Alexei looks rather puzzled, 5½” x 3½” loose in
a contemporary olive green frame edged with a gilt rope
design by Vickery of London, 6¼” x 5”, taken on board the
„Standart‟, no date, circa 1910
[53809]£325
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution), and ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina)]
Original unsigned portrait postcard photo, showing them
full length, full face, the Tsar standing, in uniform, the
Tsarina seated, in a fine gown with half length sleeves,
holding a fan, titled in English, 5½” x 3½”, message on the
verso in English, published by Rotary, London, no place, no
date, circa 1900
[53653]£175
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assassinated after the Revolution), and ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina)]
Original unsigned postcard photo to celebrate the
Coronation, with charming vignettes of the Emperor and
Empress, the Kremlin, the entry into Moscow, and the
Iberian Church of the Mother of God, lettered in German
including “God Bless Russia!”, space for a message on
recto, verso has „postcard‟ etc in Russian, 5½” x 3½”, no
place, no date, circa 1896
[53649]£95

THE FAMILY OF NICHOLAS II
[NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894,
Assasinated after the Revolution),
ALEXANDRA
FEODOROVNA (1872-1918, the Tsarina) with their
children
OLGA
(1895-1918, Grand Duchess),
TATIANA
(1897-1918),
MARIA
(1899-1918),
ANASTASIA (1901-1918) & ALEXEI (1904-1918, The
Tsarevitch)]
Unsigned Russian group postcard photo showing the family
standing together outside a building, 5½” x 3½”, no place,
no date c. 1916
[SD22637]£275
NIKOLA I (1841-1921, from 1860 ruler as Prince, from
1910 as King of Montenegro)
Fine unsigned postcard photo by Rotary showing the King
surrounded by his family, he is seated in the centre with his
Queen on his right hand, in the back row, standing, are
Grand Duke Peter Nikolaievitch, Prince Francis Joseph of
Battenberg, Princesses Vera and Zenia, Crown Prince
Danilo and Princes Mirko and Peter, seated in the centre are
Princesses Militza, wives of the Crown Prince and the
Grand Duke, the Queen of Italy, Queen Milena and King
Nicholas, with Princess Anna, wife of Prince Francis of
Battenberg, the King of Italy and Princess Nathalie, wife of
Prince Mirko, then in the front, seated on the ground are
Princess Helen and the Crown Prince Alexander of Servia,
5½” x 3½”, no place, 1921
[SD32700]£225
Nikola I continued his family‟s heroic tradition of fighting the
Turks, and promoted literacy and education, having been educated
at Trieste and Paris. His sons-in-law included the Kings of Italy
and Serbia, the brother of King Ferdinand of Bulgaria, and two
Russian Grand Dukes. His kingdom was annexed by Serbia in
1918, a fact he refused to recognize, though it was confirmed by
the Powers in 1922.

[NIKOLAI NIKOLAEVICH (1856-1929, grandson of
Nicholas I, Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Army,
1914-1915, Viceroy of the Caucasus)]
Fine original unsigned postcard photo by Levitsky, showing
him half length, three quarter face, in full dress uniform,
titled in English „Commander of the Military in Moscow‟, a
striking portrait, 5½” x 3½”, published by Valentine,
England, no place, no date, circa 1910
[53658]£125
Nikolai Nikolaevich, who had married a daughter of Nicola I of
Montenegro, was a Cavalry General. He took the offensive with
some initial success on the Prussian and Austro-Hungarian fronts,
but on 2nd May 1915 was defeated at Gorlitz by Mackesen.
Nicholas I took over as supreme commander, and the Grand Duke
transferred to the Caucasus front, resuming supreme command on
the Tsar‟s abdication. He was interned in the Crimea but in 1919
made his way to France, where in 1924 certain groups of
emigrants elected him their national leader.

THE FAMILY OF THE TSAR
[OLGA (1895-1918, Grand Duchess), TATIANA (18971918), MARIA (1899-1918), ANASTASIA (1901-1918)
& ALEXEI (1904-1918, The Tsarevitch)]
Delightful unsigned group postcard photo, showing the
children, three-quarter length, wearing imperial clothes,
1906 small pinhole in the corner not affecting the image
[SD25877]£275

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
[OLAV V (1903-1991, King of Norway from 1957, son of
Haakon VII & Maud, honorary admiral in the British Navy
and Air Chief Marshal in the RAF) and his wife
MÃRTHA (1901-1954, 2nd daughter of Prince Carl of
Sweden, Duke of Västergötland, brother of Gustav V)]
Unsigned Group Postcard wedding photo, by Rude, he in
uniform, standing, she seated in her long lace gown and
train, wearing a myrtle crown, and carrying her bouquet of
lilies, next to the groom is his best man the Duke of York
(George VI) , on the left of the picture, standing, are the
four bridesmaids for Norway (the Misses Irmelin Nansen,
Elisabeth Broch, Ragnhild Fearnely, and Harriet WedelJarlsberg), on the right those for Sweden (Princess Ingrid,
later Queen of Denmark, Miss Ekelund, Miss Elsa Steuch,
Miss Carleson), and in front the two pages, 5½” x 3½”,
Stockholm, 21st March 1929
[51156]£125
Olav V was the only son of Haakon VII (the bride‟s uncle) and
Queen Maud, and was born at Sandringham.

[OLGA (1895-1918) and her sisters TATIANA (18971918), MARIA (1899-1918) and ANASTASIA (19011918), Grand Duchesses, the daughters of Nicholas II of
Russia]
Cheerful unsigned original group photo, showing them
seated full length, full face or nearly, in white dresses and
broadbrimmed hats, with a smiling group of wounded
soldiers, taken in the park of the hospital at Tsarskoe Seló,
no date, circa 1915 - 1916
[54430]£675
At the foot in Russian letters are the identifications „M‟, „Tatya‟,
„Olga‟ and apparently „Nastasya‟, the latter cropped from below.

[OLGA (1903-1997, Princess Paul of Yugoslavia),
ELISABETH
(1904-1955, Princess) &
MARINA
(Duchess of Kent, 1906-1969, Princess of Greece)]
Fine unsigned postcard photo by Lally Charles, of the three
sisters at the start of the first World War, 5½” x 3½” , no
place, no date, c. 1914
[SD23411]£300
Princess Olga was the last member of the Romanof family to play
with the Tsar‟s children, she was also the last of these sisters to
die.

[OLGA (1895-1918, Grand Duchess of Russia, daughter of
Tsar Nicholas II) & her sister TATIANA (1897-1918)]
Original unsigned Russian postcard photo showing the two
young Grand Duchesses standing together dressed for their
first ball, wearing long white gowns with trains, the ball was
held at the Dowager Empress‟s Palace, 5½” x 3½”, St
Petersburg, no date, circa 1914
[53627]£125
[OSCAR II (1829-1907, from 1872 King of Sweden)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Gosta Florman, showing
him head and shoulders in coronation robes, 6½” x 4½”, no
place, (Stockholm), no date, 1873
[SD24082]£175
[PASTEUR (Louis, 1822-1895, French Chemist, developer
of Pasteurisation)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Pierre Petit showing him
head and shoulders, looking straight at the camera, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, no date,
[SD30436]£275
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OLGA ELISABETH (17th April 1886 - 13th January
1955, née Princess of Saxe-Altenburg, wife, 1913, of Lt.Gen. Count Carl-Friedrich von Pückler-Burghauss)
Group of 7 early photographs, unsigned, the first 4” x 4” on
thick card, the rest in cabinet format 6½” x 4¼”, of Olga
and her parents Prince ALBERT of Saxe-Altenburg,
(1843-1902, cousin of Duke Ernst I), and Princess
MARIE of Prussia, (1855-1888, whose soldier father
Friedrich Karl, „The Red Prince‟, was a nephew of William
I), showing her with her parents, another with her mother
watching over her on a cushion (both at 14 weeks, July
1886) annotated by her mother “Olga Elisabeth14 weeks
old, 1886”, propped up in her wheeled cot with a huge
bonnet (December 1886), her mother alone half-length in
profile, wearing a hat with a large bow at the side (1887),
Olga aged about 2, standing by her cot, (1887 or 1888,
these five all by Hanfstaengel of Dresden), Prince Albert
seated nearly full length with his daughters OLGA &
MARIA (1888-1947, later Princess Heinrich XXXV of
Reuss-Schleiz-Köstritz) on his knees (by Emil Tiedemann
of Dessau etc., circa 1891), and the two sisters, full length,
full face, Olga rather serious with a little whip, Maria
smiling and holding three dogs on leashes, with their names
in Olga‟s later hand on the verso (by F. Fiedler of
Sondershausen, c. 1893), together 7 photos, 1886 - circa
1893 somewhat faded but still attractive
[53145]£275
Princess Olga was born near Dresden at Schloß Albrechtsberg, the
castle built by her mother‟s relative Prince Albrecht of Prussia.
Dessau was the home of Princess Marie‟s mother, and
Sondershausen of Prince Albert‟s sister, another Marie, married to
Karl, reigning Prince of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen.

[PATRICIA (Princess of Connaught, 1886-1974, Lady
Patricia Ramsay, & her son ALEXANDER, b. 1919)]
Delightful unsigned original photo by Alexander Corbett,
showing her nursing her infant son in his crib, 5½” x 4”, no
place, no date, c. 1920
[SD29503]£175
Princess Patricia of Connaught was deeply loved by the British
people for her natural ways. King Edward VII and Queen
Alexandra profoundly wanted a marriage with Grand Duke
Michael of Russia. Very unusually the Princess, when she
married Admiral Sir Alexander Ramsay fought to lose her title.
The King reluctantly agreed on condition that she still remained
head of Peeresses of the Realm. Theirs was to prove an
exceptionally happy marriage of over 50 years and by the late
1950s, because of the couple‟s dignity, they remained very much
en famille with the Royal Family.

[PAUL (1860-1919, Grand Duke of Russia, youngest
brother of Alexander III)]
Unsigned French postcard photo, showing the Duke
surrounded by his family, his second wife Princess
PALEY (Olga Pistolkors, 1866-1929), their only son
VLADIMIR (1897-1918) & their daughters IRINA
(1903-1990) and NATALIA (1905-1981), 5½” x 3½”, no
place, no date, c. 1916
[SD23866]£500
This is an extremely rare postcard as Paul was murdered during
the Revolution and so, more interestingly, was his son Vladimir,
who died with Grand Duchess Elisabeth , by being thrown
down a mineshaft. Princess Paley went on to write her memoirs
and her daughter Irina married Feodor, son of Grand Duchess
Xenia in 1923.
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[PRAJADHIPOK (Rama VII, 1893-1941, reigned 19251935, last absolute monarch of Thailand), Queen
RAMBHAI BARNI,
(1904-1984), and Prince
JIRASAKDI (d. 1942, their nephew and adopted son,
RAF Fighter Pilot)]
Good unsigned press photo by Planet News of London,
showing them at the end of their stay in England, escorted
by Prince George, (Duke of Kent, 1902-1942, son of
George V), showing them all full length, full or three
quarter face, the Queen smiling happily at the camera, the
King perhaps a little anxious, their son well visible behind
the Queen‟s shoulder, 8” x 10¼”, Victoria Station, London,
23rd June 1934 one corner bumped and light crease in
another, both barely touching dark portions of image
[54029]£175

[ROSSINI (Gioacchino Antonio, 1792-1858, Italian
Composer)]
Rare unsigned Carte-de-Visite Portrait Photograph, by E.
Desmaisons, Paris, showing him seated half length, nearly
full face, with his walking stick in his right hand, an
imposing presence, old identification in another hand in
bottom margin, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date, circa 1855,
corners neatly trimmed across
[54432]£375

Prajadhipok, 5th son of Chulalongkorn, was sent to school in
England in 1897 and on to Eton. He had never expected to
succeed his eldest brother, but by a series of chances came to the
throne in 1925. Chulalongkorn, who died in 1910, had started
building a Parliament House, but the real power lay with the king
and the royal family, who held most of the highest offices.
Prajadhipok had wanted to bring greater democracy to his country
and tried to placate his critics, but was in a difficult position after
the revolution of 1932. He abdicated in 1935, and came to live at
King‟s Priory, Virginia Water.

[RUSSIAN IMPERIAL FAMILY]
Unsigned carte-de-visite photograph, embodying 15
miniature oval portraits, lettered in French, of the late
Emperor Nikolai I, his wife the Dowager empress
(Alexandra Feodorovna), his son Nikolai (1843-1863, the
Tsarevich who died before succeeding), the future
Alexander III, now Tsarevich, and his wife Princess
Dagmar, Emperor Alexander II and his wife Maria
Feodorovna, Alexander II‟s brothers Field Marshal Nikolai
and his wife Alexandra Petrovna of Oldenburg, Field
Marshal Mikhail and his wife Olga Feodorovna of Baden,
and Admiral Constantine and his wife Alexandra Iossifovna
of Saxe-Altenberg, and the Emperor‟s sisters Olga, Queen
of Württemberg, and Maria, Duchess of Leuchtenberg, 4” x
2½”, no place, no date, c. 1867 card a little worn, photo
detached
[SD50879]£250

RADSTOCK (William Waldegrave, 1753-1825, Admiral,
Governor of Newfoundland, from 1800 1st Baron)
Fine Mezzotint Portrait, unsigned, by C. Wilkin after the
water colour by F.W. Wilkin, showing him nearly half
length, three quarter face, in uniform, as Admiral of the
White, 11½” x 9” in mount 16¾” x 14¼”, published by
Cadell & Davies, Strand, London, 16th February 1810
[54088]£75
Lord Radstock captured the American Privateer Cumberland in
1778 and French Frigate Capricieuse in 1780. and in 1797 at Cape
St Vincent was third in command.

[RASPUTIN (Grigoriy, 1871-1916, Russian Peasant and
Mystic, asassinated by a group of noblemen led by
Yussopov due to his overwhelming influence over
Alexandra Feodrovna and Nicholas II)]
Unsigned Russian postcard photo showing him surrounded
by the entourage of Her Majesty‟s ladies in waiting,
including her best friend Anna Vyruvora, (1884-1964), 5½”
x 3½”, no place, no date, 1916
[SD28898]£375
Posted the year after his death.

[RUDOLF (1858-1889, Crown Prince of Austria who shot
himself at Meyerling)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Wien, showing him head
and shoulders in uniform, 6½” x 4½”, no place, Vienna, c
1884
[SD22601]£175
The young Prince‟s excesses with women were numerous and it
was decided to marry him to a suitable Catholic Princess. He
married the daughter of King Leopold II of Belgium and treated
her appallingly. He soon slipped back into his bachelor habits
and met the beautiful Baroness Marie Vetsera, whom he shot
before killing himself on 30th January 1889. This enormous
scandal rocked Imperial Vienna. Empress Zeita of Austria, who
died in 1989 always claimed that Rudolf had in fact been
murdered. This picture is unusual because the couple were
seldom together.

[RUSKIN (John, 1819-1900, Writer and Critic)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Barraud, with facsimile
printed signature showing him half length, bearded, seated
at a table with one hand to his ear, wearing an overcoat,
6½” x 4½”, no place, no date
[SD31765]£150

From the collection of Grand Duke Kyril & Victoria Melita

[SCHLOSS ROSENAU]
Unsigned cabinet photo of the birthplace of Prince Albert,
with several figures walking outside it, probably Duchess
Maria Alexandrovna with her daughter Princess Marie of
Romania and possibly Prince Carol with another young
boy, 6½” x 4½”, Bavaria, no date, circa 1897
[SD33246]£75
The Palace of Rosenau was a favourite of Queen Victoria. At the
time of this image it was the home of the then Duke and Duchess
of Saxe-Coburg Gotha

SERGEI ALEKSANDROVICH (Grand Duke, 18571905, Governor of Moscow, Uncle of Nicholas II)
Rare unsigned Russian carte de visite showing him as a boy
in Cossack uniform, 4½” x 2½”, no place, no date, c. 1865
[SD28931]£450
Grand Duke Sergei was assassinated in the rising of 1905. His
wife Elisabeth of Hesse was the elder sister of the Tsarina,
founded a nursing order. She was murdered by the Bolsheviks at
Alapaievsk in 1918 and was canonized in 1991. A very rare
image of the fourth son of Emperor Alexander II

[TENNYSON (Alfred, Lord, 1809-1892, Poet Laureate)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo by Elliott & Fry,
showing him half length wearing a hat, with facsimile
signature underneath, 4¼” x 2½”, no place, no date,
[SD29748]£125

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
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[SOPHIA (Dorothea Ulrica, 1870-1932, Princess of
Prussia, daughter of Frederick III Emperor of Prussia, wife
of King Constantine I of Greece) & her sister VICTORIA
(1866-1929)]
Glorious unsigned photo of the sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm II,
in mourning for their father, the Emperor Frederick, 6” x
4”, no place, no date, 1888
[SD23438]£275

[TATIANA (1897-1918, Grand Duchess, daughter of
Nicholas II of Russia, assassinated with her family)]
Fine original unsigned German postcard photo showing her
full length in a beautiful long gown, standing next to a
table, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no date, c. 1910
[SD32225]£150

Queen Sophie was the third daughter of Emperor Friedrich
Wilhelm III, and Victoria, Empress Frederick. She was a granddaughter of Queen Victoria and married Constantine on the 27th
October 1889. Princess Victoria‟s second marriage to Alexander
Zoubkoff was disastrous as he left the Princess in a dreadful
financial state.

[THACKERAY (William Makepeace, 1811-1863,
Novelist)]
Fine unsigned carte de visite photo by Caldesi & Co.,
showing him head full length resting his hand on a chair in
front of a glass door, 4” x 2½”, no place, no date
[SD29745]£125

[STANLEY (Sir Henry Morton, 1841-1904, Explorer who
found Livingstone)]
Fine woodburytype photo by Walery, showing him, three
quarter length, wearing a twede suit with his hands in his
pocket, with facsimile signature, accompanied by a printed
biography, 16½” x 12”, no place, May 6th, 1890 library
stamp in top left hand corner
[SD25678]£250
[TATIANA (1897-1918, Grand Duchess, daughter of
Nicholas II of Russia, assassinated with her family)]
Original unsigned postcard photo by K.E.F. Gan & Co.,
showing her full length, smiling three quarter face, with a
large brimmed hat bearing a white posy, hands in the
pockets of her warm coat, in front of a tall tree, the verso
bears in Russian „Sold for the benefit of the Community of
St Evgenia‟ under a Red Cross, 5½” x 3½”, no place, no
date, circa 1904
[53625]£75
In the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-1905, Grand Duchess
Elisabeth („Ella‟), the Tsarina‟s elder sister, filled the palace at the
Kremlin with nurses and helpers, on behalf of whom this card was
sold.

THE TECK FAMILY AT THEIR SILVER
WEDDING CELEBRATION
TECK (Francis Paul, Duke of, 1837-1900, Father of Queen
Mary), MARY ADELAIDE (Duchess of Teck, 18331897) and their children VICTORIA MARY (18671953, Queen of George V), ADOLPHUS (1868-1927,
Marquess of Cambridge, 1917), FRANCIS (1870-1910,
served in S. Africa), and ALEXANDER GEORGE
(1874-1957, Earl of Athlone, 1917)
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Friese Greene & Collings
showing the whole family on the occasion of their silver
wedding celebration, Francis is seated in the centre with his
family around him and his dog at his feet, 6½” x 4”, no
place, no date but June 1891
[SD30482]£375
In 1891, Princess Mary, who was liked by Queen Victoria,
became engaged to Prince Albert Victor, the eldest son of Prince
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales. Prince Albert Victor was the heir
to the throne after his father. However, a few weeks before the
wedding, Prince Albert Victor died of influenza. Nevertheless,
Queen Victoria still favoured Mary as a royal bride, and therefore
arranged for her to marry Albert Victor‟s brother, Prince George,
created Duke of York. Prince Albert Victor was present at the
celebration at which this photo was taken.

PRINCE PHILIP‟S SISTERS
THE FAMILY OF PRINCE ANDREW OF GREECE
WITH
TSAREVITCH ALEXEI
[Princess
MARGHARITA (b. 1905) and her sister THEODORA
(1906-1969) with their cousins the sons of the grand duke
of Hesse, Princes GEORGE (1906-1937) & LUDWIG
(1908-1968) and Tsarevitch ALEXEI (1904-1918, of
Russia, killed in 1918)]
Charming unsigned postcard photo showing the five
children sitting on a doorstep in a row, 5½” x 3½”, no
place, no date, c. 1910
[SD22891]£250
[THYRA (Amelie Caroline Charlotte, 1853-1933, daughter
of King Christian IX of Denmark, sister of Queen
Alexandra) & her husband ERNST AUGUST (18451923, Duke of Cumberland & of Brunswick-Lüneberg)
Very unusual unsigned postcard photo showing the couple
with their son ERNST AUGUST (1887-1953, Prince of
Hanover), daughter in law, VICTORIA LOUISE (18921980, daughter of the Kaiser), and their daughter Princess
MATHILDE (1889-1922) and their grandchildren, 5½” x
3½”, no place, no date, c. 1919
[SD31610]£475
[UMBERTO I (1844-1900, King of Italy) & his wife
MARGHERITA (1851-1926)]
Fine pair of unsigned cabinet photos by Kunsthandel,
Austria & Brogi, Florence, showing them three quarters
length, he is in uniform and she is in a court dress, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, no date,
[SD23882]£175

THE CHILDREN OF VICTOR
EMMANUEL III
UMBERTO II (1904-1989, Duke of Savoy, King of Italy),
JOLANDA (b. 1901), MAFALDA (1902-1944, died in
Buchenwald Concentration Camp) & GIOVANNA (b.
1907, wife of Boris III of Bulgaria)
Charming postcard photo of the four children, taken by
their mother Queen ELENA (1873-1952), showing them
sitting on the ground, the two older children dressed in
sailor suits, with Mafalda holding a small goat and the
youngest sitting on a small chair in a white dress, 5¼” x 3”,
no place, no date, c. 1909
[SD28205]£145
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[VALLANDIGHAM
(Clement Laird, 1820-1871,
American „Peace Democrat‟, Civil War „Copperhead‟)]
Unsigned Carte-de-visite photograph by H.P. Bunker,
showing him head and shoulders, Dayton, Ohio, no date, c.
1863
[SD17656]£175
A Northerner of Southern stock, Vallandigham was an Ohio
congressman 1858-1863. He opposed the Abolitionists, and all
measures in support of a civil war or national defence. Many
Northerners sympathised with his pleas to restore peace and
freedom of speech. Defying Gen. Burnside‟s General Order no.
38, he was arrested and tried for treason. Lincoln shrewdly
banished him to the Confederacy, but he escaped to Canada, from
where he put himself up, unsuccessfully, for the Governorship of
Ohio. He returned to Ohio in June 1864 to continue in politics,
though never in office.

VICTOR EMMANUEL III (1869-1947, King of Italy,
Abdicated 1946 in favour of his son Umberto)
Rare original Russian unsigned postcard photo showing him
three quarters length in uniform, 5½” x 3½”, no place,
(Moscow), no date. c. 1909
[SD23273]£125
[VICTORIA (1840-1901, Empress Frederick of Germany,
wife of Frederick III)]
Exceptional hand coloured unsigned Carte-de-visite
photograph by Mayall, full length and full face, in a bonnet
and crinolined dress, sitting down with baby Princess
Charlotte (1860-1919) on her Knee, titled „Crown Princess
of Prussia‟, 4” x 2½” no date,
[SD25243]£275

THE QUEEN ADVERTISES FREEMAN,
HARDY & WILLIS
[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)]
Exceptional unsigned cabinet photo with credits for
Freeman, Hardy and Willis underneath showing the queen
half length, seated, at the time of her 80th birthday, 6½” x
4¼”, no place, no date, 1899
[SD31954]£225
Freeman, Hardy and Willis got themselves into a lot of trouble
with the Palace for daring to use the Queen‟s image on an
advertisement for their shop. As a result copyright laws were
passed.

JUBILEE PHOTO
[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Alex Bassano taken for the
Golden Jubilee, showing the Queen, half length, seated,
wearing an elaborate black and white dress and a small
Indian crown, holding a fan, titled at the bottom, 6½” x
4¼”, London, no date, 1887
[SD31119]£175

THE DAUGHTERS OF EDWARD VII
[VICTORIA ALEXANDRA (1868-1935, Princess, & her
sisters Princess MAUD (1869-1938), & ALEXANDRA
DAGMAR (1867-1931, Princess Royal, Duchess of Fife,
Daughters of Edward VII)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Lafayette, showing the
sisters together, all dressed in black, holding fans, 6½”x
4¼”, no place, no date, c 1888
[SD25531]£175

AT COBURG FOR THE WEDDING
[VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain),
NICHOLAS II (1868-1918, Tsar of Russia from 1894) &
ALEXANDRA FEODOROVNA
(1872-1918, the
Tsarina)]
Magnificent Group Photograph, by E. Uhlenhuth of
Coburg, unsigned, taken of the Queen, (seated, nearly full
face) and her relations, thirty people in all, in six rows
outside a bay window at Coburg, two days after the
wedding of the Queen‟s granddaughter Victoria Melita of
Saxe-Coburg, (1876-1936, daughter of Prince Alfred), to
her first cousin Ernst Ludwig, Grand Duke of Hesse,
(1868-1937, son of Princess Alice), and one day after the
engagement of the future Nicholas II and Princess Alix
of Hesse, who are seen together in the fourth row, 14¾” x
11¾” on original mount 17” x 13”, Palace, Coburg, 21st
April 1894, old closed horizontal crack at approximately
one third from foot expertly silked, crossing the faces of the
two youngest princesses but their images remain very clear
[54089]£2,250
On the back row: Prince Louis of Battenberg (with beard and
bowler hat); Grand Duke Paul (son of Alexander II, with
moustache and bowler hat); Prince Philipp of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
(with beard and bowler hat); Count Alphonse Mensdorff (with top
hat); Marie (Crown Princess of Roumania); Ferdinand, Crown
Prince of Roumania (in military uniform); Elisabeth („Ella‟, Grand
Duchess Sergei); Alfred, Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
Second row: Prince Henry of Battenberg (military uniform,
with beard); Louise, Princess Philipp of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha;
Grand Duke Sergei (son of Alexander II, with light-coloured tie);
Grand Duke Vladimir (son of Alexander II, with side whiskers
and bowler hat); Arthur, Duke of Connaught (military uniform).
Third row:
Prince Alfred of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha (military
uniform); the Prince of Wales (Edward VII, military uniform);
Beatrice, Princess Henry of Battenberg; Princess Alexandra of
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha; Charlotte, Princess Bernhard of SaxeMeiningen; Louise Margaret, Duchess of Connaught.
Fourth row: Tsarevich Nicholas (II, bowler hat); Princess Alix
of Hesse (his future Empress); Victoria, Princess Louis of
Battenberg; Irene, Princess Heinrich of Prussia; Marie, Grand
Duchess Vladimir; Marie, Duchess of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
Seated: Emperor Wilhelm II; Queen Victoria; Victoria, Empress
Friedrich.
On floor on bearskin: Princess Beatrice of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha;
Princess Feodore of Saxe-Meiningen
Some of the main names have been added on the mount in a small
early hand in German, but swapping the Prince of Wales with
Duke Alfred.

[VICTORIA EUGENIA (1887-1969, née Princess Ena of
Battenberg, only daughter of Princess Beatrice and Henry
of Battenberg, and wife of Alfonso XIII, King of Spain
1886-1931)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Jabez Hughes, showing her
as a small child, standing on a sofa, holding a flower, 6½” x
4”, no place, no date, c. 1890, slight spotting
[SD27914]£145
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THE CROWNED HEADS OF EUROPE
MEET AT WINDSOR
[VLADIMIR (Grand Duchess, Marie Pavlovna, 18541920, wife of Grand Duke Vladimir)]
Fine unsigned postcard photo by W. & D. Downey showing
her at the Royal Gathering at Windsor to celebrate Edward
VII‟s birthday, included in the group are Edward VII and
Queen Alexandra, George V and Queen Mary,
Princesses Louise and Maud and many others, 5½” x
3½”, Windsor, 17th November 1907
[SD32071]£225
The King had his 66th birthday gathering on 17th rather than the
9th which was his actual birthday.

[VLADIMIR ALEXANDROVICH (Grand Duke, 18471909, 3rd son of Alexander II, Adjutant-General and father
of Kirill, who was later head of the Imperial House)]
Unsigned carte-de-visite photograph by Levitzky, showing
him three-quarter-length in military uniform, 4” x 2½”, (St.
Petersburg), no date, c. 1867
[SD50882]£225
From the collection of Grand Duke Kyril & Victoria Melita

[WILHELM I (Freiedrich, 1797-1888, King of Prussia) &
his wife MARIA-LOUISE (Augusta Catherine, 18111890)]
Fine pair of unsigned cabinet photos showing the then
Prince Imperial head and shoulders, wearing military
uniform, and the Princess Imperial, half lengthstanding with
her hand on her hip, both in an oval, both 6” x 4½”, no
place, no date, top corners clipped
[SD27888]£225

THE CHILDREN OF WILHELM II
[WILHELM III (Friedrich Viktor August Ernst, 18821951, Son of Kaiser Wilhelm II, Crown Prince of the
German Empire & of Prussia, renounced the throne in
1918),
EITEL FRIEDRICH
(1883-1942, MajorGeneral),
ADALBERT
(1884-1948),
AUGUST
WILHELM
(1887-1949),
OSKAR
(1888-1958)
JOACHIM (1890-1920) and VIKTORIA (1892-1953)
Charming unsigned cabinet photo by Arthur Funger,
showing the children grouped together, the future Wilhelm
III is standing at the back in uniform, the next three younger
boys are wearing sailor suits but Joachim is still young
enough to be in a dress, Viktoria is sitting on a chair at the
front, 6½” x 4½”, no place, (Berlin), no date, c. 1894
[SD31766]£275
[WILHELMINA (1880-1962, Queen of the Netherlands
1890-1948), her husband HEINRICH (1876-1934) and
their baby JULIANA (1909-2004, succeeded her mother
as Queen on her abdication)
Delightful unsigned photo by Guy de Coral showing her
with her husband standing behind her and her baby standing
on her lap, 4” x 2½” in crested mount, 6½” x 4”, Holland,
27th May 1910
[SD31933]£125
Lovely image of the family with their new baby
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[WILHELM II (1859-1941, German Emperor 18881918)]
Fine unsigned cabinet photo by Reichard & Lindner,
showing him in fancy dress from the period of Frederick the
Great, 6½” x 4¼”, Berlin, no date, c. 1905 [SD22624]£175

THE FAMILY OF GRAND DUCHESS
XENIA
XENIA [(Grand Duchess, 1875-1960, Sister of Nicholas II
of Russia and Wife of his Cousin Grand Duke Alexander)
with her husband Grand Duke ALEXANDER (18661933), and their children
IRENA
(1895-1970),
ANDREW
(1897-1981),
FEODOR
(1898-1968),
NIKITA (1900-1974),
DMITRI
(1901-1980),
ROSTISLAV (1902-1978) & VASSILI (1907-1989)]
Glorious unsigned Russian postcard photo of GD Xenia and
her entire family consisting of six sons and 1 daughter the
Duke and Duchess are seated with children on their laps
and the rest of the family is seated around them, 5½” x 3½”,
no place, no date, c. 1909
[SD30270]£575

SIGNATURES & FRAGMENTS
ALBANI (Dame Emma, 1847-1930, Canadian Soprano)
Fine signature on album leaf
[SD26984]£10
ALLENBY (Edmund Henry, 1st Viscount, 1861-1936,
Soldier, Field Marshal, High Commissioned in Egypt)
Fine signature with address and date as “F.M.”, Deal
Castle, Kent, 16th April 1926
[SD30654]£225
ARNOLD (Matthew, 1822-1888, Poet)
Fine signature and date, 22nd February 1878 laid down on
card with a postcard portrait
[SD21390]£115
BAIRD (John Logie, 1888-1946, Scottish inventor of
Television)
Fine signature on card dated in pencil in another hand, 6th
January 1930
[SD30684]£125
BAKER (Josephine, 1906-1975, American Star of French
Music Hall)
Fine autograph notes signed, to Louis B. Frewer. sending
him her “best wishes” with the place and date, 4½” x 3½”,
Paris, 1931
[SD30699]£175
BALFOUR (Arthur James, Earl, 1848-1930, Prime
Minister)
Signature slightly soiled
[SD27213]£20
BARBIROLLI (Sir John, 1899-1970, Conductor, 19431958, of the Hallé orchestra)
Fine signature, 1953
[SD26731]£12
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BENNETT (Billy, „Almost a Gentleman‟, Musical Hall
Artist)
Signature on piece laid down with his photograph 1¾” x 1”,
on the verso are the signatures of Eddie Whaley and
Harry Scott „Pussyfoot‟, with their caricature portrait
heads drawn on the mount, no date, c. 1940 [SD50724]£15
Billy Bennett, a former cavalryman, was famous for non-sequiturs
and such rhymes as „The little sardines had gone into the tins, and
pulled down the lid for the night‟.

BEWICK (Thomas, 1753-1828, Wood Engraver)
Scarce signature and subscription
[SD26995]£150
BORIS III (1894-1943, King of Bulgaria from 1918)
Fine signature with the place and date on card London,
November 1937
[SD30685]£100
Boris became king on the abdication of his father „Foxy‟
Ferdinand (1861-1948). At first the country was in the hands of
the peasant party, and by 1934 Boris had suspended the
constitution and ruled as an autocrat. Hitler forced him to sign the
Vienna accord of 1941 to use Bulgaria as a base to attack
Yugoslavia and Greece, and he is believed to have been poisoned
in 1943 by the Nazis for refusing to declare war on Russia after an
interview with Hitler. His favourite hobby was driving steam
locomotives.

BRADDON (Mary Elizabeth, 1837-915, Victorian popular
novelist, best known for her 1862 sensation novel “Lady
Audley‟s Secret”)
Good Signature and inscription “Yours very truly” with the
place and date on a slip of paper, 4½” x 2”, Bexhill on Sea,
14th August 1910
[SD33077]£20
BROUGHAM (Henry, 1778-1868, Anti-Slaver & Writer,
Lord Chancellor 1830-1834, from 1830 Baron Brougham &
Vaux)
Autograph envelope front franked to J. Thomson in Kendal,
London, 2nd December 1820, partly laid down [54105]£20
BUCHANAN (Francis Hamilton, 1762-1829, M.D.,
Traveller & Writer on India, Compiler of Statistical Survey
of Bengal)
Signature and subscription from a letter, no place, no date,
circa 1820
[54106]£20
BUTT (Dame Clara Ellen, 1873-1936, Contralto)
Fine signature “Clara Butt Rumford”, on a slip of paper,
4½” x 2”, no place, no date, circa 1910
[SD33080]£40
CARLYLE (Thomas, 1795-1881, Historian)
Autograph quotation signed and dated, “the Night cometh
wherein no man can work”, London, 24th September 1843,
mounted with a contemporary engraving [SD23157]£350
CARLYLE (Thomas, 1795-1881, Historian)
Signature and end of an Autograph Letter Signed “sent to
me by mistake”, Chelsea, 15th December 1870, mounted
with a fine contemporary carte de visite photo showing him
wearing a hat
[SD23139]£375

CHARLOTTE (Queen, 1744-1818, née Princess of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz, wife of George III)
Signature „Charlotte R.‟ apparently from a note, circa 1800
[53378]£175
CHRISTIE (Agatha, 1891-1976, Detective Novelist)
Fine signature on card dated in pencil in another hand, 28th
April 1931
[SD30710]£275
CLIFFORD (Sir Thomas, 1630-1673, from 1672 1st
Baron, Lord High Treasurer, 1672-1673, the „C‟ of the
CABAL )
Signature on a fragment of an Exchequer document, in full
discharge of £180,000 ordered under the Privy Seal to be
paid to “his Highness” (the Duke of York), and referring to
part payments of £40,000 and £53,090, 1 side 2¼” x 9¼”,
no date, c. 1670
[SD51627]£125
Clifford was one of the three ministers (including the Duke of
York) who refused to conform to the Anglican church in 1673,
and resigned his post.

CLIFTON (Robert Bellamy, 1836-1921, first Head of the
Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, 1865-1915)
Collection of visiting cards, a few signed, given him by
eminent or up and coming scientists from the Continent
(12), England (2), the U.S.A. (1) and Japan (1), also from
the 4th Earl of Carnavon, High Steward of Oxford
University (1), and a ticket signed by Clifton to admit Mrs
Clifton to his lectures at the Royal Manchester Institution
(1), together 18 cards, with checklist, [at Oxford], circa
1880 - 1885
[54107]£275
The scientists include light physicist Alfred Cornu, mathematician
Luigi Cremona, pioneer star photographer Warren De la Rue,
Daniel C. Gilman, first President of Johns Hopkins, industrial
chemist A.W. Hofmann (with a signed note offering a copy of a
report), physicists Arthur König and Michel Krouchkoll,
egyptologist Richard Lepsius, (Sir) Donald MacAlister
introducing Dr Han-ichi Muraoka, and the latter‟s own card
staying at the Randolph, and physicists Henri Pellat and G.H.
Quincke.
Checklist and full details on application

COLLINS (W. Wilkie, 1824-1889, Novelist, Author of
„The Moonstone‟)
Very fine signature and subscription, circa 1870
[53381]£150
COOPER (Gary, 1901-61, American Actor)
Fine signature 1935
[SD27212]£225
CUI (Vittorio, 1885-1975, Italian Conductor and
Composer) Carl EBERT (1887-1980, German Theatre
and Opera Producer),
Marie HALL
(1884-1956,
Violinist) and Alda NONI (b. 1916, Italian soprano, one
of the leading soubrette of the immediate postwar period)
The first three signatures together on an album leaf with
Alda Noni on the verso, 6” x 4½”, Noni has dated her
signature, Glyndebourne 1949
[SD33150]£35

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
DALHOUSIE (Fox Maule, 1801-1874, 11th Earl)
Address Panel Signed to Lt. Col. Guthrie at Carlogie
House, Invermark, Brechin, 9th October 1872
[SD19638]£15
As Lord Panmure he was Secretary of War in the Crimean War.

A PLEA FROM THE TOWER OF
LONDON
DESMOND (James FitzGerald, c. 1570-1601, the „Tower‟
Earl or the „Queen‟s‟ Earl)
Right hand portion of an Autograph Letter Signed, with his
fine signature, with transcription, to an unnamed person,
saying he is “glad to hear of your welldooing”, and is
apparently loth to ask another favour, referring to “your
curteose dealing”, and asking him to deliver “this my lettre
with his bill” to “Robart Cutt of London” [?], ending with
his “verie hertie [prayer for you] to God”, 1 side 4½” x 3”,
The Tower, London, 29th (altered from 14th) November, in
another hand 1598, laid down
[SD51617]£275
On the rebellion in 1579 of his father Gerald (the 15th Earl), the
writer was delivered by his mother to the Irish government. He
was later taken to England and imprisoned in the Tower for 16
years. In 1600 he was released and taken to Munster to bring back
the Geraldines to their allegiance, but failing, returned to London
where he died. Meanwhile his namesake James FitzGerald
(FitzThomas), called the „Sugan‟ Earl, assumed the title of Earl of
Desmond in 1598, and carried on the war for three years. He too
was captured and taken to the Tower, where he died insane about
1608.

DANBY (Sir Thomas Osborne, 1631-1712, from 1674 1st
Earl of Danby, later Marquis of Carmarthen and Duke of
Leeds), AILESBURY (Robert Bruce, d. 1685, 1st Earl),
BERKELEY (George, 1628-1698, 1st Earl), ERNLE
(Sir John, 1646 or 1647 - 1686, Chancellor of the
Exchequer), NICHOLAS (John)
Signatures on an irregular fragment of a document, 1 side
4¾” x 7½”, no date, c. 1685
[SD51635]£265
Probably signed as members of the Privy Council, to which
Berkeley was admitted in 1685. The last four letters of
Arlington‟s signature are also visible (d. 1685).

DEVONSHIRE (Spencer Compton Cavendish, 1833-1908,
Statesman, from 1858 Lord Hartington, from 1891 8th
Duke of)
Signature and subscription on piece, in his strong hand, 2” x
3¾”, with a contemporary unsigned photograph showing
him seated, nearly full length, nearly full face, 3½” x 2¼”,
both no place, no date, circa 1870
[53823]£75
As Secretary for War, 1882-1885, Lord Hartington was partly
responsible for sending Gordon to the Sudan and for the failure to
rescue him from Khartoum. In 1886 he split from Gladstone over
Home Rule for Ireland, and, with the radical Joseph Chamberlain,
founded the Liberal Unionists.

DICKENS (Charles, 1812-1870, Novelist)
Excellent signature with subscription, “faithfully yours”
taken from a letter on mourning paper, 4½” x 1¾”, with
accompanying envelope with a note saying “Charles
Dickens signature given to me December 20th 1898 by my
father, 24 Arundel Gardens, W. Kate P. Frye”, the signature
no place, no date
[SD32821]£425
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DICKENS (Charles, 1812-1870, Novelist)
Fine autograph envelope front signed in full to “H. H.
Gladders Esquire and John H. Guy Esquire” at “Mechanics‟
Institution, Workington, Cumberland”, with a datestamp
paid , 1 side envelope, no place, no date, postmarked 6th
December 1847
[SD29904]£475
DISRAELI (Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield, 1804-1881,
Prime Minister and Novelist)
Signature „Beaconsfield‟ from an envelope, with a most
attractive and unusual lithographed portrait after „A v W‟,
taken during the Congress of Berlin, showing him head and
shoulders, his head turned a little to the side in thought,
10½” x 7¾”, the portrait Berlin, 4th July 1878 [51757]£175
DODINGTON (George Bubb, Baron Melcombe, 16911762, writer and wit, Treasurer of the Navy, from 1761
Baron Melcombe), SUNDON (William Clayton, 16711752, whose wife controlled much of George II‟s court
patronage,
from
1735
1st
Baron),
and
CHOLMONDELEY (George, 1703-1770, 3rd Earl, Lord
Privy Seal 1743-1744)
Signatures from a fragment of a document as Lords of the
Treasury, Whitehall, Treasury Chambers, 1736
[SD51674]£25
DOYLE (Richard, 1824-1883, Punch Artist 1843-1850)
Signature and subscription from a letter, no place, no date,
circa 1850
[54108]£15
EASTLAKE (Sir Charles L., 1793-1865, P.R.A.,
Historical Painter)
Signature on piece, no place, no date, circa 1835, laid down
[54109]£15
EBURY (Lord Robert Grosvenor, 1801-1893, from 1857
1st Baron)
Autograph envelope franked „R Grosvenor‟ to his mother at
Cowes, (Eleanor, 1770-1846, daughter and heiress of the
1st Earl of Wilton, wife of the 1st Marquess of
Westminster), London, 8th July 1839
[54128]£25
On the back are several notes, apparently in her hand, including
„Tickets for British Gallery‟, „House Dismantling‟, „Linen‟, neatly
struck through.

ELIZABETH II (b. 1926, Queen of Great Britain)
Fine early signature „Elizabeth‟ in pencil, aged about 6,
mounted and framed with a letter to Miss Cousland from
William Lamb of Edinburgh, who explains “your brother
Gilbert Cousland told me you were very interested in the
Princess Elizabeth ... I spoke to H.R.H. the Duchess of
York about giving it to you and received full permission ...
You of course should thank [Gilbert] for the gift ...”, the
signature on piece 2” x 3¾”, the letter 1 side 6” x 3¾” in
leatherette gilt-lined frame 10½” x 6”, „Milrig‟, 53 Braid
Road, Edinburgh, 19th February 1933
[53812]£425
FALLOWS (John Armstrong, 1907-1974, Lancashire
Cricket Captain, 1946)
Signature and inscription on a blank brown envelope 7” x
4½”, no place, 18th November 1946
[54155]£20
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EDWARD VII (1841-1910, King of Great Britain)
Autograph envelope signed with initials „A.E.‟ as Albert
Edward, Prince of Wales, addressed to the Revd The
Minister of Trinity College Cambridge, with his wax seal of
the Prince of Wales feathers on the flap, no date, circa
1875,
[SD33357]£75

GEORGE (Duke of Cambridge, 1819-1904, Grandson of
George III, Commander in Chief of the Army) and LEWIS
(Sir George Cornewall, 1806-1863, Statesman and Author)
Signatures „George‟ and „GC Lewis‟ together on piece, no
place, no date, circa 1860, light diagonal crease without
loss, laid down on card
[54114]£25

FOX (Charles James, 1749-1806, the famous Whig orator,
opponent of Lord North over America, friend of the Prince
of Wales), DYSON (Jeremiah, 1722-1776, Clerk of the
House of Commons, 1748) and TOWNSHEND (Hon.
Charles, 1728-1810, from 1797 Baron Bayning)
Signatures on fragment of a document as Lords of the
Treasury, 1 side 8” x 4½” (max.), 19th January 1774
[SD51709]£125

GEORGE III (1738-1820, King of Great Britain)
Fine firm signature on top portion of a commission
document appointing James Hay of Seggieden, (17711838), as Captain Lieutenant in the Perthshire Regiment of
Fencible Cavalry commanded by Colonel Charles Moray, in
the Troop of which Hay is already Captain, and further he is
to rank as “Captain in the Army during the Establishment of
the said Regiment in the Army only”, engraved with
manuscript additions, papered seal of Royal Arms, 1 side
vellum 5” x 15”, no date, circa 1805, lower portion has
been cut away in a rather irregular line, three other small
portions cut out affecting two words
[53782]£175

It is remarkable that Fox was only in office for very short periods
- here as a Lord of the Treasury (under Lord North !), from which,
owing to his independent action, he was dismissed by the King.
In 1806, as Foreign Secretary, he moved the bill to abolish slavery
a few days before his death.
Dyson “was nicknamed „Mungo‟ (the ubiquitous negro slave in
Isaac Bickerstaffe‟s „Padlock‟) from his omnipresence in
parliamentary business” (DNB). He discontinued the practice of
selling the subordinate clerkships in his office. He was a friend of
the novelist Richardson and settled a pension on Mark Akenside,
the poet and physician.
Signed also at the foot by Henry Fiennes Clinton, 1720-1794,
from 1768 2nd Duke of Newcastle , from 1751 Auditor of the
Receipt of the Exchequer.

FEVERSHAM (William Duncombe, 1798-1867, M.P.,
from 1841 2nd Baron)
Autograph envelope front franked to Richard Oastler,
(1789-1861, Steward of the Fixby estates near
Huddersfield, factory reformer), London, 10th May 1837
[54123]£15
FIELDEN (John, 1784-1849, Radical M.P. for Oldham,
author of „The Curse of the Factory System‟)
Autograph envelope franked to Richard Oastler, (17891861, Steward of the Fixby estates near Huddersfield,
factory reformer), London, 12th May 1838
[54125]£25

James Hay had begun as a Cornet in his local Yeomanry in 1794.
In 1804, following the great invasion scare, he had been appointed
Captain, though not so to rank in the Army unless called to active
service. Militia regiments were being called upon to volunteer up
to half their strength for service in the line, and Hay now ranks as
a full Captain in the Army. By 1809 he was Lieutenant-Colonel
Commandant of the E. Perth Regiment of Militia. Seggieden is 4
miles SE of Perth.

GEORGE III (1738-1820, King of Great Britain)
Fine signature taken from a document, c. 1800
[SD27092]£125
GEORGE III (1738-1820, King of Great Britain)
Fine signature from a document, 4” x 2½”, no place, no
date, circa 1790
[SD33391]£175
GEORGE III (1738-1820, King of Great Britain)
“Mad” signature taken from a document, c. 1812 slightly
smudged
[SD27088]£95

GEORGE III‟s SONS

GARLAND (Judy, 1922-69, Actress, Star of „The Wizard
of Oz‟)
Fine signature on paper Sincerely
[SD26894]£500

GEORGE IV (1762-1830), FREDERICK (D. of York,
1763-1827), WILLIAM IV (Duke of Clarence, 17651837), EDWARD (Duke of Kent, 1767-1820), ERNEST
(Duke of Cumberland, 1771-1851), AUGUSTUS (D. of
Sussex, 1773-1843), and ADOLPHUS (D. of Cambridge,
1774-1850)
Group of 7 Franks by the sons of George III (except
Octavius and Alfred who died young), signed „G.R.‟ or with
their title as Duke, that from Frederick is to Mrs
FITZHERBERT at Brighton, together 7 items, 1806 1839, tiny defects in right edge of „G.R.‟, short internal
tear in „Cumberland‟ without loss, two corners of
„Cambridge‟ neatly trimmed
[51329]£225

GEORGE (Duke of Cambridge, 1819-1904, Grandson of
George III, Commander in Chief of the Army)
Autograph envelope signed „Cambridge‟ to the Prince of
Wales at Buckingham Palace, 5” x 2¾” black edged, with
his black seal incorporating the Hanoverian arms, no place,
no date, circa 1860, flap with short tear
[54126]£25

1. George IV to Earl Harcourt, 1826.
2. York from Woodbridge to Mrs Fitzherbert, Steyne, Brighton,
1819.
3. Clarence from Bushey Park to Lady Jolliffe, Merstham, 1828.
4. Kent to Dr. Hankin, Ashford, 1806.
5. Cumberland from Hastings to Mrs Wharton, 1832.
6. Sussex to Mrs Tyndale, Havant, 1830.
7. Cambridge from Grantham to Col. Keate, 1839.

FURTWÄNGLER (Wilhelm, 1886-1954, German
Conductor)
Fine signature on card dated in pencil in another hand, 1935
[SD30713]£175
GABLE (Clark, 1901-60, actor, star of „Gone with the
Wind‟)
Signature on lined paper done during the filming of „Never
let me go‟, Carolyn Bay Hotel 1952
[SD26929]£300
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GEORGE IV (1762-1830, King of Great Britain)
Autograph note signed „GR‟, asking “What does this Parcel
mean?”, with an early explanation on the back about papers
sent by mistake to Windsor for the King to sign, the note 1
side 3” x 6”, [Windsor], no date, circa 1825 [53784]£125

GULL (Sir William Withey, 1816-1890, Physician to
Queen Victoria, suspected to be „Jack the Ripper‟)
Signature and subscription from a letter, circa 1880
[53392]£225

GEORGE IV (1762-1830, King of Great Britain)
Fine signature as King, from a document on vellum, above
the printed “George the Fourth”, 7” x 2½”, circa 1825
[SD33356]£85

HALIFAX (Charles Montagu, 1661-1715, K.G.,
established the Bank of England, from 1700 1st Baron,
from 1714 1st Earl), ONSLOW (Sir Richard, 1654-1717,
Speaker, Chancellor of the Exchequer 1714-1715), St.
QUINTIN (Sir William, c. 1660-1723, 2nd Bart.), and
WORTLEY (Edward, d. 1761, later Wortley-Montagu,
Ambassador to Constantinople, 1716, husband (1712) of
Lady Mary, the writer and promoter of inculation)
Signatures from a Document as Lords of the Treasury, 3½”
x 2¾”, no date. but 1714 - 1715, laid down [SD51663]£175

GEORGE IV (1762-1830, King of Great Britain)
Signature as Prince Regent taken from a document,
[SD27087]£100
GILBERT (Rev. Joseph, 1779-1852, Congregational
Divine)
Signature and subscription on piece, no place, no date, circa
1850, small defect just touching first letter of subscription,
laid down
[54115]£25
GILL (Basil, 1877-1955, Actor)
Autograph quotation signed “Tis meet that noble minds
keep ever with their like”, on an album leaf, no place, no
date, circa 1910
[SD33086]£45
GILLETTE (William 1855-1937, Actor)
Fine large signature and date in pencil on a piece of paper,
18th April 1902
[SD24722]£125
GLADSTONE (William Glynne Charles Gladstone,18851915, Liberal Party MP and the last of 4 generations to
serve in the House of Commons)
Signature
[SD27081]£10
GRANVILLE (George Leveson-Gower, 1815-1891, K.G.,
Statesman, from 1846 2nd Earl)
Autograph envelope signed to the Rev. C.H. Spurgeon,
(1834-1892, the Baptist preacher) at his home in Beulah
Hill, marked „Private‟, embossed initials and Garter on the
flap, postmarked London, 11th September 1885, slightly
torn on opening
[54127]£35
GREY (Sir Henry George, 1802-1894, from 1807 Viscount
Howick, from 1845 3rd Earl Grey)
Signature on fragment from a document addressed to the
Paymaster General, dated in another hand in pencil, when
Howick was Secretary at War, printed with manuscript
additions, 1 side 3¼” x 7½”, no place, 1836
[54165]£15
GROTE (George, 1794-1871, M.P. for the City of London
1832-1841, Philosophical Radical, Historian and Politician)
Autograph envelope front signed to Richard Rathbone
Esq., Liverpool 1838
[SD27198]£10
Besides his famous History of Greece, Grote was Vice-Chancellor
of London University (1862) and President of University College
London (1868).

FOUNDER OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND

Halifax had been Auditor of the Receipt of Exchequer, 1700-1714
and was now 1st Lord of the Treasury. As a Lord of the Treasury
in 1692 his proposal to borrow £1,000,000 from the public in
return for Life Annuities originated the National Debt; and in
1694 he moved the Bill establishing the Bank of England. Among
his other measures were the great recoinage of 1696, and the
consolidated fund to bring together the various loans to
government.
Edward Wortley so signs his name. His father Sydney Montagu,
son of the Earl of Sandwich, had changed his name to Wortley on
marriage, but he and Edward later resumed the „Montagu‟.
Edward‟s daughter married the Marquess of Bute, the Prime
Minister.

HAGGARD (Sir Henry Rider, 1856-1925, Novelist,
Author of „King Solomon‟s Mines‟)
Fine signature and date, on a slip of paper, 4½” x 2”, no
place, 1910
[SD33085]£40
HALIFAX (George Montagu, d. 1739, from 1714 Auditor
of the Receipt of the Exchequer, from 1715 Earl of Halifax)
Signature on a fragment of an Exchequer Bill, no. 3163,
elaborately engraved, for payment of a sum with interest, to
be current as legal tender and for payment of taxes, 5” x
2¾”, no date, c. 1730, cropped left and right but retaining
part of the anti-forgery design, laid down [SD51672]£35
HALLÉ (Sir Charles, 1819-1895, Conductor, Founder of
the Hallé Orchestra)
Signature and inscription, Yours very truly 1870 traces of
mount on verso
[SD27199]£10
HARRADEN (Beatrice, 1864-1936, Novelist)
Good signature and end of an Autograph Letter Signed
[SD27209]£10
HARTY (Sir Hamilton, 1879-1941, Composer)
Fine signature and date 1932
[SD27257]£15
HELENA (1846-1923, Princess of Schleswig-Holstein, 3rd
Daughter of Queen Victoria)
Fine signature and title taken from the top of a document
traces of mount on verso
[SD26986]£30
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HERBERT (Victor, 1859-1924, Irish-born American
Cellist and Composer of Operettas)
Signature and inscription, with a broken chord of C Major,
on card 2¼” x 3½”, no place, no date, c. 1900, faint trace
of laying down on blank verso
[52517]£250
Herbert also wrote „Natoma‟ (1911), one of the best American
grand operas, besides the musical scores for the Ziegfeld follies of
1919, 1921 and 1924.

HORE-BELISHA (Baron Isaac Leslie 1893-1957
politician, introduced Belisha beacons)
Signature on House of Commons paper four punched holes
around the edges of the page
[SD26871]£20
HORSLEY (John Callcott, 1817-1903, Painter, R.A.)
Signature and date April 28th, with pale beginnings of
pencil sketch of a house 1897
[SD26872]£15
HUME (Joseph, 1777-1855, Radical Statesman)
Autograph envelope front to Miss Place at Membland Hall,
Yealmpton, Devon, with a fragment of his chatty letter on
the back, 3” x 5¼”, London, 9th August 1831, laid down by
right edge
[54130]£35
HUSKISSON (William, 1770-1830, Pioneer of Free
Trade, First Man to be killed by a Locomotive)
Autograph envelope, signed, to “Sir S.B.Morland Bart
M.P” 1827
[SD26982]£25
HYLTON (Jack, 1892-1965, Bandleader)
Signature together with photo postcard showing him and his
band, 5½” x 3½” traces of mount on verso [SD27214]£25
INGLIS (Sir Robert Harry, 1786-1855, Tory Politician,
from 1820 2nd Bart.)
Autograph envelope to Richard Oastler (1789-1861,
Steward of the Fixby estates near Huddersfield, factory
reformer) in Fulham, postmarked Woburn, 3rd September
1848
[54131]£15
JENKINSON (Charles, 1727-1808 first Earl of Liverpool
and first Baron Hawkesbury)
Signature on vellum taken from a document slightly faded
[SD26937]£35
JEROME (Jerome K., 1859-1927, Novelist & Playwright)
Fine signature and inscription, “yours truly”, on a slip of
paper, 4½” x 2”, no place, no date, circa 1910
[SD33084]£35
JOACHIM (Joseph, 1831-1907, Hungarian Violinist &
Composer)
Fine signature,
[SD27070]£75
KENNEDY (John Fitzgerald, 1917-1963, President of the
United States 1961-1963)
Signature „Jack Kennedy‟ on his printed card as Senator for
Massachusetts, gilt U.S. eagle in top left corner, 3½” x 1¾”,
circa 1955, faint light crease on right margin [53401]£500

KNIGHTBRIDGE (Anthony, c.1611-1689, of Writtle,
Essex, and of Gray‟s Inn, Lawyer)
Fine bold signature on fragment of a manorial record, in
Latin with transcription, examined by Knightbridge as
“senescallus” (steward), vellum, 2 sides 3½” x 7¾”, no
place, one entry is dated March of 27 Charles II, 1675,
trimmed on three sides, inner margin with stitch holes
discoloured with some loss of text
[51734]£225
The fragment records the leasing by the Lords of the Manor,
through their steward, of several properties, including a “vineyard
and messuage (dwelling)”, and other property recently occupied
by John Bird, some of it to a “William and Mary”, and some to
Elizabeth Finch who swears her fealty to the lord of the manor.
The second side refers to property forfeited to the manor and to
which Richard Harrey was admitted.
Knightbridge, eldest son of John, attorney of Chelmsford, was
“apprenticed to one of the Secondaries in London” (Clerks who
dealt with the issue and receipt of writs, Visitation of Essex,
1634), and was a trustee of Edward VI‟s Grammar School,
Chelmsford, when Parliament sent its Charity Commissioners
there on 20th May 1646 (VCH of Essex, ii: 512). His youngest
brother John founded the professorship at Cambridge. The
surname is associated with Essex and is apparently rare elsewhere.

LAUDER (Sir Harry, 1870-1950, Scottish Music Hall
Entertainer)
Fine signature on card inscribed, Yours sincerely traces of
mount on the verso
[SD26959]£35
LABOUCHERE (Lady Mary, d. 1892, née Howard,
daughter of the 6th Earl of Carlisle, wife, 1852, of Henry
Labouchere, 1798-1869, M.P., Colonial Secretary, from
1859 1st Baron Taunton)
Autograph envelope front signed to the Revd. William
Easterby, at Lastingham, (near Kirkby Moorside, North
Yorkshire), inscribed with her “kind regards”, no place, no
date, circa 1855
[54132]£15
The Revd. Richard Dalby Easterby was appointed Vicar of
Lastingham in 1850.

LEIGH (Vivien, 1913-1967, Actress, Star of „Gone with
the Wind‟)
Fine large pencil signature with “Best wishes”, on a card,
annotated as collected at a performance of Richard II in
Oxford, together with a postcard photo with facsimile
signature, showing her half length, 1936 [SD30686]£200
LONGFELLOW
(Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882,
American Poet)
Unsigned envelope in his hand addressed to H. A. Bright, in
Fairfield, Liverpool, postmarked Boston B. B. Pkt,
mounted with a contemporary engraving , 26th July,
1864
[SD23152]£125
LUBBOCK (John, 1834-1913, Banker & Politician)
Fine signature (Avebury),
and short quote from
Shakespeare, no date,
[SD26729]£15
LUXMOORE (John, 1756-1830, from 1815 Bishop of St
Asaph)
Autograph envelope front, franked to Mr Edwards at
Aldford Rectory, Chester, St. Asaph, 15th November 1823
[54134]£20
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MACAULAY (Thomas Babington, Lord, 1800-1859, Poet
and Statesman)
Signature from Autograph Letter Signed
[SD27114]£10
MARCONI (Guglielmo, 1874-1937, Italian Physicist)
Exceptional signature and date on headed paper 4½” x 4”,
Poldhu Hotel, Mullion, S. Cornwall, 5th August 1903
[SD33390]£225
Marconi was born in Bologna of an Italian father and English
mother. He invented the radio antenna for electromagnetic waves
in 1896 and won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1909. In the
1930s he established a worldwide network for the British
Government. Signatures of Marconi are rare.

MENUHIN (Yehudi, 1916-1999, American Violinist and
Conductor)
Signature and date, on Grosvenor House Hotel headed
paper, with contempory newspaper cutting showing him
head and shoulders and commenting on his appearance of
the proms that evening, March 21st 1938
[SD26761]£35
MILES (Sir Bernard, 1907-1991, founder of the Mermaid
Theatre, Life Peer)
Signature and date, on Carlyon Bay Hotel, St Austell paper
1952
[SD26897]£30
MORTON (James Douglas, c.1516-1581, Lord Chancellor
of Scotland, 1563-1566 and 1567-1573, Regent for James
VI 1572-1578, from 1553 4th Earl)
Signature from the end of a document in Latin with
transcription and translation, “In witness whereof I [have
put] my hand to these presents ... to which also my seal is
appended. In the presence of these witnesses ... Archibald
Douglas rector of Douglas, George Auchinlek ... with
divers others”, vellum, 1 side 2”x5¼”, Dalkeith, 1569
lacking the beginnings of the lines present [SD50750]£375
Morton procured the murder of Rizzio, „discovered‟ the casket
letters and led the van at the battle of Langside against Mary‟s
supporters. He was also implicated in Darnley‟s murder, for
which he was finally charged and executed in 1581.
The Archibald Douglas who witnessed this document was a
cousin of Morton‟s wife, being a grandson of the 2nd Earl.
(Morton was Earl in right of his wife). The old kirk at Douglas
where he was rector is the burial place of the Douglases. He too
was implicated in Rizzio‟s and Darnley‟s murder. By 1572 he had
been installed, after great opposition, as parson of Glasgow (St.
Mungo‟s, the cathedral). When Morton was apprehended in
1580, Douglas was forewarned and fled to England. A packed
jury acquitted him of all treasons in 1586, and he was sent as
ambassador to England, where he contributed to the condemnation
of Queen Mary.
Signed also „Angius‟, i.e. „of Angus‟, the 8th Earl, 1553-1588,
another Archibald Douglas, Morton‟s nephew and ward, being the
son of Morton‟s elder brother David, briefly 3rd Earl in 1555.
The young earl attended St. Andrews, and carried the sword at
James‟ first parliament in 1567. When his uncle was apprehended
in December 1580 by his political enemies, he planned an English
invasion to support him, but was detected and fled to England.,
where he got to know Sir Philip Sidney. He was later pardoned,
and was lieutenant-general of Scotland in 1586. His neat
signature is based on Italian models rather than a secretary hand.
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MAYO (Richard Southwell Bourke, 1822-1872, from 1867
6th Earl, from 1869 Viceroy of India, murdered in the
Andaman Islands)
Signature on fragment of an envelope front addressed to
Lucknow, no place, no date, circa 1870
[54117]£35
In September 1871 the officiating chief justice of the Calcutta
high court was stabbed to death by a Pathan and, though no
evidence was discovered to suggest that the murder had been
organized, the belief that this was the first political murder in
India since 1857 revived an atmosphere of panic that had calmed
down. Mayo reassured the public that there was not the least
ground for apprehension; all that was required was quiet, though
active, watchfulness. In January 1872, when the Kukas attacked
Maler Kotla in the Punjab, the provincial authorities had sixty-five
men blown away from guns (a form of military execution).
Mayo‟s government condemned these summary executions but on
8 February 1872, Mayo himself was assassinated by a Muslim
Afghan convict at Port Blair in the Andaman Islands, where he
was on a tour of inspection.

MACKENZIE (Alexander Campbell, 1847-1935, Scottish
Composer)
Signature from end of Autograph Letter Signed with
inscription “Very faithfully yours, perhaps a look at a few
of your programmes would not be without use”, mounted
with a print 11” x 8” showing him full face with a beard
[SD11452]£35
MORGAN (John Pierpont, 1837-1913, American multimillionaire Banker, Financier and Philanthropist)
Fine signature and subscription on card addressed on the
verso to F. D. Parker
[SD21237]£275
MURCHISON (Sir Roderick Impey, 1792-1871, Director
General of the Geological Survey, 1st Bart.)
Last side of an Autograph letter signed, ending “Wishing
you a happy New Year”, 1 side 6” x 4”, no place, no date,
circa 1850
[54177]£25
NEPEAN (Sir Evan, 1751-1822, Governor of Bombay
1812-1819, 1st Bart.)
Signature on piece, no place, no date, circa 1815
[54118]£20
NIGHTINGALE (Florence, 1820-1910, Nurse and
Hospital Reformer)
Unsigned autograph envelope addressed to Francis Taylor,
Esq., Romsey, embossed monogram „FN‟, postmarked 27th
March 1857
[51758]£125
With her characteristic initial „F‟.

PAGET (Sir James, 1814-1899, Surgeon, Organiser of the
modern Medical School at St. Bartholomew‟s Hospital)
Signature and subscription from the end of a letter to D.
Watkin Hughes, no place, no date, circa 1870 [54136]£25
PALMERSTON (Henry John Temple, 1784-1865, Foreign
Secretary and Prime Minister, 3rd Viscount)
Autograph envelope front signed marked „Private‟,
addressed to “The Honble Wm Grey ... British Embassy
Paris”, mounted with a postcard photo
[SD8272]£30
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PANKHURST (E. Sylvia, 1882-1960, Suffragette,
daughter of Emmeline)
Fine signature and date on card, 2nd January 1933
[SD30704]£100
PATTI (Adelina, 1843-1919, Italian Soprano)
Autograph note signed in her married name „Adelina Patti
Cederström‟, “A beautiful voice is the gift of God”, with the
date on a slip of paper, 4½” x 2”, no place, 1910
[SD33078]£85
PHILIPPE (VII) (Comte de Paris, 1838-1894, Prince
Royal after the death of his father Ferdinand in 1848 from a
carriage accident and King of the French after his
Grandfather‟s abdication in 1848)
Signature and end of an Autograph Letter Signed in French
sending his best wishes, mounted with a fine original
photo by Walery , showing him seated, 10” x 8”, no place,
no date
[SD23162]£165
PINERO (Sir Arthur Wing, 1855-1934, English Dramatist)
Signature and date on a slip of paper, 4½” x 2”, no place,
13th August 1910
[SD33081]£15
PLESS (Mary Theresa, 1873-1943, née Cornwallis-West,
known as „Daisy‟, wife, 1891-1922, of Heinrich, 18611938, 3rd Prince (Fuerst) of Pless in Prussian Silesia)
Signature „Mary Theresa of Pless‟ on album leaf, signed
also by Rosita FORBES, (1890-1967, the traveller, July
1920), and on the verso by Sari PETRASS, (1890-1930 ,
the Hungarian dancer and singer, no date), 2 sides 3¾” x
5¾”, no place, 16th July 1913, very faint abrasion touching
„f‟ in signature
[53700]£95
Princess Daisy, the society beauty, famous for her memoirs, was
born in Castle Ruthin in Wales. As the friend of both Wilhelm II
and Edward VII she worked hard for peace, nursing during the
Great War. Her brother George married the widowed Lady
Randolph Churchill, Winston‟s mother, and her sister the 2nd
Duke of Westminster.
Rosita Forbes was the first non-muslim woman to enter Kufara in
Libya, in the guise of a Circassian.

RACHMANINOFF
(Sergei,
1873-1943,
Russian
Composer & Pianist)
Excellent signature on card, with a small photo inset, dated
in pencil in another hand, 4th November 1929
[SD30671]£300
RANDEGGER (Alberto 1832-1911, Conductor)
Signature from an Autograph Letter Signed
[SD26972]£10
RANJITSINGHI (Prince, 1872-1933, Maharajah of
Nawangar, Indian Cricketer)
Exceptional signature “Ranjitsinghi of Nawangar” on card
dated in another hand, 2nd August 1930
[SD30653]£225

ROBEY (Sir George, 1869-1954, Music Hall Comedian)
Autograph self caricature in ink signed, showing him head
and shoulders, 4½” x 2”, no place, attached to covering
letter, c.1907
[SD26739]£30

RASSAM (Hormuzd, 1826-1910, Assyriologist, British
Envoy to King Theodore of Abyssinia)
Signature in English, Arabic and Chaldaean on a folded
sheet, on the third side is an account of him in the hand of
Miss Franklin, daughter of Col. D.F. Franklin, the
signatures half of 1 side 8vo., Brighton, 1st July 1894,
traces of tabs on blank verso
[52480]£275
Rassam was born in Mosul, now in northern Iraq, of Christian
parents. As a young man he assisted Layard on his first
expedition (1845-1847), came to study at Oxford, was sent by the
British Museum on Layard‟s second expedition (1849-1851), and
then worked with Sir Henry Rawlinson at Nimrud and Kuyunjik.
In 1866 Queen Victoria sent him to Abyssinia on official business
but he and others were imprisoned by the King, which resulted in
Napier‟s expedition of 1868. He returned to Assyria, making
important discoveries, especially at Nineveh, 1876-1882. At his
home in Brighton he had a museum, which included the shackles
he had worn in Abyssinia.

RIGBY (Edward, 1804-1860, M.D., Obstetrician at the
Lambeth Lying-In Hospital)
Signature and subscription with some text from the end of
an autograph letter signed in which he suggests “rooms all
to yourself” which “will save us all the trouble & bother of
calling”, 1 side 4½” x 3½”, no place,. no date, circa 1850,
laid down
[54137]£40
ROBESON (Paul, 1898-1976, American Singer & Actor)
78 rpm record of „Ole Man River‟, signed on the dog under
the His Master‟s Voice label in blue pen, in original brown
paper slipcase,
[SD29728]£125
Provenance: personally collected by an employee of Duck, Son
and Pinker in Bath when he visited the city to perform.

ROBINSON (William Heath, 1872-1944, Humourous
Artist)
Fine signature with small cartoon sketch of a small bird,
4½” x 3½”, no place, no date
[SD30705]£165
ROCHFORD (William Henry Nassau de Zuylestein, 17171781, K.G., Ambassador to Turin 1749-1755, later to
Madrid and Paris, from 1738 4th Earl of Rochford) and
BEDFORD (John Russell, 1710-1771, K.G., Secretary of
State 1748-1751, from 1732 4th Duke)
Signature „Rochford‟ on a fragment of a Bill totalling £100
1 side 4¾” x 5”, Turin, 17th / 28th November 1750, and
allowed by the Duke of Bedford on 26th February 1751
(old calendar), new style calendar 1752
[SD51689]£100
SADLER (Michael Thomas, 1780-1835, M.P., Social
Reformer and Economist)
Autograph letter cover sheet signed, addressed to factory
reformer Richard OASTLER, (1789-1861, steward of
the Fixby estate near Huddersfield), 1 side 7¼” x 9”,
unfolded, London, 16th July 1832, neatly opened at seal,
side margins a little worn
[54255]£35
Sadler took a leading part in the agitation for the prevention of
child labour in factories, and was chairman of the committee
appointed to look into it.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS & MANUSCRIPTS
ROSE (Sir Alec R., 1908-1991, sailed solo round the
World, 1967-1968)
Signature on verso of his visiting card, 2½” x 3¾”, 38
Osborne Road, Southsea, no date, circa 1968 [54413]£35
SALISBURY (Robert Gascoyne-Cecil, 1830-1903, Prime
Minister 1885, 1886, and 1895-1902, from 1868 3rd
Marquess of)
Signature and subscription from a letter, no place, no date,
circa 1900, somewhat dusty, laid down
[54120]£15
SANKEY (Ira David, 1840-1908, American Evangelist &
Singer)
Signature and date, September 24th 1900
[SD27243]£65
SCHOMBURGK (Sir Robert Hermann, 1804-1865,
German-born British Traveller and Diplomat)
Signature, n.d.,
[SD27258]£40
Sir Robert discovered the Victoria regina lily for the Hakluyt
Society. He edited in 1848 „The Discovery of the Empire of
Guiana by Sir Walter Raleigh‟. His name is permanently
associated with the boundary of British Guiana, which he explored
for the Royal Geographical Society in 1835.

STANHOPE (James, 1673-1721, Soldier and Statesman,
1st Viscount 1717, 1st Earl 1718)
Signature on fragment of a document as Secretary of State,
1 side 1½” x 6”, Whitehall, 28th September 1715
[SD51664]£125
During the War of the Spanish Succession, Stanhope played an
important part as Colonel of Foot Guards under Marlborough and
in Spain, being a prisoner of the French for two years. On his
release he worked hard to support the Hanoverian succession, and
had chief charge of suppressing the rising of 1715.

STEINBECK (John, 1902-68, Author)
Fine signature on card

[SD27045]£400

STOWE (Harriet Beecher, 1811-1896, Abolitionist &
Novelist, Author of Uncle Tom‟s Cabin)
Signature with inscription “Sincerely your True Friend”
with the place and date, Hartford, 17th October 1883
[SD26481]£350
STRICKLAND (Agnes, 1796-1874, Historian & Poet)
Autograph note, “Written at Walsingham Abbey October
30th For Mr Pemberton” 1857 small holes due to former
mount slightly affecting the signature
[SD27254]£25
SUTCLIFFE (Thomas, c.1790-1849, Adventurer)
Signature on piece, with old identification below as
“Governor of the Islands of Juan Fernandez and Author of
Sixteen years in Chile & Peru”, no place, no date, c. 1845
[SD50423]£125
Sutcliffe was severely wounded at Waterloo, then in 1817 set out
with a band of Englishmen to fight for Colombian independence,
becoming a Lt.-Gen. of Cavalry. From 1822 to 1838 he was a
Captain of Cavalry in Chile, holding several posts including, in
1834, the governorship of Juan Fernandez, then used as a convict
station.
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STRAVINSKY (Igor, 1882-1971, Russian Composer)
Fine signature in pencil on card
[SD18062]£225
SYDNEY (Henry, 1641-1704, Viscount 1689 and Earl of
Romney, 1694, Envoy to the Hague, Partisan of William
III)
Signature on portion of a Bill submitted to the Lords of the
Treasury, detailing his expenses, including £115 “at the rate
of £5 per diem ... being the same that is allowed by the
States Generall to the Heer van Amerong[en] their Envoy
for the same voyage”, also £27 10s for “Waggons, Post
horses and coach horses, ships, boats: Porters: &c”, van
Amerongen was allowed double, and £20 “Interest of mony
borrowed for the above occasions”, 2 sides 2¾” x 6½”,
Whitehall, 12th November 1691, lacking top and bottom
portions
[SD51641]£125
Sydney adds below his signature “This Bill is all for Extraordinary
Services, except the last Article”. Sydney was known as “the
handsomest man of his time”.

TETRAZZINI (Luisa, 1871-1940, Italian Soprano)
Autograph Note Signed in Italian London, 26th November
1902 laid down
[SD27256]£75
TEYNHAM (Henry Francis Roper-Curzon, 1767-1842,
from 1824 14th Baron)
Autograph envelope franked to Richard Oastler, (17891861, Steward of the Fixby estates near Huddersfield,
factory reformer), black edged, Leamington, 26th August
1838, a trifle dusty
[54140]£45
Teynham supported Catholic emancipation, attending the great
meeting on Pennenden Heath, 24th October 1828, and actively
promoted the Reform Bill.

THOMSON (Hugh, 1860-1920, Illustrator of Jane Austen)
Signature on piece, with a sketch of himself in a 17th
century hat and collar, no date, c. 1910
[SD50769]£125
TOLL (Charles, d. c. 1691, Clerk of the Bakehouse, 1671,
also (1685) of the Poultry, Woodyard, Scullery & Pastry,
Joint Clerk of the Spicery 1689), LOWNDES (William,
Clerk of the Treasury c. 1675, Senior Secretary 16951724), DOVE (Humphrey), TOWNSEND (Thomas),
TWITTY (Charles)
Signatures on lower portion of an Exchequer document for
payment of £602 4s 5d, annotated in Latin “Entered in the
Office of the Auditor of the Receipt of the Exchequer of the
Lord the King” and “Entered in the Office of the Clerk of
the Pells”, 1 side 5¼” x 9½”, 15th October 1686, lacks top
portion
[SD51636]£175
TRENCH (Richard Chenevix, 1807-1886, Dean of
Westminster, from 1863 Archbishop of Dublin)
Signature and subscription from a letter, no place, no date,
circa 1870
[54119]£15
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TROLLOPE (Anthony, 1815-1882, Novelist)
Fine signature and subscription “with pleasure”, on a piece
of headed paper, Waltham House, Waltham Cross,
mounted with a National Portrait Gallery postcard photo
[SD21932]£225
TUPPER (Martin Farquhar, 1810-1889, F.R.S., Author of
„Proverbial Philosophy‟ and Inventor)
Autograph note with fine signature “What on earth can you
want with the signature of ...”, 1 side 8vo., 22nd May 1862
[SD50774]£25
Tupper‟s „Proverbial Philosophy‟, which came out in four series
from 1839 to 1867, was at first thought by the American writer
N.P. Willis to be a work of the 17th century. Tupper began
expressing his love for his wife in the manner of Solomon‟s
Proverbs, whence his articles on Marriage, Love, Friendship, and
so on.

TYNDALL (John, 1820-1893, Scientist)
Signature laid down

[SD27179]£20

WARNER (Jack 1894-1981, British Actor, “Dixon of
Dock Green”)
Autograph note, inscribed to “Margaret”, while filming
“Mind my bike”,
[SD27008]£20
WARWICK (Henry Richard Greville, 1779-1853, Lord
Lieutenant of Warwickshire, Lord in Waiting to Queen
Victoria, from 1816 3rd Earl)
Signature on a fragment of a letter, hoping, overleaf, to find
an autograph for his correspondent, with an attractive
engraving of Warwick Castle by the bridge, 6½” x 5¼”,
c. 1820, the fragment from 7 Carlton Gardens, London,
16th February 1843
[SD50783]£40
WILBERFORCE (William, 1759-1833, Slave Trade
Abolitionist)
Autograph letter cover sheet signed to Mr Burningham at
Marden Park, Godstone, Wilberforce‟s residence leased
from the Clayton family, 1 side 7¼” x 9” unfolded, London,
5th May 1823
[54258]£75

VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Autograph Dispatch Box tag on linen paper addressed to
„The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster [from] The
Queen‟, 1 side 4¼” x 2½” unfolded, original pinholes in
centre, no date, circa 1870
[53595]£125

WILBERFORCE (Samuel, 1805-1873, Bishop of Oxford
and Winchester)
Signature „S. Oxon‟ and subscription from the end of a
letter, no place, no date, circa 1860, laid down [54141]£15

VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Fine signature from a document with papered seal
[SD27108]£130

WILLIAM IV (1765-1837, King of Great Britain)
Fine large signature from a vellum document above the
printed “William the Fourth”, 7½” x 4”, no place, no date,
circa 1835
[SD33358]£100

VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Signature taken from the top of a document
[SD27022]£125
VICTORIA (1819-1901, Queen of Great Britain)
Signature and inscription from a document “App[rove]d
Victoria R”, with a cabinet photo by Webster of London,
c. 1900, of the Queen‟s attractive portrait, as engraved by
B.P. Gibbon after William Fowler the elder, 1838, showing
her head and shoulders, décolletée, nearly full face, with
coronet and garter star, and wearing an ermine tippet,
mounted in an oval from a Victorian photo album, and
framed c. 1900 with the signature below, 12” x 10”, the
signature c. 1850
[52113]£225
Underlying the inscription, faintly pencilled, are the words
“[H]ere Her Majesty will graciously be pleased to [si]gnify her
commands”. The engraving is a fine copy of the portrait now at
Windsor, differing only in that the top of the dress is in simple
folds rather than fine embroidery.

VICTORIA (1840-1901, Empress Frederick of Germany,
wife of Frederick III, eldest child of Queen Victoria &
mother of Kaiser Wilhelm II)
Signature and subscription from the end of an ALS
[SD27027]£50
WALTON (Sir William T., 1902-1984, Composer)
Fine signature mounted with a large photo showing him
seated, holding a pen up to his mouth, 8” x 7”, no place, no
date
[SD31009]£100

WORDSWORTH (William, 1770-1850, Poet Laureate)
Fine signature and end part of an Autograph Letter Signed
to “Sir Wm, most faithfully yours Wm Wordsworth” with a
postscript “as you do not mention Lady H and your children
we trust that all is well with them”, 5” x 3”, no place, no
date
[SD33373]£425
YONGE (Charlotte M., 1823-1901, Novelist)
Signature taken from Autograph Letter Signed with
subscription, With much regret, yours sincerely
[SD27195]£10
ZOG I (Ahmed Bey Zogu, 1895-1961, King of Albania
1928-1939, and his Queen, GERALDINE , b. 1915, née
Apponyi de Nagy-Apponyi)
Fine pair of signatures on card, n.d., c. 1960
[SD19861]£425

